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Manufacturers, Merchants and Money Lenders
De Grey's romantic view of a disappearing way of life
typifies the nobility at a time when England's agricultural
population had been, from the start of the Industrial Revolution, relocating to manufacturing towns and burgeoning
industrial centres like Manchester, Leeds and London.a
Thanks to the Enclosure Bills, supported by agricultural
writer Arthur Young (1741-1820) and others less philosophic,
not only the squatter but the small yeoman disappeared even
from Kent and Devon, where enclosure had taken place in
former centuries. 298 Welfare of the common man was at its
lowest ebb in modern English history, and the time was ripe
for social change. 299 The Reform Bill of 1832 gave political
clout to an educated middle class - shared with an aristocracy
resigned to sharing. 300 Combined with a series of intermittent,
but prolonged crop failures, the repeal of the Corn Laws in
1846,301 made inevitable the collapse of a social structure
that had been associated with the English landowner from the
beginning of time. Just as the little squires whose lack
of big capital to expand, were sped to extinction, the
remaining landowners - concentrating their vast acreage on
protected crops during and after the French wars - found
themselves competing as did the rest of Europe, with vastly
cheaper grains from an America, whose pilgrim fathers had
landed themselves on the most productive piece of real
estate on Earth.b 302 A multitude of painful economic and
social fluctuations marked the era, as the "Workshop of the
World" made its inevitable transformation from agrarian
community to industrialized empire, with all the implicit
Manchester, perhaps the most important cotton centre in the world,
received a municipal charter in 1838, and was titled a city only in 1853.
Its population, never more than 35,000 during the Middle Ages, had increased to
nearly 280,000 at the time of its charter, and over double that by the end
of the century. Leeds, a centre for woollen manufactures, was not formally
a city until 1893, when its popUlation exceeded 400,000. Greater London's
popUlation grew from over a million in 1801 to over four times that number
eighty years later (see also page 110-11). Girouard, M., Cities and
People, p.87; Encyclop~dia Britannica, vol.13, p.867; vol.14, p.355;
Trevelyan, British History, p.l1n.
b
Land fertility was not the only factor. Responding to the lack of farm
labour in non~slave States, machines like Cyrus McCormick's reaper (1831)
mechanized America's farmland from the early decades of the nineteenth
century. The country's diverse climatic conditions obviated early on the
need for selective farming large tracts of crops; such as cotton and sugar
cane in the south, and corn and wheat in the western prairies. These were
transported regionally by railroads beginning (1829)in Pennsylvania, with a
British-made locomotive called the Stourbridge Lion. By 1835, more than 200
railroad charters had been granted in 11 States, and over 1,000 miles of
railroad line had been opened. American produce found its way to international markets by other machines via the growing English/American transAtlantic steamship trade, which WaS pioneered by men like Isambard Kingdom
BruneI. In a sense, America had entirely different traumas transforming
itself from an agrarian to an Industrial society - overlooking the Civil
Wart of course. World Book Encyclopedia (Chicago-1979) vol.7, pp.33-4,
Vol.13, p.268, Vol.17, pp.338-9; Encyclop~dia Britannica (Chicago-1942)
vol.4 t p.285 t vol.20, p.544i Ensor, England 1870-1914, p.llS.
a
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international involvements critical to its survival .
London, the richest city in the world was naturally now
its financial centre. Its banks were stable, attracting
investment first within Britain, and then from across the
globe. ~ ... English capital runs as surely and instantly
where it is most wanted," wrote Walter Bagehot in 1873, ~and
where there is most to be made of it, as water runs to find
its own level." 303 With his usual drama, Carlyle lamented
the passing of the torch to a new elite:
Aristocracy of Feudal Parchment has passed away with a
mighty rushing; and now, by natural course, we arrive
at Aristocracy of the money-bag. It is the course
through which all European Societies are, at this hour,
travelling. Apparently a still baser sort of Aristocracy?
An infinitely baser; the basest yet known. 304
The great banking houses of the era were headed by those of
Rothschild and Baring. a With enormous capital resources
also came the associative political power and social position.
In spite of the Jewish question,b the Rothschilds presided
over a financial aristocracy from which the governor and
Court of the Bank of England were chosen.c
From appearances, the demise of traditional country
life was not as abrupt as events might indicate, but took
rather the entire Victorian and Edwardian eras for fact to
catch up with fiction. In spite of a now all but indistinguishable economic difference between the aristocracy and
the university-educated mercantile, industrial and professional rich,305 the fantasy of the pastoral English dream
persisted; and did so, of course, by virtue of the single
ingredient that had always been its support: Money - but
money supplied from essential sources other than, or augmented by land revenues - and money in unprecedented abundance.
"Money is the god of our time, and Rothsch~ld is his prophet.
Heinrich
Heine (1797-1856); "The Shares were a penny, . . and ever so many, were taken
by Rothschilds and Barings." Gilbert and Sullivan. Sampson, pp.30-1.
b
As with the rest of Europe, England has had its own history of antiSemitism. Between the expUlsion in 1290 to Cromwell in 1649, no Jews had
been legally permitted there. In Victorian soci~ty it reached the top as
disclosed with the Queents assessment of Lionel de Rothschild's projected
nomination to the House of Lords. Although there had been a Jewish knighthood under William III as precedent, she wrote to Lord Granville, August
22, 1869: "To name a Jew a Peer is a step the Queen could not consent to .
It would be ill taken and would do the Government great harm." Roth, C.,
The Magnificent Rothschilds, p.122; Durant, W.& A" The Age of Louis XIV,
pp.460, 462-3.
12
The view was generally accepted that because of their international
connections, investment bankers (or issuing houses) were properly in a
better position to preside over a national financial mechanism whose workings
reacted to world-wide political and financial fluctuations. Bankers whose
main concerns were centred on deposits and discounts (the clearing-house
bankers), would not have the scope to clearly analyse these issues (and
opportunities) with perspective. Checkland, S.G ' p.209.
a
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Whilst older country estates came more and more to be
financed by industry and investments, 306 the new princely
residences postured landed serenity, but were not in fact
country houses in the established concept. Concurrently, a
"keeping up with the Joneses" transformed many old estates
into elephantine productions, not only as a response to the
new gentry's ground-up establishments now dotting the landscape, but often simply as the result of a peculiarly
aristocratic trait: the simple joy of building. 307 Whilst
the poor and displaced were migrating to the city, the urban
nouveaux riches were involved in a reverse migration, albeit
largely for a weekend hiatus - under the presumption that
they had been landed all the time. Arcadian parvenus were
not treated as strangers if they lived by a complicated set
of social rules formulated to rank them on a new scale, now
that the old aristocratic stratifications were for most, not
entirely based on lineage. a No one is more Catholic than a
convert, and "She [the Catholic Church] thoroughly
understands ... how to deal with enthusiasts." 308 Hardly the
"basest", the new tenants were neither aggressive, inept nor
ostentatious. They supported local charities, sent their
sons to the right schools and hunted, shot and fished.
Caught between two worlds, they were eager to be accepted;
and played by rules they hoped might eventually gain them a
title of their own, or one for a descendant. 309 Robert Kerr,
architect, theoretician and author of The Gentleman's House,
gave a lecture in 1869 when, expressing his frustration over
the lack of pragmatic, modernist goals in English architecture,
he inadvertently defined an era of stylistic fancy-dress,
and the romantic impulse behind the myriad of its eclectical
forms:
If we architects are guilty of so much that is spurious
in artistic principle, there must be for this effect a
corresponding and equivalent cause.
Is there not here
and there, in matters besides architecture, and in perhaps,
much more important matters, a good deal of more or
less spurious sentiment? Do we not live in the very
To earlier generations, a grand country house would have announced the
power and standing of its occupants, not only by its grandness, but by the
inclusion of certain apartments, and contemporary visitors would have
immediately recognized these distinctions.
Blenheim for instance, was
built with apartments for monarchs because the Churchills were of the court
circle. Families outside the inner sanctum, where no monarch could be
expected to visit - but who might be related to a nobleman - as were the
Yorkes (Erddig( Denbighshire) to the earls of Hardwicke - would have a bed
chamber suitable for entertaining an earl. Anything beyond this would have
been considered pretentious. Nineteenth~century houses provided no special
accommodation as such. originally designed by Robert Adam, Luton Hoo,
Bedfordshire was remodelled by Mewes & Davis between 1903-7. Even though
Queen Elizabeth II, a cousin of its owner, the late Nicholas Phillips, has
been an annual guest for the autumn pheasant shoot, the house contains no
State Bed Chamber, so titled. Durant, Living in the Past, p.2; Evening
Standard, 8 August 1991, p.4; writer's research at Luton Hoo, and information gratefully received from its curator, Mrs. O. Kennedy.
a
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age of spurious sentiment: History, philosophy, law,
politics, poetry - is there not but too much spuriousness
in everyone of these? .. If we, as custodians of an art
whose essential attribute is so reflect the character of
the time, reflect this character all too faithfully,
what less than this and what else than this, could we
be expected to do?a 310
(It is interesting that late in his career, Kerr espoused a
return to French classicism as the only reasonable course
for English architecture.) 311
~The pastoral frivolity of the picturesque", writes
Olive Cook, gave way to the 'earnest, pedantic and pretentious
make-believe undertaken with iron determination to convince'". 312
Several styles of architecture and decoration - all retrospective - wandered onto the landscape in extravagant show;
and they did so assisted by all the latest technological
developments, including cast iron construction, electricity,
internal plumbing, and central heat. 313
In addition to
George IV's earlier dabblings in Greek, Gothic, French and
Hindoo, came Italianate, Venetian, Flemish and Elizabethan
fantasies;b 314 all calculated to impress neighbours and the
flocks of visitors who came to be entertained and shoot
anything that moved. Alfred de Rothschild had a private
train, a circus of performing animals and his own orchestra,
which he, himself, conducted for the amusement of his guests
at Halton. 315 Party logs at Floors Castle, Roxburghshire,
reveal hundreds of pheasants killed by a single shooter in
one outing, but the record is that of Hall Barn, Buckinghamshire, where on 18 December, 1913, seven guns killed 3,937
birds. c 316
De rigueur, armies of largely invisible servants provided
services well beyond the capabilities of London's finest
hotels. At Eaton Hall, Cheshire - remodelled by Alfred
Waterhouse, 1870-82, the duke of Westminster employed fifty
indoor servants. The smooth running of an establishment
depended equally on the outdoor staff, and to this end,
Hatfield in the 1880s employed over one hundred. 317 The duke
of Bedford at Woburn had a total estate staff nearing six
hundred. The ~pine-apple of politeness"318 was accomplished
when organisational finesse might magically produce a domestic
a

John Summerson also refers to Builder, 1873, p.202, when late in his
career, Kerr turned to French classicism as being "the manner from which we
have gone away and to which we must return,n Victorian Architecture in
England, p.ll, 121.

In addition to the expected stylistic descriptions, Robert Kerr refined
the list with a few new ones, such as "Rural Italian n (Osborne House, Isle
of Wight, 1844-8); "Palatial-Italian" (Bridgewater House, London); "FrenchItalian" (Wykehurst, Sussex, 1871-4); "Gothic Cottage"; and "Scotch Baronial" (Castle Coch, Glamorganshire, 1875-9), by which he means largely
French Renaissance Style. The Gentleman's House, pp.346-78.
C
At Sandringham, King Edward's estate, hunters went through an average of
30,000 birds a year. Macoll, G.Wallace, C.McD, p.296 .
b
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en service at the moment of need, and then have the same
disappear just as quickly; a 319 and to conjure this effortless
effect, a chatelaine was required to have the organisation
skills of a military general coupled with the serenity of a
fairly-land princess. If her task were not formidable on
face, she had the added servants of guests to temporarily
integrate into the resident troop movements. b 320 The social
hierarchy below stairs, normally announced by posted rules
of conduct, was more rigid than that above, with each servant
aware, if not jealous of his own particular rights and
privileges within the greater strategy.
At the top of the
domestic ladder were ensconced the upper servants, including
the housekeeper, cook, butler and lady's maid. In her memoirs,
Consuelo Vanderbilt, Ninth Duchess of Marlborough, whilst
being an American heiress used to comfort (and a great deal
more personal freedom than that allowed the contemporary
Englishwoman), observed circumstances which were as extrinsic
to her then, as they would appear to us today:
[of Longleat] A strange ritual took place over the
midday meal in the servants' hall. The under servants
first trooped in and remained standing at their places
until the upper servants had filed in in order of domestic
status ... When the joint, carved by the house steward,
had been eaten ... it was ceremoniously removed by the
steward's room footman, who carried it out with great
pomp, followed by the upper servants, who then retired
to the steward's room for the remainder of their meal;
while the housemaids and sewing-maids scurried off with
platefuls of pudding to eat in their own sittingrooms ... The upper servants remained entrenched in
their own dining-room, to which such newcomers as
chauffeurs were refused admittance and sent packing to
the servants' hall. Next in the servants' hierarchy
came the under butler and three or four footmen. There
were also humble individuals who were known by the
strange name of odd men - not ... because of any personal
oddity, but rather because they were expected to carry
out the butler's wishes however strange they might
be ...
[of Blenheim Palace] On the distaff side, the
housekeeper ruled. I felt worry for her, for she had
only six housemaids, which was an inadequate staff to
keep so colossal a house in order .... There were,
further, five laundresses, and a still-room maid who
cooked the breakfasts and the cakes and scones for our
Mark Girouard reports:
"At Welbeck the duke of Portland (admittedly
eccentric if not mad) sacked any housemaid who had the misfortune to meet
him in the corridors." Life in the English Count~ House, p.285.
a

A technique at Blenheim was to refer to visiting valets and ladies '
maids in the servants' halls after their masters' and mistresses' names ,
Durant, Living in the Past, p.92
b
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teas . . . . . A French chef presided over a staff of four .
. .. Later, when there was a nursery, a fourth estate
came into being. This was ruled over by the head
nurse. She was perhaps the most typical example of
snobbishness, and when my second son was born she refused
to hand over the 'Marquess' to the second nurse, as by
rights she should have done, claiming that he was still
a baby. It was to her humiliating to push the
perambulator which contained the younger son ... 321
Vanderbilt's commentary on the
......
rigid specialisations within Victorian
downstairs society described a
ceremony of status at table reflecting, perhaps to a childish extreme,
the theatre of a similar commensal
pantomime above. Precedence as a
legal right, was most in evidence
when the parade to dinner was led
by the gentleman and lady of highest
rank, followed in order of importance by the remaining family
members and guests. The various
echelons did however, end up in
the same dining room. Not the
case below stairs, where various
443- The Duchess of Teck at RaffordPark
dining halls and sitting rooms were (189 7), Royal Photographic Col., Windsor,
required to properly sort out the
Girouard ( .Companion) p.1l8.
staff. These sanctuaries were only part of a maze of service
areas not unlike the departmentalization found in modern
factory planning. In The Gentleman's House, Kerr classified
them into nine divisions, as it were, and gave further subdivisions within these. 322
And so, within two strictly segregated communities,
living under the same roof, and divided by the Ustairs"
connotation, there existed several other segregations - all
structured not only for the smooth running of the establishment, but also for the family's interior stability.
Vanderbilt suggests this in a remark she coined in the same
memoir, where the policy of primogenitor udepartmentalized"
even babes in cribs - Uthe heir and the spare". 323
Victorian social regimentation prescribed a new departure
in house planning. Servants' accommodation together with
secret corridors and stairs, often segregating the sexes, 324
typically doubled traditional floor plans; 325 whilst the
family quarters remained largely the standard complement of
rooms, adding only a few areas devoted to the masculine
domains of guns, bill iards and cigars; 326 and for the ladies
- a music-room, ballroom and/or conservatory. But these
specialities were sophistications, not perceived generally
as essential to gracious living and congenial hospitality.
Kerr's The Gentleman's House expounds on the proper
.-:":
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445 - H engrave Hall, Suffolk, '16th century, as occupied in 1 775', Kerr, plt.8, writer's shading.
446 - Robert Kerr, 'Comparative Design o/Classic Type', Kerr, plt.21, writer's shading.

organisation of the
Victorian house, offering
a selection of historic
plans (including those of
Holkham Hall (Kent,
c.1730) and the sixteenthcentury Hengrave Hall (as
occupied in 1775)), as
well as the author's own
schematic designs.
The
comparison below gives an
indication of the typical
nineteenth-century ground
floor service require447 - George Henry Stokes with Sir Joseph Paxton
ments. Typically, staff
Mentmore Towers (1852-4), The Builder, 1853.
segregation would extend
to an equal floor plan area of apartments allocated to the
floors directly above and to the attic. The basement, often
extending the entire footprint, was devoted largely to service
and storage areas.
~A Great Home supported by almost greater
327
offices"
was The Builder's description of Mentmore Towers,
the first Rothschild palace to be built (1852-4) in the Vale
of Aylesbury (see pages 276-99). These examples typify the
Victorian country house and a way of life transformed from
pastoral sanctuary into a gigantic domestic machine, devoted
almost entirely to luxury, and its attendant complexities.
The scale and proliferation of these establishments
were greatest in England, but had to a minor degree, their
parallels in France; and toward the end of the century, they
appeared in America where the emergence of industrialist
robber barons and mineral tycoons had established an ersatz
aristocracy more in keeping with Carlyle's description.
If
the tenor of the age had not been marked by a national
psyche of piety and seriousness, this golden age might have
had its comparisons to the halcyon days of Louis XV and his
court, when social responsibility found itself way down the
list of aristocratic priorities. But it is within this
nineteenth-century setting that interior decoration reached
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an apogee of a sort never paralleled - certainly from a
technological standpoint - in any age before or since; and
within these precincts, sobriety was anything but evident.
Here, to digress, there are parallels to the days of Louis XV:
The reign of Louis XIV was characterized by a king, who
having survived two Fronds, effectively held the nobility in
house arrest at Versailles. Grandeur was not the only reason
for its immensity. Restrictions were relaxed during the
minority of Louis XV, when the residence of the monarch was
relocated to the Tuileries Palace, and the Regent, Philippe
d'Orleans, governed from the Palais Royal, a short distance
away, Unlike his son and grandson (Rgalite); Orleans was a
true connoisseur and lover of the arts. He had a considerable
effect on the fashions of the day, giving encouragement to a
newly emancipated aristocracy, now involved in expanding and
refurbishing their long neglected Parisian hotels and country
seats. 328 With art and society, "le deluge" was not "apres
nous", but began with the Regence. The names of GabrielGermain Boffrand (1667-1754) and Nicolas Pineau (1684-1754)
are amongst the great designers of the era to be associated
with a multitude of projects outside royal patronage. Much
of their work, executed in the cosmopolitan white and gold
which Walpole found monotonous, is universally regarded as
the epitome of rococo elegance,a and a superb expression of
the society it reflected. Backed by real wealth and world
domination, English society lived in what Americans termed
"The Gilded Age" - but in a similar, gentle, elegant
Twilight of Splendour,b marking the final days of the ancien
regime; and one which would be brutally erased - not by
civil uprising, but by two wars of global magnitude (and the
subtle impositions by which all suffer equally: death duties
and income tax).

Le Gout Rothschild
Histories of the Rothschilds trace the family to
Frankfurt's Jewish ghetto in the sixteenth century.c
a

Their

have seen but one idea in all the houses here; the rooms are white
and gold, or white; a lustre, a vast glass over the chimney, and another
opposite, and generally a third over against the windows compose their
rooms universally ... I have seen the Hotels de Soubise, de Luxembourg, de
Maurepas t de Brancas t and several others, especially the boasted Hotel de
Richelieu t and could not perceive any difference, but in the more or less
gold more less baubles on the chimneys and tables; and that now and then
Vanloo has sprawled goddesses over the doors and at other times, Boucher. "
Walpole'S letter to Anne Pitt, Wed. 25 Dec. 1765, Lewis, W.S., et aI, Vol
31 1965, pp.87-8 (also pg.54) .
b
The writer has borrowed the title of James T. Maher's chronicle of five
turn-of-the-century American "palaces H • Little Brown & Co. (Boston-1975).
c::
The writer's main references are: Davis, The English Rothschilds;
Wilson Rothschild, A Story of Wealth and Power; Cowles Rothschild, The
Wealth and Power of a DynastYi Sampson, The Money Lenders, Bankers and a
World in Turmoil; Morton, The Rothsohilds, A Family Portrait.
~I
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incredible fortune and rise to world power began however, ~n
the late eighteenth-century with a dealer of old coins,
cloth and minor objets d'art. 329 By cultivating strong
contacts with the nobility, and careful manoeuvring during
the political unrest of the French Wars - and with a great
deal of pure luck - Mayer Amshel Rothschild (1744-1812)
founded the family fortune. a The Rothschild's spectacular
success lies however, with his third son, Nathan Mayer (17771836), who established the English branch of the family's
banking business.
Nathan was the third of five sons schooled in the
complexities of the Rothschild operations; and whilst it
can be said that all the brothers were astute, Nathan was
the financial genius, 330 whose acumen for calculated risktaking catapulted the house of Rothschild into the nineteenth
century, with more power than any single government, and, in
the ecclesiastical sense, more money than God.
The largely haphazard path to riches was one formed on
family structure as much as it was on the taking advantage
In addition to William XI of Hesse-Kassel, who was a money manipulator
in his own right, the most instructive of Rothschild's clientele was the
house of Thurn und Taxis, who by courier, operated the only official postal
system in the Holy Roman Empire. From this association, Mayer Amshel
learned the single, vital lesson of wealth: information creates money.
One may read that the establishment of the Rothschild dynasty was
consciously created by this man; and to a measured degree( this is true.
Certainly his sons were meticulously schooled in the family business; but
this would have been true then of most families (with sons) regardless of
their socioeconomic circumstances. There was initially however, no deliberate effort to distribute the siblings to the major capitals (with Frankfurt London, Paris, Vienna and Naples), and establish the well known international network of agencies. This was a happenstance largely resulting from
Nathan (N.M) Rothschild's and his brother James's effort to support
Wellington in his Peninsular campaign against Napoleon; and they did this
by supplying cold hard cash to the soldiers who fought there, and again at
Waterloo. To a certain degree, their clandestine operation - masterminded
in London and implemented in France - practically under the Emperor's nose
- carried the nuance of patriotism; but it was actually the result of the
family's frustration with Napoleon's Continental System (blockade) (1806)(
and the interruption of trade between England and Frankfurt - then the
warehouse of free Europe. At this time, Nathan Mayer, had emigrated to
England (1798)- more out of a sense of frustration with the constraints of
the Frankfurt business (in which two older brothers had preceded him) than
one of international networking. Accordingly, he was much in the same
stance as many European immigrants who were attracted to freer trade conditions
there. He became a highly successful cotton merchant in Manchester (see
pg.233a); and it was this business that the Blockade interrupted, forcing
Nathan Mayer to relocate to London and reoriented his activities from
commerce to finance. By 1809, the founder, Mayer Amschel, was sixty-six
and the centre of Rothschild operations had shifted from Frankfurt to the
English capital t with the title "N.M Rothschild and Brothers" on the door.
The family's dedication to the defeat of Napoleon (which made Nathan an
overnight millionaire) was again, not so much a factor of patriotism, as it
was one of sound business philosophy. Given the entire purpose of any
business is to make moneYt political stability favours profitability.
Shortly before Napoleon Ill's disastrous Prussian War, the head of the
French branch, James de Rothschild prophesied: "Entendez vous, pas de paix,
pas d' Empire". Wilson, D., Rothschild, The Weal th and Power of a Dynasty,
pp.7-10 , 21 , 23 , 26,38; Morton, F., The Rothschilds, A Family Portrait, p.140;
The Ealing Gazette, Tues, April 22, 1980.
a
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of any fortuitous twist of fortune: from its Frankfurt
beginnings, the family adopted a philosophy which prioritized
the containment of wealth by blood relatives only. The London
Rothschild Archives contain yearly ledgers itemising for the
various members of the family, expenditures ranging from
major building projects down to cigars, wine and perfume a 331
just one indication that the business owned the family, as
opposed to the other way round. Upon the occassion of his
1839 betrothal to a distant relative (Louisa Montefiore),
Anthony felt obliged to warn her: "You will perceive ... that
all the family are complete slaves to business. Therefore,
whatever plans we may make or wish for, may be very much
changed by circumstances ... ", adding, " ... we must not be too
near any person, Our family is large and it will be requisite
for us to live for ourselves.,,332
Being Jews within a
largely anti-Semitic European society, it was Rothschild
policy to inculcate an extraordinary sense of family duty,
with each succeeding generation orienting itself to the eldest
male member working in the family concern. Only males were
allowed partnership (non-Rothschild spouses were excluded,
as were Rothschild women). The intermarrying of nieces to
uncles and cousins to cousins protected further the wealth
and strengthened family loyalties. A perusal of the two
nineteenth-century generations from the four houses of England,
France, Vienna and Naples, reveals a web that, whilst not as
confusing as the biblical begats, is certainly comparable to
the royal intermarriages of Victorian times. The interrelationships are further complicated by duplicated names, such
as Mayer, Anselm, Nathaniel, Charlotte, Salomon and Hannah,
which, together with associative "nick-names" has the character
clarity of a Tolstoy novel. For simplification here, the
protagonists are confined largely to the English branch, and
the European Rothschilds who married into and out of it. As
an aid, the writer offers the generations by indentation
together with the major building works associated with specific
family members. 333

England
N.M . Nathan Mayer (1777-1836) 1806 Hannah Barent Cohen (17831850)

Stoke Newington (acquired 1816, sold 1835) Gunnersbury
Park (acquired 1835, went to Lionel, then to Nathaniel,
then to Leopold) 107 Piccadilly (acquired 1825 (went to

Mayer Amschel, then to Hannah)
Charlotte (1807-59) 1826 Anselm Salomon (1803-74)
Unfortunately the Rothschild archives are incomplete. Although they
give the best evidence as to the family members' building projects and the
architects, builders suppliers and craftsmen involved, there is little
indication as to the exact nature of the work carried out. Many records
were deliberately destroyed, including almost all of those pertaining to
Waddesdon Manor.
a
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Lionel (1808-79) 1836 Charlotte (1819-84)
148 Piccadilly (acquired 1858, sold 1937)
#5 Hamilton Place (acquired 1878, went to Leopold)
Land at Halton (acquired 1853) Tring Park (acquired
1874 - 3600 acres and 17th-century manor house
designed by Wren)
Leonora (1837-1911) 1857 Mayer Alphonse (18271905)
Evelina (1839-66) 1865 Ferdinand James (183998) British Citizen at time of marriage (cousin of
Evelina - who died with stillborn son, Dec .4)
Waddesdon Manor (1874 - opened 1881 after 7 years
construction)
Nathaniel Mayer (Natty) (1840-1915) 1867 Emma
Louisa (1844-1935) created peer (1st baron, UK)
148 Piccadilly and Tring Park.
Alfred Charles (1842-1918) never married
#1 Seamore Place (dem.c.1930) Halton (1881- 83)
Leopold (Leo) (1845-1917) 1881 Maria Perugia (sister
of Mrs. Arthur Sassoon)
4 Hamilton Place (remodelled c. 1882) Ascott
(1872, went to Anthony (1887-1961)
Anthony (1810-76) 1840 Louisa Montefiore (1821-1910)
Anthony's aunt (Henrietta Rothschild) had married
Abraham Montefiore, whose aunt Hannah had married
Anthony's father, Nathan.
Aston Clinton (early 1850s)
Nathaniel (1812-70) 1842 Charlotte (1825-99)
Hannah Mayer (1815-64) 1839 Hon. Henry Fitzroy (1807-59)
Mayer Amschel (1818-74) 1850 Juliana Cohen (1831-77)
Mentmore ( early 1850s Cowles p.119
)
Hannah (1851-90) 1878 earl of Rosebery (1847-1929)
Louise (1820-97) 1842 Mayer Carl (1820-86)

Frankfurt
Amschel Mayer (1773-1855) 1796 Eva Hanau (1779-1848) no
children

Paris
James (Jacob) Mayer (1792-1868) 1824 Betty (1805-86) five
children Ferrieres (property bought in 1820s)
Charlotte (1819) 1836 Nathaniel (1812-70)
Mayer Alphonse (1827-1905) 1857 Leonora (1837-1911)

Naples
Carl Mayer (1788-1855) 1818 Adelheid Hertz (1800-53) five
children
Charlotte (1819-94) 1836 Lionel (1808-79)
Mayer Carl (1820-86) 1842 Louise (1820-94)
Emma Louisa (1844-1935)
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Ad ol p h (1823-1900) 1850 Julie (Caroline ) (1830- 1 9 07)
Pregny (after 1860)
Wilhe lm Ca r l (1828-1901) 1849 Mathilde (Hannah ) 18 321924)

Vienna
Salomon Mayer (1774-1855)

1800 Caroline Stern (1782-1854 )

Anselm Salomon (1803-74) 1826 Charlotte (1807-59) eight
children
Julie (Caroline (1830-1907) 1850 Adolph (18231900)
Mathilde (Hannah) (1832-1924) 1849 Wilhelm Carl
(1828-1901)
Ferdinand James (1839-1898) 1865 Evelina (1839-66)
Salomon Albert (1844-1911) 1876 Bettina Caroline
(1858-92)
Betty (1805-86) 1824 James Mayer (1792-1868)

There is little to compare between Nathan Rothschild
and his sovereign, George IV, except perhaps their girths.
A naturalized British subject in 1809, Nathan was short and
paunchy with balding red hair framing a face, the prominent
features of which were a sagging lower lip and bulbous blue
eyes. 53 There was nothing sophisticated about him. His
speech, marked by a thick Yiddish/German accent, was informal,
blunt and to the point. a Speculating in stocks and bonds,
he stood daily in front of his favourite column on the floor
of the Royal Exchange where, with a largely blank expression,
he made his deals with lightning speed. 335
a

Two ins.tances of

Nathan ':'s "diplomacyU
offered by Virginia
Cowles :- A fore:Ltrn
prince,r; calling on

Rothschild in his office;'
was curtly offeped a
seat ( w±th the ; . hanker
turning his att~ntion
immediately back to his .
.'

.:;.

papers, Offended, the
Prince queried ;uDid you
hear sir, who! am?h
.
The banker, looking up
for a moment said "Oh
very well, take two
chairs then ." When a
Major Martins sentimentalized about the horrors
of war, and the large
number of those killed,
Rothschild observed:
"if they had (continued)

448 - N.M. Rothschild at his URothschild Pillar" caricature (ear~v
19th century) Roth, face-pg. 98. 449 - N.M. Rothschild caricature ..

The Shadow of a Great Man ", Cowles, p. 91.
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The accumulation of wealth was his life's total concentration
and singular pleasure. 336 The weal thier meant the greater
the ability to successfully do business. Being wealthy as
an end unto itself did not interest him, nor did the notoriety
that was its inevitable accompaniment. Criticized for his
influence and parsimony (he was notoriously mean) ,a and lampooned for his distinguishing silhouette, none could however
deny the industry and sheer intelligence 337 (innate and by that
gained through his family's international connections), which
had been brought to bear in several instances of national
concern. One of England's richest citizens, Rothschild was
in a very significant way as much a patriot as the inventors
and industrialists mentioned earlier, who had inadvertently
served their country in perilous times. b
His death in
1836, aged fifty-nine, was announced by a long obituary in
The Times, describing its occurrence as "one of the most
important events for the city, and perhaps for Europe,
which has occurred for a very long time" 338
Society and the world of beauty and refinement were
irrelevant to him. 339 He did not seek the company of those
outside his family, although many distinguished people,
including the duke of Wellington, sought his.d Domestic
concerns bored him, and to this end, he left all household
matters and the affairs of child-rearing to his wife,
Hannah. 340 From the time of his arrival in London, his family:
C

(continued) not all died, Major, you presumably would still be a drummer."
Quotes are taken respectively from The Graphic, 13 August 1885 and William
von Humboldt, the Prussian Ambassador, via E. Corti, the Unpublished memoirs of Baron George de Worms, in Cowles, V. , p.59; Wilson, D., pp.66-7;
Morton,F. p.65 substitutes "lieutenant" for "drummer", p.70.
a
A bootblack, when tipped a penny, recalled Rothschild's son always gave
a shilling. His reply was "The boy has a millionaire father. I don't".
On an occasion when he was coerced into a subscription, he stormed about
his office and cried: "You make out the cheque, I have made a f ... fool of
myself. If Morton, The Rothschilds, A Family Portrai t, Atheneum (New York1962)p.64; Cowles, The Rothschilds, Alfred A. Knopf (New York-1973)p.57.
b
Rothschild's banking rival( Alexander Baring (Baring Brothers), better
known as Lord Ashburton, can also be credited with rescuing the Bank of
England in 1839 (the Rothschilds had done it in 1825-6), but he can be
accused of questionable loyalties in his financing the American Louisiana
Purchase, April 30, 1803, which provided Napoleon with the then value of
15(000(000 American dollars at the height of his wars against Britain.
Wilson( D., Rotheohild( Charles Scribner's Sons (New York-198B)pp.86-7);
Encyclop~dia Britannica r (1942) Vol.3, p.111, Vol.14, p.432; Sampson, A.
The Money Lenders, Viking (New York-1982)p.35.
e
In 1820, when the celebrated German composer and violinist Ludwig Spohr
visited England( Rothschild's wife Hannah invited him to give a concert.
His host congratulated him, and, jingling the coins in his pocket, said
"This is my music. 1I A constant target for art dealers, Rothschild might be
induced to make a purchase, but only if it waS cheap <the neighbourhood of
£30). Cowles( V., p.87; Morton pp.64-Si Encyclop~dia Britannica (1942)
Vol.21 p.253.
d
Wellington was very much in Rothschild's debt. Without Rothschild gold,
the Peninsula Wart and Waterloo might have had different results. Although
not always together on political issues, there waS a respect and friendship
between these two men. Cowles, pp.42-3, 45-7( 70; Wilson, pp.. 41, 52, 97, 143.
1
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growing by four sons and three daughters, lived modestly
over the banking offices in a house at No.2 New Cour,
t St .
Swithin's Lane - this accommodation being quite similar in
arrangement to Rothschild's own boyhood circumstances in the
ghetto of Frankfurt on Main. In 1825, when his youngest
child was five years old, Rothschild finally addressed his
family's cramped circumstances, and moved them to a large
house at 107 Piccadilly, formerly that of the Coutts banking
family. a 341 This residence, overlooking Green Park and only
steps away from the duke of Wellington's Apsley House and
the duke of Devonshire's City mansion, became the first of
a string of Piccadilly homes, which later in the century,
became collectively known as "Rothschild Row" . b Two years
after Rothschild's move to Piccadilly, the novelist and
dramatist, Catherine Gore, published anonymously in May
Fair, a poem which read in part:
Dear to my soul art thou, May Fair!
There greatness breathes her native air:
There Fashion in her glory sits:
Sole spot still unprofaned by Cits.
There all the mushroom, trading tribe
In vain would bully or would bribe:
The Rothschilds, Couttses, Goldsmids, Barings
In other spots must have their parings:
We fix your bounds, ye rich and silly,
Along the road to Piccadilly. 342

Rothschild's move was indeed to the most fashionable
section of London, but it was also one in which he placed
himself in residency with the city's greatest bankers.
Whilst Thomas Coutts lived at 1 Stratton Street, in addition
to Number 107, Numbers 79 and 80 Piccadilly were also
associated with the Coutts banking family. 343 Sir Isaac Lyon
Goldsmid, Bart (1778-1859), also a Jew, was two doors away
at Number 105, and Alexander Baring (created Lord Ashburton
in 1835) was living in the rebuilt Bath House (see page
469), at Number 82, within four doors of Devonshire House.
Devonshire House occupied the south-western corner of the
most sought-after domestic real estate in London. Its garden
Thorrtas cotitts (1735-1822) : foundeQ. the. banking houae of Coutts & Co. In
1793 he lent the- Prince- of Wales £E)O~OOQ, and was t\after straining every
exertion to the .\ It,:most$,o a~ ::: :t9 p'+1~clud~ . allpower of giving further, was
driven sincerely t ·r;; hope that his Royal Highness would [never ask] him for
any further advance-s of money which he would be obliged to refuse ll •
Hibbert t C' I . Geo:rg'e IVr ' P:rin¢~ of W<116$1762-1811, Harper & Row (New Yorka

1972 ) P • 126 •

Eventually the Piccadilly residences included 148 (Baron Lionel, next to
149= Apaley House)i 145 (Baron Salomon Albert); 143 (Ferdinand de (von)
Rothschild) and next door him at 142; Ferdinand's sister, Alice de
Rothschild. Also with a view of :Hyde Park was 4 Hamilton Place (Leopold )
around the corner from 148, and a few steps into Mayfair: 1 Seamore Place
(Alfred Charles). Colby, R., Mayfair, A Town within London, A. S. Barnes &
Co. New Jersey-1966) ~.102-3.
b

I
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450 - VlCtorian London Mayfair (Grosvenor Estate) and surrounds, detail,
map 43, Hyde, p.87. (Clockwise) L - Lansdowne House, D - Devonshire
House, C - Coutts Family, B - Bath House, NR - N.M Rothschild,
IG - Isaac Goldsmith, AR - Alice de Rothschild, FR - Ferdinand de Rothschild, LR - Lionel de
Rothschild, A - Apsley House, LR - Leopold de Rothschild, AR - Alfred de Rothschild, CH - Chesterfield

House. (Red - existing as ofN.M Rothschild's residency, Blue - Second Generation Rothschilds (Mayer
at 107 Piccadilly), Green - Third Generation (Hannah at 107 Piccadilly).

extended east to join with that of Lansdowne House, Berkeley
Square.
Situated three blocks further, Grosvenor Square
defined the eastern boundary, with Upper Brook Street,
parallel to Piccadilly extending the boundary, north to
Hyde Park.
It was within these invisible walls that the
rich and powerful were ensconced for one hundred years to
come.
Indeed they had been here for one hundred years
before, but the peopling had been different in complexion.
Ralph Neville, whose social commentaries appeared in
several books in the first two decades of the twentieth
century, reinforced Gore's undisguised sarcasm with a
listing of Boyles 1811 Court Guide: 344 for Piccadilly, he
lists the principal residents as the duke of Devonshire,
the countess of Aberdeen, Lord Dysart, the duke of
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Somerset, the duke of Wellington,a the duke of Queensberry,
the dowager countess of Jersey, Lord Egremont, Lord Coventry,
the dowager Lady Galloway, Lady Pulteney, Lord Cholmendeley,
the duke of Grafton, Sir Francis Evelyn and the countess of
Guilford. By the turn of the century, in addition to several
Rothschilds, there were two South African diamond millionaires,
a few remaining hereditary titles, and several gentlemen's
clubs. b
107 Piccadilly continued
in the Rothschild family until 1882, when the earl of
Rosebery, widower of Nathan's
granddaughter Hannah, sold it
to the Savile Club - whose
address it remained for
forty-five years. The club
moved to its present premises
on Brook Street in 1927, and
two years later, 107 was demolished to make way for the
ballroom of a super-modern
hotel. 345 Garret Anderson has
described this first
Rothschild residence as not
greatly different in style
from number 106 next door, 346
451-106 Piccadilly Entrance Hall a/the St. James 's
which was a Palladian strucClub, c.1984, Lejeune, fig. 1, pg.239.
ture, built for Sir Hugh Hunlock in 1761.C Being however
one third its size (and roughly the same as the other twelve
houses facing Piccadilly on this block) with its uncomfortably
narrow rear garden, Rothschild's residence was certainly far
less palatial. In fact, it was one of the smallest houses
strung between the dukes of Devonshire and Wellington. In
1825, Wellington's residence itself, even with its Wyatt-added
Neville must mean the marquess of Wellesley, who sold No.149, Apsley
House, to his brother, Wellington in 181?
The duke's only association
with Piccadilly prior to his occupation of Apsley House, was from 1814,
when he · rented the Thomas Leverton-de§igned No.4 Hamilton Place, just
around the corner. Aslet, C"House of Flight", The Royal Aeronautical
Society( 4ija-milton Place, reprinted from Country Life, 24th Feb.1983;
Jervis/Tomlin, p.S.
h · No. 94 tTh$ Naval and Military Clubi{c. 1867) formerly J~9remont House,
the duke of Cambridge and then Palmerston; No.95, The American Club
(c.1919) formerly Sir Henry & Lady Fa ~ leiNo.1()6, The St . .:Tames's Club
(Hl68), formerly the earl6f Coventry; No. 127, The Guards' Club and the
caValry Club (original French boiseriefiinthe ladies' dining room and
another room); No.128,The RAF Club{ (c.1918). Lejeune, A., The Gentlemen's
Cl ubs of London, pp .• 20 , 90 , 128 , 160, 218i 238 .
C
He was succeeded almost immediately by the sixth earl of Coventry, who
had the interior remodelled (1765-6) by Rohert Adamj and much of this
decora,tion survives inw'hat has been the St. James's Club since 1869. An
Italian Neo-Classical, caryatid chimney-piece, salvaged from No. 107
Piccadilly/survives lp.the present Savile Club, Brook Street. Lejeune,
p.241; Survey of London, Vol. XL, The Athlone Press (London-1960)p.30.
a
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dining room, could hardly have been described as a mansion.
This transformation began to occur two years after Rothschild's
move. Even with his disinterest in household matters, the
banker (or the banker's wife) would have joined company with
most admirers of Wyatt's spectacular Waterloo gallery,
completed in 1830.
Gunnersbury Park, a move to the country.

Ten years after his move to Piccadilly (1835), Rothschild
took a cautious step into the realm of the country gentleman.
Not oblivious to his family's need for space and fresh air since 1816 he had rented a modest villa at Stoke Newington,
within a short driving distance from the city. But an outright acquisition of a piece of Arcadia marked his one and
only nod to what has been described above as the general
trend amongst successful city plutocrats and their aspirations
for landed legitimacy. Even so, social jostling remained to
him a waste of valuable time.
Gunnersbury Park fulfilled Rothschild's modest desires
for country air within easy reach of business and the
Exchange. The house, set within a park of approximately
109 acres, was not John Webb' sa stunning mansion (c.1658-63)
illustrated in Vi truvius Bri tannicus, 347 but an undistinguished pastoral essay of stuccoed brick, built in the NeoClassical vernacular of the Regency. 348 In 1806, it had
replaced the far more architecturally important structure
Campbell engraved in 1715, and in 1755, Lord Bath had, with
his sop to Horace Walpole, inadvertently placed amongst the
day's important houses:
Some talk of Gunnersbury,
For Sion some declare
And some say that with Chiswick House
No villa can compare:
But all the beaux of Middlesex,
Who know the country well,
Say that Strawb'ry Hill, That Strawberry
Doth bear away the bell. b
Webb (1611-1672) was a relative by marriage, and pupil of the celebrated
Inigo Jones t whom he assisted at St. Paults Cathedral, Whitehall and Wilton
House. With Jones's death in 1652, Webb (or Webbe) was the unrivalled
Palladian architect of his day. His client for Gunnersbury House was Sir
John Maynard (1602-1690), reputedly an outstanding lawyer, who in addition
to being a member of Parliament, and the "King'S Sergeant" under Charles
lIt was also an antiquarian and collector. Politically astute, he survived
the turbulent years of Charles I, Cromwell, Charles II and his brother,
into the first years of William and Mary, during which time he was one of
the Commissioners of the Great Seal. Colvin, H., A Biographical Dictionary
of British Architects (1995), pp.1027-31; Gunnersbury Archives, Genl. history.
b
Lewis, W.8., ed., Horace Walpole's Correspondence, etc., Vol 9, "To
Montagut 17, July 1755", Yale University Press (New Haven-1941) p . 169.
Obviously delighted with the two-stanza poem, the first given here, Walpole
repeated it in his letter of the same day to Richard Bentley. The Letters
of Horace Walpole, Earl of Orford, Lea and Blanchard (Philadelphia-1842)p.261.
a
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452 - John Webb Gunnersbury House (c. 1658-63), Rothschild Archives RFam/3/2, from "No.4. Gwynnes
Buildings, Islington " Pit. XLVII, Nov. 179 7. 453 - John Webb Gunnersbury House, Piano Nobile,
Rothschild Archives RFam/3/2.

At the time of Lord Bath's little tribute to Walpole's
Neo-Gothic retreat, Gunnersbury House was owned by John
Hobart, Earl of Buckinghamshire (d.1756), whose sister sold
it in 1761 to Princess Amelia (1710-1786), a daughter of
George II.
The Princess extended the property to 236 acres,
but stipulated in her will that upon her death, the property
be divided into lots and sold, with the portion containing
the house to retain roughly 95 acres. The house then passed
through several owners until c.1801 when one John Morley, a
floor-cloth manufacturer, demolished it and sold off the
building materials. Alexander Copeland, builder and a partner
of Henry Holland (who had grown rich constructing army
barracks) acquired the bulk of the land (roughly 76 acres),
and calling it Gunnersbury Park, erected the present house
for himself in 1802. Seven years later, on the property
directly adjacent, a similarly stuccoed structure was built
by one Stephan Cosser, who identified his residence as
Gunnersbury House.
Both structures sat side-by-side on the
terrace of Webb's original mansion and were separated by a
wall, which not only divided the garden, but an ornamental
lake as well.
It was Copeland's residence that Rothschild

454 - Sydney
Gunnersbury Park (1836 - right) & Unknown/or Cosset'
left) Garden Fronts, writer's photo.

bought, and it was not until 1889 that the two estates (and
houses) were combined under Rothschild's grandson, Leopold. 349
Sydney Smirke, the erudite
(and pleasantly disposed)
brother of Sir Robert, was
commissioned to remodel and
extend the existing house.
Described by J. Mordaunt
Crook as a "first-class,
second-rate architect" (it
is the writer's opinion that
both brothers' talents were
455 - Sydney Smirke - Gunnersbury Park (1835)
parred, with Sydney being the Elevation oJGarden Fron~ RothschildArchives RJam/3/Z
more inventive designer) ,a Smirke produced a scheme very
much a Neo-Classical reflection of his Italianate Oxford and
Cambridge Club project, currently under construction in Pall
Mall. b

456 - R. & S. Smirke The Oxford and Cambridge
Club, Pall Mall (1835-8) FawcettiCrook,jig.55, pg.57.
457 - Robert Smirke The Carlton Club, Pall Mall

(1833-6) Lejeune, pg.86.

Al though Sydney Smirke is practice was not a large one (roughly 80 commie'sions have been identified), his scholarly papers comprising Archaeologia
show an academician of superiorinteJ.lect and talent. Through an extensive
study of the antique, he developed a wide stylistic range - the essential
mettle of a successful Victorian architect. Toward the middle of his career,
Smirkemade significant strides toward the rich palazzo style that characterizes
High Victorian Classicism, via his projects for the Conservative Club, St.
James/s Street, 1843-5, the Burlington House additions, 1872-4 (both Palladian)
and the second Carlton Club, Pall Maf1,1854-6 (modelled on Sansovino s
Library of St, Mark), His great masterpiece is the celebrated Reading Room
of the British Library,. British Museum (opened 1857), which earned him the RIBA
Gold Medal (figure 280). Fawcett, J., ed' Seven Victorian Architects,
\'Sydney Smirke, The Architect of Compromise" J.M. Crook, Thames & Hudson
(London-1976) passim.
b
The Clubhouse (183 8) is titularly the work of Sir Robert Smirke. As
Crook points out however, this building .. ~ • ~\watershedfl in Sydney's career ..
demonstrates . a richness of detail which is uncharacteristic of his older
brother ~ indicating that in addition to the m~nial drafting and administratioIi tasks, Sydney was most likely responsible for designing the fa<;ade.
Still it should be stated thata,t this early stage of Sydney's practice, he
was very much influenced by Robert, who had designed the original Carlton
Club, Pall Mall (1833-6 - fig. 457) in a similc:lr style (still undecided about
what to do with the misplaced Greek temple he had presented to the duke of
York c~1820 (ref. fig. 199»). Fawcett, J.! Seven Victorian Architects t Thames
& Hudson (London-1976)pp.55, 58 i Pevsner, N. t London, Volume One t p.615;
Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of British Architects (1995) p.878.
a
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Nathan Rothschild never took occupancy of his country
retreat. He died suddenly while construction was in
progress; but even so, Gunnersbury was completed largely as
planned. Rothschild's sons and their sons (who had a
millionaire father) subsequently lived on a much grander
scale; but the succeeding two generations, seemingly with
g~eat respect for the English family's founder, were content
wlth the relative simplicity of life and surrounding offered
here, and altered the original fabric very little.

458 - Smirke Gunnersbury Park Orangery (1836)
Rothschild Archives RJam/3/2. 459 - Smirke

Gunnersbury Park Garden Front (c. 1912) photo by
Lionel Rothschild, Gunnersbury Archives 85.103/44.

The Rothschilds loved
gardening, which Smirke
facilitated with an airy
Neo-Classical orangery. His
drawings for this structure
show a simplicity - almost
devoid of decoration - that
is characteristic of his
general approach to the
mansion's interiors. Although Pevsner et al describe them
as U • • • an early essay in the heavy and sumptuous Frenchinspired neo-classical [sic] style that Smirke developed for
his later London clubs."350 - and there are some details
where this statement holds true - Smirke's clubs did not
display the lush, if somewhat incongruous elements punctuating
Gunnersbury's predominantly Regency interiors. What caused
the architect to provide the French-influenced embellishments
is unknown, but it would seem to have been a client's
prerogative that clearly placed this architect out of his
milieu. As an apologia it should be born in mind, that
Copeland's existing structure (and Rothschild's disposition
for economy) would have dictated much of the awkwardness
that, however disguised once by rich furnishings, paintings,
and objets d'art, does much to startle one's expectations
for refined elegance; and nowhere is this more evident to
the Gunnersbury visitor, than in the Entrance Hall itself.
An elegant Doric portico defines a doorway which, not
interrupting the rhythm of exterior fenestration, is little

1

more than one window
opening extended to
the ground. As there
are two such openings
lighting the Hall,
the entrance is, by
necessity, placed
uncomfortably off
centre.
The Hall
itself is rectangular,
its ceiling featuring
a ventilating rose,
similar in design
to those found in the
Coffee Room of Smirke's
Oxford and Cambridge

L

461 - Smirke Gunnersbury Park «Ground Plan of the House as
Proposed to be Altered" (September 2, 1835) Rothschild Archives
Rfam1312. A -Entrance Hall, B - Music Room, C - Vestibule,
D - Drawing-Room, E - Dining Room, F - Library.

462 - C. F. Bielefeld under S. Smirke Gunnersbury
Park Entrance Hall, Ceiling Rose (1836) writer's
photo. 463 - Bielefeld under Smirke The Oxford
and Cambridge Club, Pall Mall, (1836- 7) Ceiling
Rose of the Coffee Room, Lejeune, dtl. fig. 1, pg.180.

Club. A "floating" border frames the ceiling's otherwise
plain plaster surface, and is comprised of a precast guilloche
motif, incorporating gilded rosettes.
It would appear the
detail was taken from decorator's stock, as the modulations
were not sized to border lengths (or vice versa).
The
resulting awkward corner juncture is necessarily masked by
an acanthus leaf detail which, being very thin and papery,
leads the writer to speculate it is probably done in papiermache. A similar technique was applied to corner flourishes
decorating the hook-bill wall mOUldings (following page) of
the Dining-Room, where a close inspection is possible. a
a 'An , anthet(l;~Qn juxt~p6sed be~ween tw;"
acanthus sWirls the Dining Room~s
hook,,-bill mOUldings were float:,ed in
situ" into the flat _'II surf~c&,
"
aftei:t;" which, the- corrlet- decof~tions """,."
t

oan

One
feel 'finger
imprints behind the Dining Room deco- "
rations, indicating they were
pressed by hand into moul<:~s. As
were applied .

some are situated low enough to have
over time sustained abuse (which has
occurred to the mouldings)
their
perfect condition rules out plaster
464 - Bielefeld under Smirke Gunnersbury Park,
as a material. Copper or galvanized
Entrance
Hall, Guilloche infi ll to ceiling border with
iron reinforced papier-mache or
rosettes and acanthus leaf, writer's photo.
carton pierre seems to (continued)
I

.,
I
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465 & 466 - Bielefeld under Smirke Gunnersbury Park, Dining Room, papier-mache decoration to

formed-plaster hook-bill wall moulding, writer's photos.

Probably the most curious of the Entrance Hall's details
is the plaster frieze (which is probably of papier-mache as
well). The design is of bound oak leaves and acorns,
bordered with a cast egg and dart moulding above, and a
finer egg and leaf detail below. The leaves and gilded
elements are again, papery thin and individually moulded.
Here, a wire reinforcement and fixing is the only possible
method - but one dating to Elizabethan times, and well outof-date by the time of Smirke's involvement. a Considering

467 & 468 - Bielefeld under Smirke Gunnersbury Park, Entrance Hall, Frieze details, writer's photos.

the sophistication of reverse-mould decorations evident in
most of Benjamin Wyatt's interiors, it is clear that here
craftsmen were employed whose skills were sub-standard to
the best London practice. Had this been a remote country
project, such techniques might be understandable - but not a
short drive from the city. It is tempting to speculate the
use of French craftsmen and/or French-made decorations for
this and other detailing at Gunnersbury, as the French were
at this time, well behind English technology (and were also
paid less for their work). Yet another possibility could be
that the frieze pre-dated Rothschild, and was part of
(continued) hav~ be~n -ueed~ereas well .. Millar., W., Plastering Plain and
Decorative, B.T. Batsford, 2nd ed. (London~1899) pp.343,351,395.
a
In her survey, English Interior Decoration 1500-1830, Margaret Jourdain
spea~s of Caroline plaster technique~( where " ... units (such as leaves,
fruit and flowers) were made separately upon a stalk of strip lead or wire
and attached by this stalk to the ceiling.n Jourdain, M. (B.T. Batsford Ltd.
{London-1950)p.36.
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469 - Bielefeld under Smirke Gunnersbury Park,
Dining Room ceiling rose, writer's photo.
470 - C. F. Bielefeld Gunnersbury Park papiermache details, A. Rosette from Rose Boudoir;
B, Entrance Hall ceiling rose; C, Rosette insert to
Entrance Hall guilloche, D, Dining Room ceiling
rose. Plate from On the Use of Improved PapierMache... (1840) V&A 47.G.64.

D

Copeland's original decoration. a Both these assumptions
would be wrong, for Charles Bielefeld published in his 1840
catalogue an entire plate devoted to Gunnersbury's decorations.
The details illustrated were not identified as such, but
clearly they included the Entrance Hall ceiling rose, a
somewhat elaborated version of the Dining Room's ceiling
rose and two rosettes, which are identified as numbered A &
C in figure 470.
Bielefeld seems to have been Smirke's
preferred decorator, working for him on his Oxford Street
Pantheon Bazaar (1833-4) ,351 and after Gunnersbury, providing
not only the British Museum's papier-mache sheathing to the
dome, but the ceramic ornaments in the King's Library
(c.1852) as seen in figure 471. Whilst the Museum's beam
decorations contain a more intricately woven guilloche than
that of Gunnersbury's Entrance
Hall, the floriated infill,
embellishing the barrel-vaulted
beams of the Bazaar, was of a
character that suited Gunnersbury's relaxed, herbaceous
setting.
Hence it is employed
in both principal rooms and
appropriately enough, the
orangery (following page). A
variation of this detail was
471 - Bielefeld under Smirke British Museum,
exhibited by Bielefeld at the
King's Library, detail, ceiling decorations,
Great Exhibition; and whilst one
writer's photo.
might assume by 1851, he had
Geoffrey Beard states in Stucco and Decorative Plasterwork in Europe:
"The archi tect Henry Holland • . •was credited with the introduction of French
workmen skilled in various techniques of pres~ed-paper ornament - carton
pierre- made in moulds."
Copelandts association with Holland would indicate
not only the access to these c!:,aftstnen, but also answer for the relative
(to Wyatt, etc,) crudeness of the teclmique. Beard, Thames & Hudson (London1983}p . 187.
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472 - Smirke Oxford Street Pantheon Bazaar,
London (1833-4), Fawcett (Crook), fig. 53, pg.56.
473 - Smirke Gunnersbury Park Orangery,
interior line perspective, Rothschild Archives,
Rfaml312. 474 - Bielefeld Floriated moulding
exhibit, The Great Exhibition, 1851, Blake, dtl.
pg.61. 475 - Gunnersbury Park Dining Room,
floriated moulding, writer's photo. 476Gunnersbury Park Rose Boudoir, floriated
moulding, writer's photo.

discovered Jacksons' technique
of casting the various
elements as one (unlike
Jacksons, Bielefeld won no
awards), a close inspection
of Gunnersbury's details reveals that all the floral and
vegetal minutiae were attached individually, as were the oak
leaves, etc. of the Stair Hall frieze.
Clearly in all these projects, Smirke's approach to
Classical decoration was rather fundamental. Regardless of
how elaborate the individual details might be, he displays
no inventiveness beyond text-book (Chambers) applications to
structural elements, and in the case of a flat ceiling,
little more than oblong panels and the standard device of
four spandrels and a central rose. What French detailing he

477 - Bielefeld under Smirke Gunnersbury Park, Rose Boudoir ceiling. 478 - Dining Room ceiling.

writer's photos.
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479 - Smirke Gunnersbury Park Entrance Hall, balustrade
detail, Gunnersbury Muesum archives, drg 89.15/4.
480 & 481 Gunnersbury Park, balustrade details, writer's photos.

did provide to Gunnersbury Park is astonishingly naive (but then, so was his client) .
With Smirke's drawing as evidence, one
must demur at the awkward rendering of the
staircase's balustrade design. It is correspondingly "French", as might the frieze be
interpreted; but in spite of its grandiose
Louis XIV character, the heavily gilded
wrought-iron scrollwork (inappropriately applied to a wooden
staircase) cannot disguise the institutional nature of tubular
steel fixed to jarringly strident uprights.
Two engravings appearing in The Illustrated London
News, March 1857, allow a glimpse into Gunnersbury's two
largest reception areas, the Dining Room and Rose Boudoir
(or Music Room as it was originally planned). They were
published to celebrate the wedding of Lionel de Rothschild's
eldest daughter Leonora to her French cousin Mayer Alphonse,
and give a contemporary description of the mansion - more a
gush to wealth than architecture:

482 - Gunnershury Park, Dining-Room, "The Banquet", The Illustrated London News, March 7, 185~,
pg.169. Rothschild Archives RJam/3/2. 483 - Gunnersbury Park, Rose Boudoir "The Bridegroom
Breaking the Wine-Cup", The Illustrated London News, March 14,1857, pg.247, Cowles, pg134.

The main feature [of the marriage arrangements] has
been the extension of the magnificent dining-room, so
as to accommodate the numerous guests bidden to the
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festival. This temporary expansion of the mansion full thirty-five feet beyond its already large dimensions - and receding into sweeping recess walled with
mirrors framed with trellis and artificial flower work,
was lined in every disposable form with the choicest
exotics in all the bloom and perfume of Oriental nature.
Draperies of white and blush-rose colour radiated from
forty compartments, into which the ceiling was made to
sub-divide - every decoration being of the most tasteful character, and the whole most amply illuminated
with costly chandeliers and numerous candelabra. The
general decorations of the house are of pure white and
gold. It is furnished throughout in the most elaborate
manner, and is replete with articles of virtu, paintings of the highest order of art, bronzes of the rarest
kind, and all of costly lUxury that the most sumptuous
taste can desire. 352

484 _ Smirke, Gunnersbury Park, Rose Boudoir (originally.A1usic Room), Gunnersbury lvIuseum
Archives, A4ss.3486.

Unlike the romantic vignette published in 1857, when
the Rose Boudoir was photographed c.1900, it appeared with
its palms the stereotypical cluttered Edwardian parlour.
The slipcovered furniture momentarily distracts from the
architecture, which is contemporary with Louis Philippe
style in France. Even French historians pay little attention
to Restoration styles; and one can see why, as they are
largely an embarrassment when compared to the earlier Louis
and Empire designs they often evoked. a (Some comparative
During the Restorati¢>b.,)?rance went through roughly the same stylistic
anarchy seen in England. Although the ancien regime (largely Louis XIV &
XV) and Empire styles were studied for general themes, facsimiles were
generally not attempted. The result was a gaudier, heavier and noticeably
more bourgeois development6f ideas which previous generations (continued)
a

485 - Salon Style Louis-Philippe, 52 rue de
Londres, Paris, bibliotheque des Arts Decoratifs,
Verlet, pg.167. 486 - Bureau a cylindre, Chiiteau
de Chantilly, Verlet, pg.170. 487 - Secretaire for
the comte de Provence (later Louis XVIII) (1774),
Honour, p.159.

examples of decor and furniture are illustrated in figures
485 and 486)
With this in mind, one might appreciate
Smirke's decorative prudence largely saved Gunnersbury from
the cross-Channel excrescences, but he did contribute a few
scattered details as a reminder. The Drawing-Room's frieze
- crowded with alternating consoles and rosettes (a favourite
device of Percier and Fontaine 353 ) - was also used in

488 - Bielefeld under Smirke Gunnersbury Park, detail of fig. 414. 489,490 & 491 - J. Beunat
designs from Recueil des dessins d'ornements d'architecture (1813) Corinthian-style capitals, designs
as indicated, plates 21 & 31.
(continued) of designers (with taste) had largely exhausted. Around the
time of Charles X's coronation, a rather loose Neo-Gothic style emerged,
known as the Troubadour Style, which eventually became a more faithful
rendition of the Gothic, and this was roughly paralleled with Neo-Chinese,
Neo-Egyptian and Neo~Renaissance~(3sthetic.
In short, France was as much a
pot-pourri of "as you like it as was England; and to this end, a contemporary French evocation in English hands became a double parody. Viaux, J.,
French Furniture/ Ernest Senn (London-1964)pp.167-9; Fleming/Honour, p.503;
Verlet. Vol.II I 166-167.
rt
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Restoration interiors, as
were the idiosyncratic pilaster capitals - here featuring
a harp (previous page) .
Several of these ~ire designs
were published by Joseph
Beunat in 1813,354 and may
have inspired Smirke's
Gunnersbury detail - which
Bielefeld also included in
his 1840 catalogue.
The Music Room (subsequently the Rose Boudoir) is
entered from a small vestibule
off the Staircase Hall.
Smirke's drawings of its
marble-framed double doors
illustrate the architect's
indecision as to just what
French period style he wished
to evoke. One thought was to
have a tripartite arrangement
of folding doors sporting an
assembly of Louis XIV-style
appliques, the architrave
featuring a pair of pouncing
doves, where imperial eagles
might have been positioned.
Smirke's second notion was a
simpler version of Louis XIV
detail, with Louis XVI-style
corner rosettes punctuating
the frame; and as a variation
of this, he proposed to glaze
the central panel, keeping
just the rosettes. His final
design has elements of both
schemes, which as it happens
was a motif used also in
both the first and second
French Empires. As such
it was rather a safe bet,
given the rest of the
room's detailing.
494 - J. Hardouin-Mansart Versailles,
Menagerie, dtl. Petit Cabinet de
I 'Appartement d'Hiver (1638), Favier, pg.58,
jig. 71. 495 - A.-J. Gabriel Versailles, dtl.
la Bibliotheque de Madame Sophie (1769),
Favier, pg.80, jig. 132. 496 - H.-M. Lefuel
Louvre, dtl. Ie Salon du premier ecuyer de
l'empereur (1860s), Verlet, vol.IL pg.190.

492 - Bielefeld Plate from On the Use of Improved
Papier-Mache... (1840) V&A 47.G.64. a, capital from
Gunnersbury Park's Drawing Room chimney-piece
overmantel; b, capital from the Alusic Room.

493 - S. Smirke Gunnersbury Park, study for
<'A1usic Room" entrance doors, GPM 89.15/3.

.,.
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497, 498 & 499 - S. Smirke Gunnersbury Park, Rose Boudoir entrance doors and details, writer's photos.
500 - Percier & Fontaine Recueil (1812), dtl. pit. 18.

All of the door and architrave embellishments are in
gilded metal, which furthers the Empire theme, and suggests
that perhaps Bielefeld was not able to supply these details
in papier-mache. The frieze, which Smirke repeated in his
interiors for the Carlton Club (1854-6) 355, employs a leaf
motif which has its roots in Classical Greek design, and was
much used by Percier and Fontaine for instance, in designs
for vase reproductions and their highly ornate roll top desk
for Monsieur H. (these illustrations appeared in Recueil ... ,
356
1812. )
Smirke's drawings ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - do not include the semicircular overdoor, which
features a grisaille
Rothschild crest. This
appurtenance is an unlikely
request from a client who
had ignored an Austrian
baronetcy,a and largely
avoided this sort of
paraphernalia. b However,
Rothschild's eldest son,
501 - French artisans under Joyeau? Gunnersbury Park,
Lionel, did use the title
Rose Boudoir, overdoor, GPM 61. 38/3.
and was most likely
On September 29, 1822, all five Rothschild brothers were so honoured by
the emperor of.Austria. This decoration is the basis for the five bound
arrows ( which symbolize the unity of the House of Rothschild. Whilst
accepting the title, Nath<;tnwished to b~i known simply as "Mr. Rothschild".
Wilson,
,Rothschild,.< The Weal th and Power of a Dynasty, Charles
Scribner
Sons (~$wYork-1988)pp.
b
Similar to many house accounts, the Rothschild archives contain very
little specific information about the actual work carried out at their
various residence$. In the case of Gunnersbury, there area few letters,
indicating that interior work was being done in 1864, fourteen years after
Baron Lionel inherited the estate upon his mother's death (Sept.5, 1850).
In her correspondence, Baroness Charlotte de Rothschild communicated the
following to her son Leopold: 8 May 1864, " ... r am extremely (continued)
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502, 503, 504 & 505 - French craftsmen under
Joyeau? Gunnersbury Park, Rose Boudoir,
chimney-piece and details, writer's photos.

responsible for this and other
decorative additions carried
out circa 1864.
Smirke's
Music Room chimney-piece was
probably removed at this
time, as the elaborate,
crystal-ornamented confection
seen today, is well out of his
design vocabulary. Whilse one might admire the intricately
carved details, the style of the chimney-piece is typical of
the debased Classicism, which had been popular in France
since the Restoration, and under the Second Empire reached
almost absurd extremes (following page). A clue as to what
fsontinued) tired, having worked at the early hour with Mr. Poisat at
Gunnersbury and have been back here [148 Piccadilly, which was also being
decorated1 from 11 a.m. till 11 p.rn .... "; 12 August 1864 r "We go to
Gunnersbury on Tuesd<iiy as the ceilings at Gunnersbury are to .be plastered.
10 October 1~64 , <"As I am going to London and to Gunnersbury tomorrow and
have a rendez - vous with Joyeau& Co" it may not be in my power to write
to you . " Little is known of Poisat, other than he was French and a
decoration consultant (see pg. 267). M.Joyeau, < ~lso French r • seems to
have been~xclusively in the employ of Baron Lionel, as he appears often in
the Rothschild records concerning the decoratIons at 148 Piccadilly, and
had no London address of his own.. Typical of the Rothschilds, who often
regarded their employees as quasi- family/" Baroness Charlotte included in
her February 19thii' 1866 letter to Leo, "Mr . Joyeau hopes to have found an
excellent husband for hf~ adopted daughter . .)1 -news which presumably
would have interested her student son. As Joyeau made several trips to
Europe for varl.o\;1.$architecturalmaterials, including carton pierre embellishments,the writer assumes he, coordinating his efforts with Baroness
Charlotte, was . responsible fortnostof. the kn6\',11edgeable French design at
Gunner~bury.Builder ,l' George Myers, who between 1860 and 1870, was paid
well over £170,000 by Lionel, figures prominently in Rothschild projects,
andie;>thought to have carried out the work here. Rothschild Archives,
RfamC/21, Transcript of Correspondence of Charlotte, Baroness Rothschild
1864 (unpublished draft); Silver, Patricia Spencer, "George Myers, Building for the Rothschilds
screening 1990, thought to be unpublished, p. 9 i
Da vis ( .R ., pp . 8 7, 9 9 .
lf
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506 - M. Andre, Paris - chimney-piece in
cast Iron, The Great Exhibition (1851),
Blake, pg.75.

507 - Visconti & LeJuel Louvre, Grand
Salon du duc de Alorney (Mznistere des
Finances) (1852-5 7) Verlet, vol. II, pg.189.

became of Smirke's original chimney-piece can be found in
what is now an incongruous element of the rooms decor: the
Sicilian marble door architrave. An aspect of Smirke's
design sense appears to be an attempt to coordinate a room's
prominent architectural features by using similar or corresponding materials. In the Dining Room, his elegant columned
chimney-piece relates to the red porphyry scagliola columns
of the alcove; in the Drawing Room, Smirke used giallo

508 & 509 - S. Smirke Gunnersbury Park Dining Room chimney-piece and Corinthian alcove screen,
writer's photos.

antico marble and scagliola
to make the bridge.
For the
Rose Boudoir - which has no
columnar feature, it is
reasonable to assume the
marble architrave was the
link; and as it happens,
there is a purely Sicilian
marble chimney-piece at
Gunnersbury, which is rather
too grand for the Library
where it is presently installed.
It is the most monumental and
510 - S. Smirke Gunnersbury Park, Library
chimney-piece, writer's photo.

......
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intricately carved of Smirke's chimney-pieces at Gunnersburv.
and displays a curious (and slightly ridiculous) feature of
Empire design, inasmuch as the columns have lion-paw feet
protruding from beneath.
In spite of the upmarket change in
Rothschild taste, this chimney-piece would still have been
much more at home with the Music Room's decorative theme,
than its truly French replacement.

511 - S. Smirke and French Decorators under
Joyeau? Gunnersbury Park Drawing Room,
museum guide, 1984, pg. 9. 512 - E. T. Parris
Drawing Room ceiling painting 0/ "The Four
Seasons ", c.1936?, photo, N Corrie. ©GPM
513 - P. C. Faberge Imperial Russian Easter Egg,
1897, Bainbridge, plt.89.

Certainly the most interesting of
Gunnersbury's interiors is the Drawing
Room, which appears to have received
the greatest attention during the 1864
renovations. The room has an almost
jewel-like quality - unique to English
interiors of any day - where one is
immediately impressed by the two
patterns of gilded metal lattice work
blanketing both the ceiling and cove.
A large oval painting of the "Four
Seasons", by E. T. Parris a (see figures
345, 346 and page 195) is mounted over
the lattice-work like a broach, extending an aura of feminine bijouterie.
The ambience is one as might be found
on the interior of a giant Faberge egg.
Referring to figure 485, and a plate
from Alexander Speltz, these decorations
are recognised as Empire and Neo-Empire
The Gunnersbury Park Museum dates Parris IS
painting c.1836;and certainly this coincides.wit~
thos~ ' of his most prolific period..
However, ParrlS
lived toSO years of ag~ > - 37 year$/ after
Smirke's tenure - and could have heen available
to provide this embellishment when}3aroness
Charlotte was redecorating.
Croft-Murray,pp.252-3i
Gunnersbury Park Museum guide, Beric Tempest
& Co. (Cornwall-1984)p.l0j photo, Nigel Corrie.
a

514 -A. Speltz Styles a/Ornament,
Empire style parquetry floor in
Schwarzenberg Palace, Vienna,jig.},
pit. 390, pg. 612.
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515 - Bielefeld Plate from On the Use ofhnproved
Papier-Mache. .. (1840) V&A 47. G. 64. 516 - Smirke &
Joyeau? Gunnersbury Park, Drawing-Room ceiling
detail, writer 's photo. 517 - Bielefeld under Smirke
Gunnersbury Park, Library ceiling detail, writer 's photo.

518 - German curtain arrangement (1860s) from MusterAeichnungen for die Gewerbe (pub/. 1863) Thornton, fig. 397,
pg. 297. 519 & 520 - S. Smirke (with Bielefeld) Gunnersbury
Park, Drawing-Room chimney-piece, writer 's photos.

design, and again, largely apart
from Smirke's vocabulary. One might
assume the lattice work replaced a
rose and spandrel arrangement such
as those seen in Gunnersbury's other
principal rooms. What remains are
Bielefeld's corner flourishes in the
cove (which the latticing circumvents (figure 516)) and the flat,
leafy borders which appear also on
the Library ceiling. Smirke's Ionic
columns in Sicilian marble and giallo antico scagliola
converse with the genuine giallo antico marble of the chimneypiece.
Although it is largely in the same marbles, the
Greco-Egyptian mantelpiece is another matter, and one which
materially corresponds so well to the base that it is
initially difficult to ascertain if it is a clever French
addition or part of the original design.
This Empire-

1
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521, 522, 523 & 524 - J. Beunat Designs from Recueil
des dessins d 'ornements d 'archi tecture, (c.1813) Greekstyle capitals, plates 21 & 83; Empire doorway, Greekstyle ornament, plates 54 & 65, designs as indicated.

style assembly has no conversation with the Ionic columns, or
the exquisite laurel and berry detailing of the firesurround (which has). What motivated Smirke to provide
this well-informed Empire detailing is a minor mystery; but
as this idiom was still popular with French-driven European
taste of the 1860s, it may owe to this its escape from
Joyeau's and the Baroness Lionel's renovations.
148 Piccadilly, the Baron's residence

For seventy-three years 148 Piccadilly remained the
London residence for the head of the English Rothschild family.
In 1937 it was given up for sale, eventually to become an
officers' club, 357 and in 1959 it fell victim to the Park
Lane extension which now isolates Apsley House in a jam of
roadways and underground station access ramps. When the
mansion was sold, the description of its contents filled a
two hundred and fifty-page catalogue; and it is largely from
sale descriptions, and a few photographs of the interiors
that one may recall the first London evidence of le gout
Rothschild.
Whilst Gunnersbury's renovations were in hand, the
Baron and Baroness Lionel de Rothschild were also decorating
their new London establishment. Situated directly adjacent
to Apsley House at 149 Piccadilly, Rothschild could hardly
have asked for a more prestigous location, which suited a
man of his status and provided an appropriate venue for the
entertainments required of a member of Parliament. a In
Th~ f;i: ~'i' d:~f;::):~B:""~~'

Park

:!:!

•

N .M. Roth!hhi'ld,

iri 'add'i ti'S~:'):; E;;:' i~eriting

Gunnersbury
the" Rothschiid : : b' ~I1k".
(In the third generat "': 'a lsc!)'" as: su~med, the""' h~' ~d " hf
tion '; ::' Nath~rl'i'el!: bec~'me : he' ~d ;f the bank" , taking Tring Park as his country
seat -"'G',ld~erii1b{iry fell """ t; ' t 'h e y6iihg~'st brother , t Leopold. ) In 1847, Lionel
w.is ,m ele'c t'e 'd Whig M. P for" th';;;'m City of L~ndon'~ \ but' was not allowed to sit,
:::' i:'" .:.:
,
:::
. .. ..
.
:!;::::::
owing to h1~)ii,refusal, as "" a Jew t;P,.: " take tJ"le ""'necessary oath. Rothschild's
repeat"ed elections ig 1858 ; :w 59 6'5 and 69 ', caused the (continued)
a
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1841, Lionel had acquired 148 Piccadilly, and in the late
1850s purchased the adjacent number 147. For four years
from 1859, he combined the two into an address which stood
for decades as a model of Victorian taste and grandeur. J58

525 & 526 - Nelson & Innes 148 Piccadilly (J 859-63) Jervis/
Tomlin & The Builder, Nov. 1, 1862, pg.748.

The four-storey mansion was the work of
architects, T. Marsh Nelson and Charles Innes, who had
designed the Lower Regent Street Junior United Services
Club (1855-7), and following that project, provided N.M.
Rothschild and Sons with their new headquarters (1857-60)
off St. Swithin's Lane. 359 As with the Gunnersbury renovations,
the builder was George Myers. 360
Rothschild archives do not detail the specific contributions of what amounted to an army of artisans - all
marshaled by the ubiquitous Poisat and Joyeau (see page
264b). Baroness Charlotte, whose correspondence to her son
Leopold, described an effort which left her continuously
exhausted,361 added an incidental insight into the Paris
branch of the family (whose various building projects may
have provided the connections to many of the French firms
and artists who decorated 148 Piccadilly):
Mr. Joyeau was delighted with the success of his work,
and wandered about the house showing all the details to
Mr. Poisat - who so thoroughly approved of everything,
barring the golden dining-room, that he seems to recommend
the decorator to Uncle Nat for the construction of his
new house in Rue St. Honore; that will never do, as the
great Mr. Lami is on the spot." 361 (footnote a - following page)

(continued) government a well deserved embarrasment, to the effect that
the oath was changed to remove the "Christian" references,and Rothschild
was finally allowed to participate~ Although the fun-loving Edward VII had
no qualms about nationality or religion as long as the entertainments were
splendid, Victoria thought otherwise, and thwarted Gladstone/s recommendation for a Rothschild peerage (ftnt.b,pg.234) .• Cowles, V" Edward VII and
his Circle, Hamish Hamilton (London-1956)p.137; The Concise Dictionary of
Na.tiOnal Biography, Vol III N-Z, Oxford University Press (Oxford-1992)
p.2589.
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~lthough Jackson & Sons are named in the house acco~~ts,

~he IJ.st of French participants was extensive, and included
Harmer ~reres of Paris, as modellers and suppliers of
car~on p~erre orn~ments, together with designs and sculptures
(wh1ch may have 1ncluded carton pierre elements) provided by
Bonard, Boyer, Carpezat (capitals for the Grand Staircase)
Charles, Chenaut, Coignet, Courneur for gelatine capitals ~
pres~mably for casting by English (Jacksons?) craftsmen,
~chene, Foucher (or Fouche), Frappier (or Frappie), Fuigere,
G1ngo~t, Guenard, Goignet, Guigere, Laines, Lebroc, Oudre,
PhoenJ.x, Robert, Rousseau, Thomas, Vincent and Walcher. Of
what is recorded, Joyeau's trips to France took him to Paris
and Versailles ("Lebrun Gallerie [sic] de Versailles"
provided marble). As two of the Piccadilly mansion's rooms

Eugene Lami watercolour, suppergiven by Napoleon
HI for Queen Victoria in the theatre ofVersailles, 25
Aug. 18$5, Alq{,)uffif plt.Vl1~43, pg.393,' watercolfJuru
St4te Ball(Jtl!tJt;kjngham Palace, 5 July 1848, Ames, ·· .
pit. 46.

Eugene Lami (1~lq' O-90) ,. is remembered for his watercolours of
luxurious interiors ~· which might depict an ordinary family scene, but
often commemoJ:t?+ted special events, such as Queen Victoria'S visit to
Stafford House {wnen$hegt t ered the famous "house-to-palace remark
and
the '[ [ 848 State B;;tll atB1.lc~ingham Palace, featuring its Grand Staircase ~a.sh(s one trulygre~t French-inspired design there.
Lami came first to
Victoria's and Albert's notice via Louis-Philippei s gift of paintings,
commemmoratil}g the royal couple~s visit to France in 1843. Afine
watercolourist, Lami'§ popularity was enhanced by his tendency to portray
h~§subjects more as they would have liked to appear, rather than as they
actually were. After the overthrow o¥ ,. Louis Philippe, La~i was for a time
a refugee in England l where in addition t o the above his recordings included
tne Baptism of Prince Arthur (fl,.lb.1re Duke of Connaught) and the queen's
opening o.f the Crystal Palace. He was also asked to design fancy-dress
costumes for the royal coU'ple, which are portrayed in Sir Edwin Landseer's
painting{ now in the National Portrait Gallery. Tne Second Empire brought
him bac k to Paris, Where he enjoyed great favour with Napoleon III and
Empress Eugenie.Tfl~ empre~s's Marriage Bookl whose cOVers are embellished
With .gold i silver and enamel was designed by him, and yet another
watercolour was commissioned to record the lavish supper given Victoria on
her State Visit of 1$55. Bistavour with both the English and French courts,
probably led taLami's selection for his greatest decorative commission:
James de Rothschildts cba.teau de Ferrieres{which will be discussed
shortly), and this would have been the substance of Baroness Charlotte's
estimatlon,"the Great Lami". In 1842 1 Lionel de Rothschild's younger
brother Nathaniel married the only daughter of Baron James, and took up
residence in Paris giving Lami further work with the Rothschilds. Gower,
Vol,ll p.2; Ames, pp.116, 141; Wilson, p.169.
a
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featured seventeenth-century Dutch leather wall coverings,
the writer presumes his journeys to Holland may have been in
this regard. In addition to London, some of Joyeau's English
business took him to Birmingham, Brighton and Buxton363 - all
in all a marathon effort to outfit a great deal more than a
London town house - even one in the grand concept. Much
like Wyatt and the duchess of Sutherland, Joyeau also had
the baroness to deal with. Again her affectionate letters
to Leopold and her husband suggest somewhat of a perfectionist
at work:
I have been extremely busy, my beloved son, and
still doing nothing; the work advances so slowly, that
I am sure we shall have crowds of visitors, and that
they will find us in a sad state of confusion even on a
Saturday - but it takes some time to arrange a large
house - for every ornament, and every piece of furniture must be tried in half a dozen places, before it
is possible to decide which is likely to suit. But I
will not bore you with household details." 12 April
1864 - to Leo from Piccadilly.
. .. Every nook reveals a mistake not to be remedied
now, but, which might have been avoided, had I been
more watchful, more careful and attentive, had I
possessed more forethought. Please God when we have a
Drawing-Room we shall be able to dine habitually in the
Library and to keep the somewhat sparkling room for
festive occasions only." 3 May 1864 - to Leo from
Gunnersbury.
The crystal chandelier is ugly - but the crystals
are white and clear and fine. Joyeau advises you
to buy them, as he says you have not enough
ornaments or rough crystal for even one chandelier,
much less two." 20 September 1864 - to Lionel from
Paris .
. . . Did you go to Piccadilly yesterday, and see the
balustrade, and what do you think of it? 29 November 1864
- to Leo from Brighton.
What did he think of the balustrade indeed! The top-lit
central staircase was so spectacular, it rendered the balustrade
a mere detail. Somewhat over-enthusiastic, Vogue Magazine
gushed "A Stairway like the Paris Opera", 364 but it was much
more sedate than Garnier's effusive Baroque extravaganza. The
a
staircase itself was of Sicilian marble, with giant marble
Ionic columns and pilasters framing the principalwrit~:~'::::~ssJ~~ ~ ' t i h~ii' ~~'J.~m~'; " ~rid pil~~ ters were of marble

as there
a-ccQunts,!!: for scagliola :ij amongst the "-few English (continued)
I
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527 - Nelson & Innes with Poisat

& Joyeau 148 Piccadilly, upper
Staircase Hall, Sale Catalogue,
Westminster Public Library, Vic.
Br. 528 - Grand Staircase Hall,
sale catalogue, Rothschild
Archives.

floor apartments,
which were themselves open to the
Staircase Hall extending the spatial
effect to the full
width of the
mansion. Without
the unmistakably
English addition of
a second-storey to
the well, the recreation of a Louis
XIV interior would
have been reasonably authentic. As with Benjamin Wyatt's
Londonderry House Staircase Hall (figure 192), the giant
pilasters pierced the mOUldings, but here they were designed
as mOUldings, not feigned structural elements.
The staircase divided and returned toward Piccadilly,
leading directly to a grand Ballroom, which ran the complete
width of the mansion and overlooked Green Park with Buckingham
Palace beyond. Here, the spectacular compartmented ceiling
featured celestial paintings by Pierre Victor Galland (page 324,
footnote a) which were perhaps too heavily ornamented for the
room's dimensions (following page). It was however, very much
in character with contemporary Second Empire extravaganzas, such
as Lefuel's 1868 ceiling for La Salle d'Auguste in the Louvre,
(continued) decoration firms (Jacksons being the most prominent) who worked
at 148 Piccadilly. In addition, Rothschild archives XII/41/8A contain an
account (May 9th to June 3rd, 1865) from Thomas Dershaw~ House Painter,
Decorator, Gilder, &c, of 38 Baker St., Portman Square, describing work to
the Brown Gallery,. which would appear to have been part of or adjacent to
the Grand Staircase. His account reads " ... all paint and gilding to the
ceiling and walls dusted and cleaned Oak Woodwork and real marble
columns ... ", leading onete assume perhaps, the giant Stair Hall columns
were real as well.

_I
"''''1

529. Poisat & Joyeau 148 Piccadilly, Ballroom, Rothschild
Archives. 530 - Hector Lefuel with L. Matout ceiling, Salle
d'Auguste, Louvre (1868) Mead, fig. 285, p.245.

and like Lefuel's design, the inner
frames were visually superimposed over
a simpler, more architecturally
oriented border. As can be seen in
figure 529, the walls were hung in silk
damask and displayed part of
Rothschild's collection of paintings,
with the overdoors featuring bas
reliefs by Bertel Thorvaldsen. a Baroness
Charlotte refers to these in yet
another letter to her son:
... only think dearest Leo, by cutting the architrave
of the doors a little ... it will be possible to plan the
haut-reliefs over the doors - I think that Papa will buy
them. (14 September 1865 - to Leo from Piccadilly.)
The pair of chimney-pieces, six and one half feet high,
and nearly ten feet wide, feature a female mask on a raie de
soleil, which is flanked by a lion and an eagle, superimposed
upon a verde antique marble ground. As with the Gunnersbury
Danish sCUlptolf Thorvaldsen (1780-1844) was considered by contemporaries
to be the successor to Flaxman - to whomRe was indebted. Including many
Italians, most European cognoscenti (and Scandinavians, of course), thought
his work waf] more 'truly Greek' than Canova's,and considered visiting his
studio in Rome a must. Thomas Hope was a client, as was the Vatican. In
spite of his Protestant belief his tomb of Pope Pius VII, St. Peter's,
includes the sculptor himself as part of the composition. Jansen, pp.57,
71,73: Thorvaldsenref:Roth,p.20S.
a
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Music Room chimney-piece the
flanges are angled, and feature
terms depicting youth and age.
Also like the Gunnersbury chimneypiece, they were not Horace
Walpole's "low and straddling"
versions of French traditional
designs, but rather of dimensions
evocative of eighteenth-century
English Palladian models. Indeed,
when this pair of chimney-pieces
531 - French Chimney-piece? source unknown
were recently offered for sale,
148 Piccadilly, Ballroom, Country Lift
by Architectural Heritage,
Supplement, 16 Oct. 1980. 531 - Eugene
Giraud Watercolour "Room in the Parisian
Cheltenham,a they were ascribed
hotel ofPrincess Mathilde, 1860s, Gere,
as being " ... to a William Kent
plt.320, pg.271.
design ... ", and it would be
difficult to argue otherwise.
Although Rothschild may have
purchased them in England,b they
could easily have been French-made;
as Second Empire eclecticism not
only included retrospective French
styles, but the more monumental
English concepts as well. Figure
532 details a portion of Giraud's
1860s watercolour for Princess
Mathilde,c and shows a Sicilian
marble chimney-piece enlivening
the otherwise sombre Drawing-Room
interior of her Parisian hotel.
Featuring a garlanded double console design similar to
Kent's chimney-piece for Sir Robert Walpole at Houghton
Hall, with its figured overmantel, it seems almost to
a

The pair of chimney-pieces were offered in 1980, as having been "removed
from an important London mansion". Country Life, Supplement, October 16, 1980.
b
Rotln.s~hild archiY'~~ XlI!41!6- 18(;4 indicate a large Rance marble chimneypieq~ with tqp . piece W'<l~ purchased from Adolph Bou¢rieau, Importer and
Manufacturer of Chimney-pieces &c. &c., 48 & 49 Warren St., Fitzroy Square
(this one being alt~red and sent to Mentmore). As the Rothschilds largely
patroni.zed the same firms, Boucneauc9:u.~d have supplied the Ballroom's
chimney-pieces. In Patricia si1 ver'sunpublished monograph on the builder,
George Myers she mentions Baroness Charlotte went to Paris in the autumn
of 1863 to look for chimney-pieces, and may have commissioned or purchased
these at that tim~. Silver, p.10.
Princess Mathilde (1820-1904) was a cousin . of Napoleon III. Following
the breakup of her marriage to Prince Anatole Demidoff, she returned to
ParisI where she established a sa I 01'l for artists and writers. Having no
real taste in the arts (she collected "light-weight R genre paintings, such
as those by her painting teacher, Eugene Giraud), her liason with
Nieuwerkerke t whose titles included Directeurgeneraldes musees imperiaux,
and Intendant des beaux"'arts de la Maison de It Empereur, gave her considerable influ..e nce on the art policy of the Second Empire. By design, her
rooms were the last word in second Empire luxury and comfort. Gere l pg.270-1;
Mainardi P. Art an.d Politics of the Second Empire, Yale University Press
{New-Haven-1987)pp.3S ... 6.
I

I
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amalgamate two of his most
notable designs there. a
It is also a somewhat sober
relative of Jackson's
award-winning entry in
the 1862 London Exhibition
(figure 266) .
The sheer size of the
Ballroom tended to dwarf
the other roomsi 365 what is
recorded of them however ,
suggests they more than
matched size with their
sumptuous decor. Of these
Lady Rothschild's boudoir,
533 & 534 - William Kent Houghton Hall, the Marble
sprinkled with carved and
Parlour and the Stone Hall (early 1730s), Cornforth (Style)
gilt Louis XVI-style
figs. 166 & 167, pgs.182 &183.
furniture and
boiseries panelled
with the same crimson
brocade, would have
been one of the
simplest, and was
certainly one of
the first such en
suite English boudoirs to type the
lady of the house
in coming decades.
Rothschild's
Library contrasts
directly with the
535 - Poisat & Joyeau 148 Piccadilly, Lady Rothschild's Boudoir,
Boudoir, as being
Rothschild Archives.
the masculine sanctuary of the house, and here the shift in
the order of things is apparent. In an England of generations
past, the boudoir was a female retreat within a largely
patrimonial setting. By mid-nineteenth century - as had
been the case in France from Pompadour - it was the lady of
the house who dominated the domestic environment and social
sphere. Lady Charlotte's correspondence indicates her
husband had little if anything to do with the decorations,
apart from paying for them, and - after they were a fait
accompli - hopefully approving.
" ... of course it is full of small faults and draw backs and
great beauties and advantages. But what enchants me is
that, thank God, dear Papa is delighted with it ... " 366
a

Tbe overmantel should not be viewed as a particularly English idea.

As

seen in the designs of Jean Ie Pautre, French avermantels of the late
seventeenth century, could feature flanking life-sized figures or figured
consoles. To the writer's knowledge, this concept was never popular in
England. strange, p.59 .
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536 & 537 - Poisat & Joyeau 148 Piccadilly, Baron Rothschild's Library & chimney-piece, RothschildArchives.

The Library was decorated
in an inventive evocation of
the Henry IV-Louis XIII and
early Louis XIV styles, and a
time when French decoration
retained a lingering Italian

538 - Chliteau de Wideville (l620s) Country Life,
31 March 1994, p.44.

539 - Musee de Chartres Architrave detail (l7th century) Bajot, plt.16, dtl. 34.
S40 - Jean Ie Pautre Chimney-piece design (last half 17th century) Strange, pg.67.

•
Renaissance influence. Hence
~~~1~~~ ~~
.
, a~. comp~rtm~~~~~
. a.
appropriate; although as seen at Wideville (1620s - previous
page), the traditional approach for rooms of this dimension
was typically an exposed structure of closely spaced and
often elaborately painted beams. As Rothschild's books were
a great deal smaller in dimension than seventeenth-century
folios, the pedimented bookcases are detailed much as were
chimney-piece and/or door details of that period, and stand
proud of the panelling, not unlike Gabriel's library for
Louis XVI. 148 Piccadilly's sale catalogue described the
marble chimney-piece as "of early Georgian form". Whilst
being far less monumental than historical models, it was in
fact appropriate in its detailing to the Library's seventeenthcentury-type French decor. Although the room is sprinkled with
a gorgeous Louis XV-style desk and gilt-embellished chairs
looking more Georgian than French, the Library is prototypical
of the Louis XIV and earlier periods which (of the French
styles) identified the masculine domain in years to come.
llCJ..I.l... C U

'-C...L....L....L.J.J.~

...L.O

'i

541 - Poisat & Joyeau 148 Piccadilly, the West Drawing-Room, Rothschild Archives.

The two drawing rooms were similarly panelled in Louis
XIV / Regence-style boiseries, with gilded carvings upon a
white field.
In contrast to the Elizabeth Saloon at
Belvoir, the West Drawing-Room illustrated in figure 541
appears to have had a forest of pilaster panels. The
Corinthian detailing is somewhat comparable to that of
Allom's Gold Drawing-Room at Polesden Lacey (figure 148),
where these elements are appropriately spaced to allow a
sense of structure. However, should the Piccadilly DrawingRoom's ceiling have corresponded in its heaviness to the
Ball Room ceiling, the structural connotation of such a
number of pilasters may have been appropriate.
In a

.
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542 & 543 - sieges capitonnes & borne with jardiniere (c. 1860) Lienard, figs. 2 & 3, pg. 200.

further comparison to Polesden Lacey's Drawing-Room, the
chandelier is of a similar character and dimension - but ln
a room roughly half the size. Again, one is impressed with
the heavy sumptuousness of the decor, where such a feature
might not have seemed ill proportioned. The padded Louis
XV-style chairs (sieges capitonnes) are symptomatic of an
upholstery fashion which became popular in France during the
reign of Louis-Philippe (1730-48), and continuing to the
present day, is largely associated with Second Empire
furniture design. Imported to England during the early
reign of Victoria, it was applied to nearly every conceivable
traditional type of mobile furniture, and to some inventions
- such as the "borne" illustrated in figure 543.
(Today,
the borne is largely recognized as a standard hotel lobby
feature, but it was a popular addition to the nineteenthcentury drawing-room as well.) By the 1860s this particular
fashion would not have been avant-garde, but in the West
Drawing-Room, it appears somewhat less parochial without the
typical flounce and tassels.
Mentmore

With the "Jewish question" as a consideration, James de
Rothschild had advised his nephews that if they wished to
become a power in England, they should best concentrate
their weal th in or about a single spot. 367 In France the
only "spot" was Paris, but in England it implied a country
seat. The advice was followed with an enthusiasm which saw
by the end of the century, roughly 30,000 acres of the Vale
of Aylesbury in Rothschild hands. Seven grand establishments a
transformed the area into a Rothschildshire, as was
Piccadilly in a like context Rothschild Row. But a country
seat meant Parliament in a much more significant sense than
did a London address; and although country politics is not a
discussion here, by 1863 they had gained one peerage, married
into two others, and had established a succession of local
MPs which lasted unbroken for fifty years. 368
When writers refer to le gout Rothschild, in addition
'HH::;' ....
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to th~ generally French-inspired interior, they are describing
one f~lled to capacity with precious panellings or wall
cover1ngs, furniture, paintings, sculpture and objets
d'art. Although Baron Lionel's residence would have been
the first such evidence in London, his bucolic younger
brother, Baron Mayer Amshel - more sportsman and art collector
t~an banker - had already established a country manor, which
f1rst put the epithet into effect on British soil.

544 & 545 - Sir Joseph Paxton / G. H. Stokes Mentmore Towers (1852-4) Country Lifo, CLXXX1I No.7, 16
Feb. 1989,jig.3, pg.81,jig.l, pg.80. 546- RobertSmythson Wollaton Hall (1580-88) Hussey, pit. 98, pg.75.
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Although he inherited the original
Rothschild residence at 107 Picca545 - Ground Floor Plan A. Entrance
Hall, B. the Great Hall, C. Staircase,
dilly, Rothschild archives indicate
Mayer did very little if any alteration D. Breakfast Room, E. Morning (Rose)
Room, F. Drawing-(Gold) Room,
to this location; and this 1S
G. Dining Room, H. ante-room.
surprising considering the opulent
interiors of Mentmore Towers. The mansion was the culminating
gesture of a land acquisition campaign, which was begun in
1842 and eventually comprised a contiguous property in excess
of five thousand acres. By 1847 \\Muffy" as the family
called him, was appointed Sheriff of Buckinghamshire, having
failed in his first attempt to become MP for Hythe and
Folkestone. Twelve years later this seat made him the second
Jew in Parliament following his brother Lionel, who had set
the precedent the year before. In 1850 he had married from
his mother's family, a cousin nearly half his age - and
shortly thereafter began building his country house. 369
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By the time Mayer was in government, he was well and truly
the "Squire of Mentmore", but Mentmore was hardly a country
seat squirearchal.
The architect, Sir Joseph Paxton,a owed much of his
success (and knighthood) to the Rothschild brothers, who had
pledged nearly one third of the £180,000 guarantee needed
for the Great Exhibition to materialise. 370 On the heels of
his international~.l' acclaimed~rystal Palace, it would appear
Sir Joseph Paxton (1801-65) s also recognised as the architect of the
great Conservatory at Chatsworth. At Mentmore, he was assisted by his sonin-law, George Henry Stokes t who had been a pupil of Gilbert Scott. Stokes
superi~tended the works and was probably the true designer of Mentmore, as
Paxton was possibly more engineer than architect. In addition to the skylit cortile t two other aspects of Mentmore's design can surely be attributed to Pa~ton: the great i~on-reinforced sheet-glass doors, and the pipedsteam radiant beating in the floor of the Great Hall and other areas, which
in spite of the technical advances,werevery draughty. (The Crystal Palace
leaked like a sieve, but presumably greenhouse vegetation was not overly
senaitj.ve to either of these faults.) Although both men were subsequently
employed by Sir Anthony Rothschild at Aston Clinton, their contributions
there were probably the same. (Purchased ftom the duke of Buckingham in
1851~ Sir Anthony's country seat wa£; a stark contrast to the ordered symmetry
of Mentmore~ BorderingM:ayer/f:\estate, the property is situated just out
of the Vale of Aylesbury in the lush parkla-nd between Holton and Weston
Turville,. and once fea.tured a rambling lSth- century stuccoed Neo-Classical
cgmltalianate structure of noarchitecturalaignificance. Judged too
!Small to be comfortable, the house was expanded on two occasions, the first
and most significant of which occurred between 1856 and 1858 - making it
even more ungainlyll The builder waet again George Myers, who also constructed a very extensive garden, complete with vases and other ornaments
of French character. The estate embued a happy/relaxed atmosphere similar
to Gunnersbgry(.s~and although Aston. Clinton~s interiors contained a great
o.ealof French detailing, thanks again to Mons. Joyeau, the house was
intended purely as a summer retreat from Anthony~s London and Paris establishments. Nothing remains ofi~ston Clinton except a lodge and stables.)
Little is recorded of Stokes' career independent from Paxton, with
whom he designed Belle Vue, a Louis XIII-style mansion (c.1857) in Halifax
for Sir Frank Crossley, and the French Gothic Battlesden House (1860-4)
near Woburn, for Sir Edward page-TUrner. It is
he added the
second storey to Samuel and Lewis Wyatt's
on Lake Geneva, at 1?regny, for Adolph de
Rothshild{Naples branch). Most historical
references tol?regneymention the Austrian
Empress Elizabethl'sVis~t there the day
before she was assassinated by an Italian
anarchist, but. do not.tnention the architect
or decorator of what has been described as
a \\fairy-tale villa lT • Eugene Lami' s view
of what is probably the Dining-Room; might
indicate that he was also involved. in its
decoration
Rothschild Archives, XII!2!O,
XII!2/0i Davis, R.
P 98;Colvin Biographical Dictionary, p.643;A.llibone
p.S4; Silver, pp.3{8; Pevsner, N., &
Hubbard, E" The Buildings of England,
Cheshire,. Penguin Books (London~19
p.33S; Davis, R., p;.121iGirouard, The
Victorian country House, pp.292, 396, 440;
cowles, pp.189~90; Finestone, J .. , The Last
Courts of Europe, The Vendome Press (New
York~1981)p.87; Camp, p.160i Allibone,
547 - Eugene Lami Chateau de Pregny,
pp.54 t
Renaissance Room (c. 1870) © Bergholz, Geneva.
157; Roth,.p.219.

a
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a natural happenstance that he was
chosen by this
scion of a very
international family, with a similar
career exposure.
Although Mentmore's
Ancaster stone 371
exterior was based
on the sixteenthcentury Wollaton
Hall, Nottinghamshi re , 372 and had
faithfully reproduced much of its
548 - Paxton, Stokes, Myers, Mentmore, the Great Hall, © lvfUNL.
de t ai I, its pI an
549 - Sir Charles Barry Bridgewater House (1846-54) Saloon, Survey
was the modern,
of London, Vol xxx, pg.242.
connotative Victorian arrangement,
and once through its doors the
Wollaton comparision evaporated
altogether. A glass-canopied
Italian Renaissance-style
cortile - which Charles Barry
might have wished he had done replaced the Elizabethan Great
Hall.
Indeed, comparisons of
this commanding space have been
made to Barry's contemporary
Bridgewater House, where a similar
approach was provided for the
brother of the duke of Stafford.
Following his visit there in the
late 1870s, Stafford's son, Lord
Ronald Gower, ascribed Mentmore
and its Great Hall to Barry, and
whereas Gower may have confused
his architectural credits, his
rapt descriptions of Rothschild
taste were on target:
In November I visited the gorgous abode of Baron
Meyer [sic] ... Entering it as we did, on the close of a
winter's day, the effect of this great hall brilliantly
lighted was enchanting.
Its form reminds me of
Bridgewater House; but the walls, instead of being of
scagliola and plaster, here are hung thickly round with
superb old Flemish tapestries. A great door of glass
faces the corridor through which the hall is entered;
it is one sheet of glass, twenty feet high by ten wide.
In this hall are three of these crystal doors . . . . On
the right as you enter the hall rises an immense old

v,
Flemish black and white marble fireplace, which was
once in Rubens' house at Antwerp. The boldness of the
sculptured sides of this great chimney-piece, on which
rams' heads are modelled, size of nature, in white
marble, is superb, and the effect of the happy mixture
of the black and white marble is indescribable. Above
this mass of marble ten feet high, and on its summit,
huge majolica vases stand; in the middle a figure in
silver, size of life, of a Spanish dwarf, most spirited
in treatment, and adding greatly to the effect of the
whole. Above this, again, hangs a huge Venetian mirror
in a richly-carved metal frame.
The carpets in this hall are of tapestry, and bear
the crown, the monogram, and the fleur-de-lys of Louis
XIV. The tables are covered with slabs of verde antique
and other rare marbles, with supports of Venetian wood
carvings. Huge gilt chairs with purple velvet cushions
(once in the palace of the Doges at Venice) surround
all this wealth of marble and magnificence, whilst
scattered on every side are clocks, marbles, bronzes,
busts, rare dishes, precious toys, and trinkets, to
which even Disraeli's pen, who is one of the guests,
could barely do justice. From the ceiling are suspended
three immense golden lamps which once graced the prow
of the famous galley of Venice, the state barge of the
Doges - the peosifiouia [sic] bucentaur. The rest of
the house is worthy of this splendid hall. Paintings
by the French masters of the last century abound, and
the school of Watteau, Pater, and Greuze is evidently
the favourite with the owner. One room is full of
Bouchers and Watteaus. Another little room is furnished
in amber. 373
Henry Brewer's
watercolour of 1863, .
correctly recorded
the Great Hall's
(46'x 64'x 46')

dimensions, but
presumably he used
artistic license to
visually blend the
cove panels with the
ceiling's wroughtiron girders, which
are sheathed in
carved and gilt
walnut. His por550 - Henry Brewer Mentmore, watereolour of the Great Hall (1863)
trayal of Mayer's
Country Life, Vol.CLXXIIJ, No.7, fig. 2, pg.80.
portly daughter
Hannah, as being even tinier than the mantel dwarf is
somewhat of a comedy. He also neglects the glazing of the
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arched passage to the Stair Hall, which was not in a single
sheet of glass as Gower suggests, but comprised four panels
of paired doors with side lights. (All three arches to the
hall were so glazed, which may have been an afterthought, as
Mentmore proved to be extremely draughtly even with these
installations - footnote pg.278, figure 548 and below.)
Brewer's painting has also removed much of the furnishings
(a prophesy of the way the Hall actually appeared in the
mid-twentieth century). One can forgive the artist avoiding
a full account of the plethora of furnishings which greeted
the Victorian guest, and was to become a hallmark decorative
approach not only for the rich, but even those of modest
means. 374 This was in fact the Rothschild' s "Living" room,
where nonchalant splendour became a casual condition of
everyday life. 375 However, it should be noted that the
furnishings here, were not accomplished over night, but
represented years of highly selective collecting by Mayer
and his many English and European agents. A letter from one
of them gives a small insight into Mayer's role and the
exactitude of the effort:
The fine collection of precious objects you have, have
been obtained in consequence of the disasters of the ex-royal
family of France and the misfortunes of others connected
with them, and if not purchased at the time they presented
themselves, could never have been obtained, and I am sure
you will remember how often we have consulted as to how you
would like each room decorated. 376
Stripped of its
contents, a Mentmore today
still displays much of
the no-expense-spared
detail, which showcased
the multifarious objets
de luxe. The Hall is of
richly carved Caen
stone,377 with a
cartouche- and consoleembellished upper loggia
supporting in turn an
elaborately rendered
frieze and cornice.
Bearing the beams of

551 - Paxton et ai, Mentmore, the Great Hall (1857)
Girouard, The Victorian Country House, plt.406, pg.413.

Meyer de Rothschild died at sixty in 1874, and was survived by his wife
by only three years . This left; their twenty-six year old .daughter, Hannah,
the sole inheritrix of Mentmore, +07 Piccadilly, ahouse in Newma~ket, and
estates extending to several thousand acres. In 1878 H~nnah m~rr~e~ .
Archibald Philip Primrose, Fifth Earl of Rosebery (and br~efly pr~me m~~ster
between 1894-5)
She died from typhoid fever at the young age of 39,
.
leaving two sons. In 1923, Lord Rosebery gave the Mentmore estate to h1s
soo, Lord Dalmeoy, but the house was largely shut until ~is death .. After a
general public outcry, and many appeals to save the mans~on (cont1nued)
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552 - Raphael Monti & Huber Freres Mentmore, the

Great Hall, cornice and ceiling detail, writer's photo.
553 - Paxton et al Mentmore, The Great Hall, upper
/ogia, writer's photo.

the cove are sculpted consoles by
Italian sculptor, Raphael Monti,
which feature portraits of
historic English kings and queens.
The quality of the stone carving
is such that it is tempting to ascribe all the work of the
Great Hall to Monti; but it could easily have been done by
Mentmore's builder, George Myers,a whose firm was highly
respected for their work in both wood and stone.
(continued) int.act;lttost of the contEi!nts of the house were sold at public
auction, in May, 1977. Both the house~d its collections were initially
offered to the nation})y Lord Rosebery for £2,000,000, but the Department
of the Environment refused to accept them in lieu of death duties. The
times reporteq on Wednesday, May 25th, th~: as of that date, sales had
realized £5,5Ei1 / 352r . andwou:ld have gone much higher had some items met
their reserve~l or h~d Lord Roseberybeel'l, allowed to sell some of the
fixtures (chimney-piecel:'f r dc>orsand hardware, historic French boiseries ,
etc .)which were offRlred in the sale catalogue ; The saleable contents of
Mentmore eventually totalled £6.4 million; the house together with 80 acres
of land brought £240,000 . . Men;tn°re ispresent~y owned and operated by the
Marharishi University of Natural Law t which is doing its best to maintain
t;:he premises
Roth t PP.219t2§5;. Wilsonp_ 344( Giroua;r;d, . Historic Houses
of Brita.in, p . 122i;., Crewe, the marquess of _, Lord Rosebexy, . Harper & Brothers
(London~1931) pp •. 298; Summerson, .:r ~i > (intl:'o.) 50 Years of the National
Btiildings Record 1911-1991, BAS Printers Ltd. (OV~:tWallop-1991)p.51;
Victori~ Soci(i;Jty.Annual,. 197~( f~g.6i Inventory and Valuation . of Fixtures
and Fittings at Mentm6re, in the Estate of the late Earl of RO$ebery,
Sotbeby Parke Beernet& Co (Lond()n*J?tn.1976~. pas~dm; Country Life, Dec~ 28,
1978, p.2227; my thanks to Mr . n .. Wollcombe, MUNL .
a
Myers of Lambeth (1803-1875} r who has been mentioned in conjunction with
Baron Lionel' sPiccadi~ly m~sion .an~ Gunnersbury Park {and probably is
responsible for N . .M • . Rotbscbild's < n~w St. Swithin's L~ne development for
thesam~architect)
first proved his m~ttle with the Rothschild family at
Mentmore.(andmaY have been recommended · by Paxton "' >a.lthough in 18 5~ he was
recognised as one of England's foremost builders. In any event, his lowest
tender £15,487 (of >the three submitt~d) was the one accepted, and led to
his employment by the family for various projects, including Aston Clinton
for Anthony and the cha.teau de Ferrieres for James.
(He died the year
F~rdinandbeganWaddesdon Manor, else his work there would probably have
extended beyond his mausoleum for Ferdinand's wife Evelina, and eventually,
Ferdinand himself.) In his~arly career. he was closely associated with
A,.W.N. pugin, whom he had met as a, boy of fifteen (c .1827) whilst sketching
<:It Beverley Minster. Ten years later they would meet again, (continued)
I
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Rothschild
archives identify the carton
pierre decorations supplied
to Mentmore as
being by the
Parisian firm
of Huber Freres,
378 who were
likely respon- 554 - Paxton et ai, Mentmore, Stair hall, balustrade detail, writer's photo.
555 - Stair landing, Mentmore sale catalogue, 1966.
sible for the
highly sculptural cove panels. These are not obscured by
the airey heights of the Hall, as they can be viewed
with their supporting royalty at close range from the walnutpanelled loggia. Here an alabaster and serpentine green
marble balustrade repeats the staircase detail, where a pair
of lamps also from the doge's barge were once positioned.
The Hall's black and Sicilian marble chimney-piece
reinforces the Renaissance theme. Although it is generally
reputed to have been designed by Rubens for his home in
Antwerp,379 there is no evidence that this is the case.
In
the mid-nineteenth century, Rubens's house was owned by an
antique dealer, and it is known that he demolished that part
of the house where the chimney-piece is supposed to have
stood.
By 1938, very little remained of the original
fittings, making it even more difficult for researchers to
give a definitive opinion. As mentioned, Rothschild archives
name one Adolphe Boucneau, of 48 & 49 Warren Street, Fitzroy
(continued) and Myers, whom Pugin desQribedas a "rough diamondybuta real
diamond", began an ass.ociatiotlwith the overworked icon of the English
Gothic Revival un1pil Pugint~death in 1$52. In another description, Pugin
explained that Myers had no clerk or assistant •.. "Infact he has not even
an office t but that Myers can work without true architectUl;al drawings which no other builder could or would .... 'I'hat
iftthe reason I employ Myers who takes a great de~lof
those minutiae off my shoulders." When he died however,
Myers owned yards and workshops at Ordnance Wharf t brickyards
in Ealing and quarries in Somerset, For hi~ work with Pugin
thereWa.~ no qUestion of~enders.
Unless a. client,/such
as the Earl of Shrewsbury, wished to employ his own estate
workers, were Pugin the architect Myers was the builder.
The Great Exhibition" s Medi~val Court \'Jas the. climax of
Pugin's career, where Myers provided all the wood and
stone carving {one of three pieces included in the Exhibition catalogue earn~d. Myers a medal}; and a year later,
when the forty-year...;old Pugindied at his home in Ramsgate,
Myers, who had built thehc>use and church .next door, was
asked to carve the effigy for Pugin'stomb. With all this
going:f or him, one wonders why Sig. Monti/s kings and
qu.eetJ.~qre made so much of.
T~e bulk of this research is
the work of Patricia Spencer SilVer, whose monograph on
Myers is in the Rothschild.Archives; also Rf.am XIV!13!O;
PeVsner r N '., High Victoria-l} Design, Architectural Press
(London-1.951.}p.50; DUtton, R,. The English Interior, p.166.

556 ... George Myers canopied statue of the Virgin and Saviour in stone, the
Great Exhibition (1851)1Jlake, pg.320.
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557 - Rubens? Mentmore, the Great Hall, chimneypiece frieze, writer's photo. 558 - Rubens? Mentmore
the Great Hall, chimney-piece flange detail, writer's '
photo. 559 - Rubens St. Jacques, Antwerp, tabernacle,
Rubensfamily chapel (c. 1640) Wedgwood, p.68.

Square, London, as being an
"Importer and Manufacturer of
Chimney-pieces, &c. &c.".
Boucneau had dealings with Baron
Mayer in both 1860 and 1864,380 but
this would have been well beyond
the installation date of the
piece in question. Approaching
the sale of Mentmore's furnishings,
the Belgian Embassy made inquiries
concerning its provenance, in the
hopes of returning it to its
original location, and Lord
Rosebery accurately appraised
that if it proved to be authentic,
the chimney-piece would carry a
value greater than the estate
itself.381 Nothing is known to
have come from this investigation,a
but it would seem that in spite
of the catalogue offerings, no
fixed furnishings were removed
from the mansion.
Seventeenthcentury or not, the chimney flues
which travel through two of the
loggia columns are a nineteenthcentury innovation.
a

Thei~teriors of Rtlbensf s house are nnlargelyreproductions of the originals,

and although most rooms are seemingly too small to have contained a chimneypiece the size of Mentmore's, fitments ina dining room and bedroom there
are undeniably huge for the areas they . serve. Whilst both of these pieces
have consoled black marble flanges of •..~. . similar character to Mentmore's,
they are less formal in attitude. An avid student of Renaissance architecture,
RUbenS wrote a book on the Genoese style promoting its attributes.
His
studio addition reflects this interest with its Baroque stonework and
decorations of Classi9alsculpturearid inscriptions of Roman literature.
The interior today is embellished with pc>lychrome marble, with some detailing
in pure black and white - all ofa character that could have supported
Mentmore's chimney-piece
Further, the Rubens-designed altar (continued)
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560 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Dining Room,
entrance doors, writer's photo.

561 - Philippe Caffieri Versailles, Salon de
Venus, entrance doors (1681) writer's photo.

Flanking the chimney-piece on each side, Paxton (or
Stokes) provided two sets of double doors which led to a
Dining Room for which visitors would have been totally
unprepared in spite of the opulence of the Hall. Plainly
panelled on one side, the doors became a vision of Louis XIV
splendour on the other - and these were not alone in a
setting of such sumptuousness, that it is difficult to
imagine anyone but a Rothschld being able to eat in this
room.
(The informality of the Rothschilds amidst staggering
luxury is renown, but the Dining Room (or perhaps its approach)
is perhaps most telling: most views of the Hall's chimneypiece elevation show tapestries drawn over the flanking
doors - which could be drawn aside on occasion. It would
appear to the writer however, that the usual circumstance
had the family entering the Dining Room through the service
entrance or alternatively, taking most of their meals in the
Breakfast Room. The doors themselves are an adaptation of a
1681 design by Philippe Caffieri a for Hardouin-Mansart's
(continl.l~d.) in the familyohap~l at Antwerp's Church of St. Jacques (where
Rubens is interr-ed) is additional evidence of the black-and-white theme,
and features similar detail and quality of carving - all certainly pointing
to the authentioity of the Mentmorepi~ce. Still, there is no direct link
to assure one that this is not a nineteenth-century work after the great
Flemish master. My thanks to Marc Van der Ven and Laura de Poorter of the
Rubens Museum, Antwerp; also W~dgwood, C.V. The World of Rubens, Time-Life
Books (Alexandria; VA-1967) pp.24, 26.
The sculptor and bronze worker, Philip~e Caffieri (1634-1716) was one of
several foreign craftsmen brought to France by Mazarin. The group which
included the Dutch cabinet-maker, Pierre Golle, another excellent bronzer,
Dominico Filippo Cucci (c.1635-1758), and the mosaicists, (continued)
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562 & 563 - Huber Freres - Mentmore, Dining

Room, door detail, writer's photos.

Salon de Venus, Versailles,

incorporating some decorative
elements from the seventeenthcentury doors of the appartements de la reine. a They are
the only reminders of the first great Louis, in an otherwise
Rococo extravaganza, which is lined with trumeaux (1732-3)
by Nicolas Pineau (and one Bernard)b from J.-B. Leroux'sc
Galerie, hotel de Villars, Paris. 382 Featuring triangular
paintings after Guido Reni,d they alternate as they did
(continued) Megliorini, Branchi and Grachetti, eventually formed the cadre
around which the famous Gobelins factory was created, Of these artists,
Philippe founded a dynasty of sCtt1ptorsi of which hiEJgrandson, Jean-Jacques
Caffier! (1673-11;55) is the most famous. Watson, pp.xxi, 46, 50i Fleming /
Honour,. pp ~ 147-a; Dilke, Frencb Sculptors of the XIII Century, George Bell
& Sons (London'-19()O}.p f 116.
a
The doors ar~ constructedW:i.th a complex overlay of wood panellings and
mouldingEJ, augmented-with past~ composi#ion. They demonstrate that the industry
in Frapcewas - at :L~;:ist in this i:rtstan<;e - very close to the English
standard. In a sad state of disrepair,· they reveal the secrets of their
designandmanufa(;'lture.
b
Discovered ,in the foundations of th~ now demolished gallery, was a
commemol.fative inscrl.ption,which credited pin~.au and one Bernard for the
carving. Alsom¢ntionedare the miroitier, Garnier (one can appreciate
that ~n theearlY:7oos,uninterupted (if indeed i~ was uninterupted) glass
of this dimensionwa~rare al1d extremely expensive); the gilder, Tirpin and
the bronze\lr, I..era.i~tre .Gall~tt p~. 9()1 Thornton, P. ~ . Seventeenth-Century
Inti3.t:ior D~ooration in England, France & Holland, Yale University Press
(New Haven-1978Jpp>.78-80 ~
c
Je~lI..-Baptiste Leroux (Le Roux) (c.1677-170) employed Pineau on several
6£ hi$ projects, which included b6tel de Rouille (C.1732); the Gallery
above; b(3.t ;el de Roquelaure (1733) and the remodelling of hatel de Mazarin
(1735)
All but Roquelaure have been destroyed. Kimball, F ' . 1 The Creation
of tbf3 Rocooo . .. tP .162.
d
Bernard ~erens¢n outlines the decline of Italian Renaissance painting
from the Mannerists, Tibaldi, Zuccaro and Fontana through the (continued)
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564 - Nicolas Pineau Trumeaux and voussures from the Gallerie, hotel de Villars, Paris (1732-3)
565 & 566 - Unknown artist after Reni Trumeaux panels from de Villars' Gallery, writer's photos.

originally with the spandrels and elliptical arr~ere
voussures which once framed tall doorways and windows - whose
(continued) next pha~e of artists the Eclectics. Of this group the
Carracci family, Dominica Zampieri (Domenichino) and Guido Reni (1575 - 1642)
were the greatest of an historically secondary lot. . Reni, who has been
described by art historians a$'\ilaveiing between sentimentalism . and realism,
with his work earning condemnationo:t accolades in that order. No one
argues about his pre~entationt which showed the liand of a genius in both
technique and composition
He is amongst the few Late Renaissance artists
to have had a profqund effect ortl7th-and 18th-century French painting.
His influence is seen for instance, in the work of Charles de la Fosse
(1636~1716}r Jeant Baptiste Greuze; Louis-Jean-Fran90is Lagrenee (both 17251805) and Elizabeth-Louise Vigee~Le Brun (1755-1~42), whose portraits of
Marie Antoinette appear in any i~lustrated.French history. The painter of
the Villars panels is not identified, but~ven though they are feminine
subjects l their aSPect is more Michelangelesque than the usual ethereality
fc,und in paintings of this genre . Levy, M Painting and Sculpture in
France 1700 .. 1789, Yale University Pre.$ s(New Haven-1972)pp .11, 227, 282;
Mather ,p. J. Jr. ( A History of Italia:I1; , Painting, Henry Holt & Co. (New
York-1923)pp.464, 4661 Brown; A; VanF./Ranken, N., A Short History of
Italian Painting( E.P. Dutton & Co. « New York-1926)p.39.6i Berenson, B., The
Italian Painters of the Renaissance, . The Phaidon Press (London-1952)
pp.201, 203.
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views were now
replaced at Mentmore
by sixteenthcentury Genovese
cut-velvet hangings . 383 Unl ike
Belvoir's panels,
these decorations
were celebrated in
their own day,
having been published by Blondel
as a series of nine
plates in the
Mercure of 1735;a
567 - Pineau et al Mentmore, Dining Room, wall with chimney-piece,
and such is the
Waddesdon Manor archives, courtesy R. Griffin.
artistic value
attached to them and the gallery's historical importance which like that of u • • • Versailles, reflected the garden and
made the walls seem transparent ... ,,384 - most serious accounts
of the Rococo will not neglect their mention. 385 Fiske
Kimball is one who remarked of a " ... masculine boldness,
in character both with its more than ordinary size and with
the personality of the old marshal ... Completely unified,
[the Gallery] was a masterpiece the loss of which we cannot
fail deeply to regret." 386 Robert de Cotte's 1727-42
reconstruction of the Chateau de Rohan, for the bishop of
Strasbourg, includes an interior by Robert Le Lorrain and
assistants, which displays somewhat the ambience of de
Villars' brilliant Gallery. Following Pineau's work by a
decade, it allows a small impression beyond Blondel's
architectural renderings (following page) .

568 - Nicholas Pineau under I.-B. Leroux hotel de Villars, Gallery, longitudinal section, Waddesdon

Archives, courtesy R. Griffin.

Blondel also included selections of the series in his own version of
Vignola/s Regola. delliainque ordini d'arcbitettura, and the massive Cours
d'Arahitecture {1771-77}. Kimball, F., The creation of the Roooco Decorative
Style, p .164.
a
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569 - Pineau / Leroux de Villars Gall~ry, transverse section with trumeau and console table, Von

Kalnein,fig.138, p.121. 570- Pineau transverse section with chimney-piece, Kimball,fig.21 ?

571 - Robert de Cotte Chateau des Rohan (1727-42) the King's
Bedroom, Von Kalnein, fig. 25, pg.23. 572 - Pineau Waddesdon

Manor, Dining Room, one of four trumeaux from the hotel de Villars
Gallery (via Mentmore), Whitehead, pg.l O?

Knowing the background, it is
possible a mid-ninteenth-century visitor
might have agreed with Kimball. Charlotte
Gere reports Lady Frances Balfour ' s
impression of Halton, Alfred de Rothschild's country home:
"Oh but the hideousness of everything, the showiness! the
sense of lavish wealth thrust up your nose ... Eye hath not
seen nor pen can write the ghastly coarseness of the
sight." (see page 349) . 387 Still, pineau's work is preserved
in severely truncated form, however crammed into a space
less than one third the size of its original envelope;
and it is this impression one must hopefully set aside
to appreciate the effect such an interior would have
made in the 1850s, when conspicuous wealth often substituted for taste.
(Twenty years hence, four trumeaux
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for which,no place could be made at Mentmore, eventually
fOUnd !helr way to Waddesdon Manor (previous page, see page
3
393),
the estate of Mayer's second cousin (and nephew-inlaw), whose meticulous, scholarly concern was impetus for
the only really successful attempt to recreate a truly
French chateau on British soil.

573 - Pineau and Leraistre de Villars chimney-piece detail, M H Destailleur (Leroux) pit. 63.
574 - Leraistre de Villars chimney-piece term with candelabra, writer's photo.

It would appear the Dining Room's chimney-piece is also
from the hotel de Villars Galerie, as its design and embellishment correspond exactly with recordi a but the ceiling
cove is from an entirely different source. Certainly of the
same period as the Rococo furnishings below, it displays a
much more delicate character than the robust version Pineau
had integrated with his trumeaux. As with all historical
interiors, time betrays technique, and a careful look at the
joining of the plainly plastered ceiling with its cove and
cartouches reveals a fissure between the nineteenth-century
The May,lr;J77 issue of Conna.issance des Arts (p. 88) described the Dining
Room's boiseries as being" .. . apres Nocolas Pineau . .. n and the" ... quatres
nimphestorcheres [there are only two] sont des copies Louis-Phillipe d'un
modele Louis XV." The description is vague, and mostly likely entirely
incorrect. The DinillS' Room makes no real effort at reconstruction of the
original fitments, which would make a faithful reproduction of Pineau's and
Leraistre's chimney-piece highly unlikely.
Gallet obse~ves that the
Gallery containedqrtly one chimney-piece, which because of its small size
a.ndpla.cement rendered it a purely decorative function. Connaissance des
Arts does not explain why it thinks the chimney-piece is a replica, leading
the writer to believe the chimney-piece is original and came to Mentmore
with the rest of the decorations. Gallet,p.90
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575 & 576 Source unknown Mentmore, Dining Room eove details, writer's photos.

work and that of roughly one hundred years previous. Perhaps
the cacophony of gilded elements seen in figure 576
distracts momentarily from the fact that the cartouche,
whilst almost imperceptably blended with the cove decorations,
features a floating figure which was not part of the original
design.
The Dining Room's ceiling is the only unassuming element
of the room's general decor, and as effective richness will
most often demand a simple foil, the principle should hold
in the reverse where the ceiling is complex. The damaskhung Drawing-Room (or Gold Room) offers this contrast, and
would have been one of three to display the fine art collection so admired by Lord Gower. The ceiling is reputed to be
composed of elements from two historical French interiors; 389
and one might think this so, as its general construction is
a complex assembly of panels. But should this indeed be the

577 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Drawing- or Gold

Room, CO MUNL.

578 - Jean-Jacques Lagrenee Watere%ur
"Lejeune " (presumed 1769) Alyers, pg.X\.YIlI,

No.50.
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case, the masterly coordination of all the elements produced
an unusually elegant rendering of Second Empire design (in
its ancien regime guise). Curiously, the overall pattern
reflects eighteenth-century studies by Belanger and his
contemporary, Jean-Jacques Lagrenee, in their attempts at
English Neo-Classic arrangement. Precisely how influential
their specific work may have been is undeterminable, but
Belanger's proposal for hotel de Mazarin (figure 358) and
Lagrenee's watercolour rendering entitled ul e jeune" (previous page) display all the major aspects of the Mentmore design.
(A similar ceiling can be glimpsed in Baron Lionel's
Piccadilly mansion (figure 527) where the rooms extending
the Staircase Hall would have done so with golden canopies.)

579 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Drawing-Room ceiling rose, writer's photo.

A complex pattern of
embellished mouldings create
the framework for Louis XVI
motifs which are so delicately
executed that they give the
ambience of exquisite jewelry.
One gains a similar impression
580 - Adam Weisweiler with Pierre Gouthiere
from the meticulous gilt
Writing table for Marie Antoinette (St. Cloud - 1784),
bronze mounts with which
Honour, pg.195.
Pierre Gouthiere elevated
mobilaire to fine art. The massively framed ceilng rose
might initially impress as being the standard ROCO~O confe~tion,
but closer inspection reveals an assembly of f1nely ch1seled
Neo-Classical renderings of foliage, birds, flowered vases
and cornucopias. Whilst the low-relief modellings repeat,
their embellishments differ in every instance, suggesting
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the rose was painstakingly assembled with carvings, or
embellished with moulded flowers and fruits, etc. in
individual arrangements. Throughout, one band of moulding
is joined to the next with a scrolled clasp. Not even the
tinest is allowed to float free.
The perimeter is defined
with a relatively massive pulvinated border, which in turn
is so delicately modelled that one might assume it too was
an assembly of individually mounted elements (such as
Charles Bielefeld's foliated bands at Gunnersbury Park).
But a careful inspection reveals each section of the moulding
repeats exactly, indicating the elements were carved or that
the French modelling technique was certainly in this case on
a par with Jackson's finest work.
The rose assembly is
extended at cardinal points by floral sprays which alternatively repeat. Laterally, the rose is adjoined across a

581, 582, 583, 584 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Drawing-Room ceiling details, writer's photos.

fine pateraed guilloche to
beribboned cameos, which are positioned in the traditional French
stance at mid-ceiling length and
corners. Here again, one observes
yet another invention on the expected. Whilst the lateral cameos
are held by cherubs whose rinceau
extensions form the border motif,
this border is interrupted by the
guilloche band, which now forms a
585 - Under Jean de Cerceau Chiiteau de Fontainebleau,
Salon d'Anne d'Austriche, fragment du pla/ond, Rouyer,
plt.19.
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circle, centred with a swirling acanthus rose - a design
dating in France to Louis XIII and the Salon d'Anne
d'~utriche at Fontainebleau (previous page).
It is beyond
thlS that the corner cameos are positioned, to terminate a
perimeter border of bound laurel-wreath. The corner cameos
relate to the walls, and the lateral to the rose - in a
subtle punctuation which brings all the complexities into an
integrated composition. One would have to search well to
find an architectural "picture" as fine as this.

586 & 587 - Adolphe Boucneau? Mentmore, Drawing-Room chimney-piece and flange detail, writer's
photos. 59 Agraffe (Regence) Speltz, fig. 4, plt.282, pg.461.

The Drawing-Room's Sicilian marble chimney-piece features
fine gilt-bronze mouldings, garlanding and flute infills
which echo the Louis XVI detailing of the ceiling. Because
of the installation date, it is tempting to describe the
general character as being in line with other "Kent ian"
French chimney-pieces featuring juxtaposed scrolled consoles;
but shallow consoles of this type are one of the many
Classical flange designs characterising Louis XVI style normally featuring a single pair without laterals, as seen
in Gouthiere's addition to the Salon des Nobles de la Reine,
Versailles (figure 591). The mounts, in the form of a
modified agraffe, were published by Alexander Speltz as
being of the Regence period; and although Speltz gives
Alfred de Champeaux as his reference, the writer has found
no evidence that these are not reproductions of the originals,
which Speltz describes as "from the collection of the Museum
of Decorative Art, Paris". a The Drawing-Room's plainly
De Champeaux, of the Burea.u des Bea.us Arts, produced a series of annual
publications entitledPortei'euille des Arts veaoratifs~The Regenae chimneypiece does not appear in the f;i.yeV9lumes studied (1884-9) . - making it
difficult toa.s certain if the gilt bronze embellishments of the Mentmore
pi~ge are original or not
Some of de Champeaux's plates, such as PierreGil.le~. Cauvet'e;N'eo-Classicalchim ey-piece from the cMteau de Sainte
ll
Cloud (burnt 1871) ("collection de}'4:.Jacques Doucet") and the Gouthiere
carved .p ilaster panels once the property of MmeDu Barry at Louveciennes
("col.lection de Alphonse de Rothschild") indicate that not all the works of
interior detailing were in their original settings when these (continued)
a
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hung walls accentuate the chimney-piece,
which for all of its quasi-Louis XVI
nuance, is by necessity too monumental
to be taken for traditional design.
Like the central rose of the ceiling,
it is a post-Restoration retrospective,
using the language of one historical
style within the context of another
(figures 588 and 589).
The piece is
588 & 589 - Ceiling Rose & Chimneynot too distant a cousin of Charles
Barry's Augustan addition to the State piece, Louis XVI style from Raquenet,
Vo!.l , figs 7 & 32.
Dining Room at Bridgewater House,
where a similar mutation commands
the space. a
jt~j.;~· · ~, :.,J;.;: /1;;

_~ 1li«l:N 1 .~.....

... #~

591 - Gouthiere under R. Mique Versailles,
Salon des Nobles, chimney-piece (c. 1780)
Perouse de Montc/os, p.251.

590 - BarTY Bridgewater House, London (1846-54)
State Dining Room, Survey OfLondon, Vol. xxx,
pg.243, fig.A.

(continued) volumes appeared. Certainly the chimney-piece itself is not a
Regen ce design, but the four agra££es could have come from two chimneypieces that wers. Alfred de ChampeatiX, all volumes published by A. Calavas,
ed. (Paris); Connol l y, c . I Zerbe, J. Les Pavillons, French Pavilions of
the Eighteenth Century/The MacmiJ.lan Co . (New York-1962) p .135 .
a
Following his service for the duke of sutherland at Sta..:rtford House,
Barry constructed for the duke's brother •. Lord Francis Leveson-Gower; the
Italian Renaissance-inspi red ...
BridgeWater House (1 ~ 46 ""' 544)~J..most
directly acros.s the streetWhethe:t
or not its principal interiors were
influenced by his experience with
Benjamin Wyatt is conjectural t but in
addition to many Lot).i s XIV'; styledecorated doors with putt i , flowers,
etc . crowning their Cla$sical archi traves, Barry inserted into the
architectural decoration, a great
deal of French detailing of an almost
theatrical nature. Thema.sked consoles
6£ the frieze in (continued)
Bony BridgewaterHouse, QeveLandRow, wmer'sphoto.
I
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592 - Adolphe Boucneau? Mentmore, Morning Room Chimney-piece, Louis XlV period, writer's photo.
593 - Paxton et al Mentmore, Morning (Rose) Room,© MUNL. 594 - George Myers & Huber Freres
Mentmore, Morning Room entrance doors. 595 - Huber Freres entrance door pulvinated guilloche

architrave, writer's photos.

Directly opposite Mentmore's
Drawing-Room, one
enters the Morning
or Rose Room, where
plainly-hung silk
damask displayed a
further array of
Rothschild's fine
art collection.
The decorative
theme can be
broadly described
as skeletal Louis
XIV, with the
only suggestions being a massive c~an griotte marble chimneypiece (the pair to which found its way to Waddesdon manor
with the Pineau Trumeaux) 390 and rosewood and ebony doors
with pulvinated architrave mouldings (in carton pierre - the
segments indicated in red). The flat ceiling and its
decorations, whilst featuring
Classical scroll motifs - a
finer rendition of those seen
at Gunnersbury Park - would
feign Rococo design were it
not for a perimeter border
(continuedi' illustration 590 are a
case in po~nt. The Survey of Londol'i,
generalizes the largely 1talian
in t e ri ors as \\ dix-h ui t i eJrJ(:~H t whi ch
is an irritatingly safe description
for elements which also include the
dix-neuvieme (which in turn evoked
.s well the d.ix-septieme) Survey of
~ondont Vol.XXX, p.502.

596 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Morning Room

ceiling detail, writer 's photo.
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composed of rose and tendril framed with another pulvinated
moulding. a As delicately balanced as are all the decorations,
the room's understated elegance specifies more an English
interior despite its insinuative French detailing, and is
early evidence of what would become a standard decorative
approach for savoir-vivre in similar attitudes, if somewhat
more overt Francophile renditions of Henry Holland's
refined interiors a generation earlier.
Leading from the Morning
Room to an Elizabethan
Conservatory, one passes
through a tower ante-room
(8 on plan, page 277). Here
is unexpectedly discovered a
type-Louis XVI jewel-box
ceiling, whose Renaissance
geometries recall those of
Wyatt's Stafford House designs
(Figures 327-9). Almost a
footnote to the Drawing597 - Huber Freres Mentmore, tower ante-room
Room's ceiling, it also
ceiling, writer's photo.
suggests Rothschild's modest
decoration of the adjacent Morning Room was not due to any
financial consideration. Such happy surprises were not confined to the living rooms, for an overnight guest was
treated to similar luxury. Entered from the panelled loggia
of the Great Hall, Mentmore's chambres, titled variously,

Projiiset Tournages, Epoque Louis XlJI, Bajo!, pit. 27, figs. 25, 21;
State Music Room ()vennantel, Chatsworth {1692-4} Beard (TJ;Je
Englishllouse Interior, figAO, pg. 91; "Femmedt!qualite desha~iUee
pour leh4in" (1685), Thornton (1 7th-Century Interior Design).fig. 304,
p.316
Richly carvedpul vinated mouldings are signature Renaissance motifs
which continued in FJ::"~nce through Louis XiV, and contempo;;:aneously in
England during the Ca,roline and Early Georgian (:Palladian~ periods.
Mentmore's ceiling detail is of a d~licacy normally found either as
picture~frame moulding,> or in combination with other mouldings of a more
substantial section. Whilst associatively Louis XIV design, the Morning
Room's door and ceiling "stand- alone" details are outside historical stance,
but as with the Drawing-Room's detailing! indicate a creative nineteenthcentury reuse' of traditiorial motifs. Lewis/Darley, p.,249; Pegler, p.357;
Beard , The National Trust Book of the English Interior, p.61-fig.29,
pg. l 07-fig.47, pg.ll1 .... fig ~ 4~; Binn.ey, M., Country Life, Vol.CLXXIV,
No.4487( pg.412.
a
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598 & 599 - Huber Freres Mentmore, ceiling and

entrance doors to the first-floor bedroom, directly over
the garden entrance, writer's photos.

uSpanish Suite", uGilt Suite",
uRussian Suite", uAustrian Suite",
etc., largely continued the French
theme of the lower rooms. Most are
fitted with Louis XV- or XVI-style
chimney-pieces
and
coordinated
panellings and hardware; and most
contained a fully plumbed and
fitted louis commode, which had
been converted into a washstand!
(The
uFrench
Bedroom"
commode
appropriately enough contained a
bidet.) One suite suggests a Louis
XIV atmosphere with doors after
Versailles models and a ceiling
which reproduces the profile of
their central panels.

.. . ",,,-, , , :-.:: ,.;: .
, : .... +

':'~':!i9~,~~i~~~~':;~· ·~::;;;;:;';;1

600 - Commode converted to washstand,
type-Regence style, Mentmore sale
catalogue, Jan. 1976, Rothschild Archives.

601 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Breakfast
Room, Rococo style panellings, writer's
ohoto (with apologies).

The only interior at Mentmore
to attempt a retrospective of
traditional French arrangement
is the small Breakfast Room
where the Rothschilds probably
took most of their meals. The
Rococo decoration of this room
is not composed of original
boiseries (such as those which
lined Lord Rosebery's Sitting
Room) 391, but was fitted with
panels, constructed as were the
Dining Room doors, of layered
wood profiles and composition
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602 - Huber Freres Mentmore, Breakfast Room,
Rococo style ceiling in carton pierre, writer's
photo. 603 & 604 - Huber Freres Mentmore,
Breakfast Room panel details, writer's photos.

embellishment. Were it not
for accidental damage, an
aspect of its construction
might have gone undiscovered;
but as seen in figures 603
and 604, a full-relief
acanthus detail - which
literally sprouts from the panel plane - is of hollow
construction, the interior of which is lined with unsized
(blotting) paper (to allow for uniform drying).
In spite of
the fracture, the material is much tougher than plaster, and
may be the first instance in England of carton pate as
descr1bed by William Millar (page 164, footnote a) .
"Build me a Mentmore, only bigger" 392 - Le Chateau de
Ferrieres
In 1852, the plans of Mentmore were reviewed by Baron
James, who realised then the extent to which his "power"
advice was being taken. Stung by his own counsel, he turned
to his nephew's architect and requisitioned his own country
seat :H 3 which for the head of the French branch was required
to be a much larger establishment than the one Paxton et al
had provided his brother's youngest son. On the twentieth
of March, 1854, the agreement was signed that sent George
Myers to France with one hundred and forty of his best masons
to erect the Paxton- (Stokes?-) designed chateau de
Ferrieres, twenty miles east of Paris.a
An additional
I

In 1829 Rothschild had purchased the property located in the district
of Seine et Marne, · : ~·rom the heirs of Joseph Fouche, Napoleon's Gestapostyled minister of Police. Possessed with a coarse version or
T~lleyrandesque survival instinct, Fouche had been a .terroristand regicide
in the Revolution, a power during the Napoleonic fluctuations, where in
addition to his position with the police, his other functions included
minister of the Interior, governor of Rome and then the Illyria provinces.
a

1

with the abdication, Fouche presided as president of the commission which
governed France until the Restoration, which he had worked to accomplish.
After a short term as ambassador .a.t Dresden, Fouche retired to Prague, and
then Trieste where he died a very wealthy man, Dec.25, 1820. Silver, p.6;
2ncyclop<edia Britannica (1942) vol. 9, pp.551-2; Wheeler, p.200.
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605 & 606 - Paxton & Lami The
chateau de Ferrieres (1855-60) The
Illustrated London News, January 3,
1863, p.9, Cowles, p.142.

complement of two hundred local craftsmen
were added to a
work force which laid
Ferrieres corner stone
on the seventh of July
the following year. 3"
What had been estimated
as taking twenty years
to construct was accomplished in five,395 in
spite of the usual
frictions accompanying
most building projects,
and some extraordinary
ones affecting an
international team,
where, regardless of
their credentials,
management was comprised
entirely of foreigners. a
What appeared has been applauded as "l'un des plus parfaits
examples de l'architecture d'une grande demeure de compagne
anglaise en France ... ", Guy de Rothschild described "a
Whilst the English were<paid their standardWa;ges, so were the French,
which as it happened fell considerably below the English scale. Five to
six weeks after the French workers had walked off the site (three men
nav~ng beep. killed in a fracas) theirWelges were increased. Silveri pp.6-7.
a
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Victorian house built on
an Elizabethan plan,
dressed in the style of
Napoleon III;"a and
whereas Ferrieres has no
more an Elizabethan plan
than does Mentmore, it is
not only larger than its
prototype, but larger than
its prototype's prototype.
The edifice has its
607 - Paxton & Lami Ferrieres, entrance ja9ade, Wheeler,
parallels not only with
p.200. 608 - Robert Smythson Wollaton hall (1580-88)
Wollaton Hall, but also
Country Life Vol xxxv, No.40, Oct 3, 1991, fig 2, pg65.
Syon House (1547) and
609 - Robert Adam Osterley Park, Middlesex (15 70
Osterley Park (1570)
remodelled 1 763) HardylI'omlin, pg14.
(both in Middlesex) whose
towered profiles are largely
unaffected by Adam's mideighteenth century renovations. (Corner-towered
structures were however, as
much a European vernacularism
as they were English - many
being rectangular and planned,
after Italian Renaissance
models, around an open
cortile. A famous French
example is the unfinished

Chateau de Chambord (152644).)
Mentmore's detailing
clearly evokes its historical
sources, but with the similarity of a roofed, top-lit
cortile, Ferrieres proved to
be a complete departure from
Paxton's earlier design. Having the "great Lami" in attendance
from the start, Ferrieres owes its interior decoration (and
probably much of its exterior detailing) to his invention.
Although it might be said Lami drew from some English
sources, his circumventive inspiration came from the late
French Renaissance styles of Henry IV, Louis XIII and XIV.
There could have been any number of sources for the
design of the tower cupolas and the centrally placed
tourelles, such as Dijon's Eglise Saint-Michel (upper parts
after 1560) or Mansart's Couvent des Minimes (1657+) ,396 and
this period was reflected in the Ferrieres vestibule, where a
split oval staircase continued the theme with a wrought iron
balustrade of late seventeenth-centu
derivation (identified
.:::;;;;:;:::; ~; .: : ':i:lljH
::;::::
muw:1: ;:,:;:; ~W;H:ii;;;;; ,: :::;
~:,:"'" The ~'chateau also. had
;!; .: ::

. _ :~;1;i; ii;!:i; ::; .1:; ~;l;i:;

~:: ;:;: ;; ::: ;:jHH~iH

_ .i

; : - ":

l.ts critl.CS ':·'·'· Ten

:
was finished,
it::~:;' was' " ~ccupied by"";'the P;-:u~sian.",'commarld ' .' ng",,, the Seige of Paris; whereUP0rl H: wii~elm" I exclaime'd. :;',.~Wha~", ~h" in'c*edib17p~'lace! A king would not have
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ln England with the Huguenot,
Jean Tijou (fl.1689-1712 figure 192, pages 128-9).
Compared with the normally
austere French introduction,
this vestibule was full of
colour, with beds of flowers
allaying the expected
atmosphere of exclusivity.
The staircase ascends to
the Great Hall, where Lami seems
to have been taxed to produce
perhaps the greatest melange
of detailing to find its way
into a domestic interior.
Retrospective as the various
elements may be, the combination is cohesive in a way
that only Second Empire design
in its finest expression was
able to accomplish - an
ordered disorder - a planned
caprice - tous les Louis in
France! One might compare
this room with Garnier's
Opera House as illustrating a
sort of artistic plundering
of historical styles where
nothing should work but does.
Robert Frost's self-expressed,
UI'm not confused, I'm just
well mixed", 397 might apply.
A casually arrayed collection
of master paintings, and a
plethora of tufted
furniture only
increased the
effect described
by his grandson:

610 - Eugene Lami Ferrieres, Vestibule, watercolour (1866) Praz, fig. 365, pg.351.

The
maln hall
was a truly
magical
place.
Its
vast dimensions and
the soft
light falling
611 - Lami Ferrieres, The Great Hall, watereolour (1863) Praz, fig. 23,
through the
pg.57. 612 - Lami Ferrieres, The Great Hall (c. 1880) Rothschild, G.,
faee-pg. 52.
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glass roof suggested the nave of a cathedral , and i t s
height permitted two different decors:
on the upper
level, the walls were covered with emerald-green velvet
and hung with a series of tapestries... On the lower
half, at eye level, were hung a number of paintings ...
Busts of Roman emperors stood guard, while a woman
generously bared her bosom above the great marble
mantlepiece. Two large doors opening onto the principal
entrance were flanked by a pair of black-amours [sic]
several yards high, who seemed to bear all the weight
of the ceiling on their shoulders. A billiard table in
one corner, a piano in another, Italian Renaissance
cabinets delicately carved and inlaid with ebony, ivory,
marble, onyx and semiprecious stones, an assortment of
sofas, armchairs, benches, sideboards, and tables laden
with precious objects - all served to define different
areas where one could be alone to read or, on the
contrary, gather together for conversation and games.
In the middle of the main hall was a circular
couch, from the centre of which a marble column seemed
to spring, surmounted by an eighteenth-century clock
that represented Atlas bearing the world on his shoulders.
German armour, Italian sculpture, Flemish tapestries,
Napoleon III furniture, French bronzes, Victorian
hairs, various vases and bibelots - all these were
mingled in a skilful and harmonious disorder ... and the
paintings of different schools permitted countless
combinations. 398
Although others have inferred the sources from which
Lami derived this extraordinary assembly of forms, clearly
the various and quite unrelated elements are subbordinate to
the scale considerations into which they are placed.
Certainly the exquisite renderings of Rococo and Louis XVI
motifs would have been overpowered by the monumentality of a
space, which paradoxically is intended as well, to be one of
domestic intimacy; and herein lies a dilemma which would
have driven an orthodox architect to distraction.
Lami as
it happened, had no formal training to constrain him in his
selection of the various historicized bits which ultimately
became as multifarious as the Rothschild collectables they
surround; few rules other than instinct govern a space which
was transformed into an extraordinary architectural expression
of le gout Rothschild.
Amidst the conglomeration, a focus emerges via a twostorey assembly of paired columns, whose monumentality is
reduced somewhat by their materials of blond wood with
ormolu below, and blond and ebony-coloured wood above . They
frame an imposing polychrome marble and gilt-bronze chimneypiece (whose flues are even more cleverly disguised than
Mentmore's).
Culminating in a colossal polychrome bust of
Minerva,399 its segmental pediment surmounting a rectangular
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613 - Dalou & Gerome under Pierre Manguin
Hotel de Paiva (1855-65) Crimson Salon,
Friedman, p.64.

614 - Cugniont under Manguin Hotel
de PaiVa, Salle it Manger, Frenac/
Faucheux, p.234.

plaque, evokes the studies of Marot, Barbet a and Le Pautre;
and whereas most of these seventeenth-century designers'
extravagances were not realised in their own day, they provided
a wealth of inspiration to Second Empire design, as seen for
instance in Pierre Maugain's Parisian hotel de Paiva (185565 - now the Travellers Club). Lami's study for another
Ferrieres chimney-piece reveals a debt to Ie Pautre (figure
617), and forecasts Jackson's award winning Exhibition entry
of less than ten years hence (figure 266). A closer
inspection of Wideville's grand chimney-piece reveals
Little seems to be known of Jean Barbet, whos~ Livre d'arcbiteture with
engravings by Abraham Bosse (1611-:I.678) was first published in 1632 - and
was so popular it enjoyed a second printing nine years later. The work was
dedicated to Cardinal Richelieu, and according to Peter Thornton, was a
source of inspiration for Inigo Jones. The chateau de Wideville was probably built by Richelleu's architect, Jacques Lemercier (1590-1654 - Louvre
additions of 1624~54), with decorations by~he painter / designer, Simon
\1ouet (1590-1649) and sculptor, Jacques Sarrazin (1588-1650); and may have
had some input bySarbet,as the chimney-piece reflects his ethic in this
final exhaustion of Italian Renaissance aesthetic in France. Described by
Ward as Cit ". co:arse and overcharged manner ..• at its height between 1630
and 1650 ~ .. It and by Destailleur . a~ "Le goat faux et 1a tnaniere des artistes
Italiennes employees en France par les dernier Valois s accelerees 1 e
moovemant de deca.denced'ja. imprime au style die de la Renaissance.·, these
ext:t:'em~s are only somewhat evident in Wideville's chimney-piece, which is
mQre reflective of De-stailleur'sappraisal: "Les devers exemples compris
dans la recueil de Barbet ont ete choisis par un homme de gout ... '. More
typical of the age is BarbetTs offering illustrated in figure 616., where
the juxtaposed console flanges are doubled, and the overmantel resembles
reredos.) Thornton, Seventeenth-Century Interior Decoration ... , p. 64;
Stranger pp.3,8; Destailleur, p.1S; Ward, vol. I., p.253; Levallois I
d'Angelis r pp.175-6.
a
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615 - J. Lemercier .with S. .VOUeI & J. Sarrazin Wideville (1634), Levalioisld'Angelis, fig 176, p.l /5.
616 - J. Barbel chImney-pIece (c.l640) Strange, pg.ll. 617 - Lami chimney-piece study for Ferrieres,
waterco/our (c.l855) Gere, jig3l8, pg.270. 618 - J. Ie Pautre chimney-piece detail (c.l660) Strange, pg6o.

a nearly identical format (and also
educates that the stereotypical
English plaqued Neo-Classical
chimney-piece has not only its
source in Italian Renaissance design,
but was also momentarily evident in
the French Baroque - see also figure
538). The frieze of the chimneypiece carries a Doric motif of
ormolu-filled triglyphs alternating 619 - Charles Le Brun Versailles, Salon
with disks, repeating that of the
of Diana chimney-piece (c. 1683) Perouse
columnar support for Ferrieres'
de Montclos, p.245. 620 - Sebastiano
Serlio chimney-piece, The Five Books of
Vestibule balconet. A similar
approach was published in the five Architecture (1611) 4th book, 1st chap!.
fol.33. _ - .
books of Serlio (1537), which may
have added to Lami's palette, as his
first-storey Corinthian columns, extending
the ground floor arrangement, reflect
ancient models and Italian Renaissance designs (popular in the styles of
Henry IV - Louis XIII 400 - also figures
613 & 614) such as those of Michelozzo's
cortile of the Palazzo Vechio (1434)
where Verrocchio's little putto with
dolphin is placed. Between the columns,
an elaborately corbelled balcony protrudes as if expecting some friendly
announcement to be made, and is only one
of many punctuations to a gallery which
circumvents the room. The gallery itself is supported by
paired consoles (an element of Classical Corinthian entablature) in the same manner as Inigo Jones used them (severally)
in Whitehall's Banqueting House (1619-21), and the Queen's
House, Greenwich, and as Percier & Fontaine revived the
detail for Napoleon, using caryatid supports after
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621 - Palladio cornice, The Four Books ofArchitecture (15 70) dtl.
pit. LXXVII 622 - Inigo Jones The Queen's House, Greenwich, The
Great Hall (1635) Ormond, pg.14. 623 - Percier & Fontaine Tuileries Palace, hall ofMarshals, Recueil... , plt.49.

Goujon's Tribune in
the grand salle du
rez-de-chausse, the
Louvre (1550 - which
are themselves after
the ladies of the
Erechtheum (420-393
b.c.). Lami's humanoid supports are terminal male and female
blackamoors, which
are thought to have
been inspired by a
Venetian source (Lami
had accompanied the 624 - Jean Ie Pautre design for a
baroness Rothschild stand (c. 1660) Barkley et ai, fig. 2.8.d,
pg. 81. 625 - Lami under Paxton
on a sojourn to
Ferrieres, The Great Hall, terms detail
Venice. ) , 401 but could (c. 1860) Levalloisld'Angelis p. 26~.
just as well be owing
to Ducerceau's
designs for Termes
Negres (c .1560) 402, or
to similar themes by
again, Jean Ie
Pautre. They are
part of a projecting
section of the perimeter wall, which
with its pulvinated
frieze, contains all
the decorative
elements of another
Serlio chimney-piece.
626 - Serlio chimney-piece. The Fin'
On the second Books ofArchitecture (1611 ) 4th
level, one observes book, 9st chapt. fol. 61.
a shell-niche framed
with pilasters of the Composite Order.
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With its saintly occupant ' it could have bee'
. d by
n 1nsp1re
any number of Renaissance or Baroque church decorations,
such
. .as those. from the faGade of Palladio's famous S an
G1orgl.O Maggl.ore in Venice (1565).403

627 - Lami - Ferrieres, Le Salon Bleu, watercolour (c.J863) Rothschild, face -pg. 244. 628 - Lami under
Paxton Ferrieres, Le Salon Bleu, Cowles, pg.JJ6.

Compared with the Great Hall, the
remainder of Ferrieres' interiors are
more predictable retrospectives of
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
styles. The Salon bleu continues the
Louis XIII theme, excepting its bluegrey scagliola columns and pilasters,
which impart a sense of English NeoClassical particularity. The Salon's
beamed and compartmented ceiling
(containing the Rothschild five arrows
amongst its frames and cartouches) 404
has its precedents in the small chateau
de lasson (figure 631)405, and on a more
monumental scale, the Boucher- / van
Loo-redecorated (1751) Council Room at
Fontainebleau (figure 629). Entered
centrally, the salon divides into two
distinct areas, each of which is served
by another Barbet-inspired chimneypiece. with its predominantely Second
Empire furnishings arranged in several
groupings, it has more the ambience of
a grand hotel lobby or writing room
than a domestic interior (following page) .
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630 - Land Ferrieres, Le Salon Bleu, watercolour (c. I 863) Praz,
fig. 367, pg.353. 631 - Louis XIII Style Chateau de Lasson,
chimney-piece (c. I 630) Ward Fig. 246, pg.251.

Beyond this area lies the""~~""~"~"""""""'"
Tapestry Room. Amidst its
vaguely Louis XIV-style decor
(signalled by the chirnneypiece), and with a huge
eighteenth-century Venetian
mirror reflecting the scene,
Jules Favre attempted to
mediate the 1870-71 Siege of
Paris, which removed the last
monarch of France(see page
241, end, ftnt.a).a Baron
Alphonse de Rothschild's
Sitting Room was decorated ln 632 - J. Barbet chimney-piece design, Livres d'Architecture (1632) Strange, p.12. 632 - J. Barbel chimneya similar vein, where the
piece design, Livres d 'Architecture (1632) Strange, p.12
essential difference lay
a

By September 23

1870, Paris was surrounded and besieged by l?russian
forces, whose command headquarters became the chateau de Ferrieres. It was

on this occasion that Wilhelm II's and Bismarck1s impressions were recorded,
and it was largely due to the German King's admir~tion for the estate that
it was left largely as found (not so the
_ ....- chateau de saint-Cloud, which they set ablaze,
along with other houses of the town).
(The
Nazis were not so considerate of Ferrieres
during the Second World War occupation.
Requisitioning the ch.ateau and several
Rothschild hotels in Paris, most of the
family's finest paintings, etc. were shipped
to Germany. The greater part of the
FerriiJres collection waS recovered later
from a German salt mine.)
Late in January;> 1871, Jules Favre,
France's Minister forForeign Affairs met
with Ottovon Bismarck in the Tapestry Room.
Here he attempted to negotiate an armistice,
whereby a National Assembly might convene to
consider t~rrn$ of peace with the Prussians,
633 - Richard Mique Chateau de Saintand this WaS finally accomplished at
Cloud, staircase, Dunlop, pg.269.
Ver~ailles with France paying (continued)
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634 - Lami Ferrieres, The Tapestry Room,
Rothschild, face-pg.244. 635 - Lam; Ferrieres,

Sitting Room of Baron Alphonse, waterc%ur
(c. 1865) Praz, fig. 368, pg.35.J.

principally in its Rococo chimney-piece and over-doors, and
the themes and colours of the tapestries. Here the warm
tones of the panellings are contrasted with cool blues as
opposed to the highly unusual white fond of the Tapestry
Room's hangings. a 406
Located on the second level, the private
apartments proved to be much more than the expected accommodation. Each guest was provided a suite of rooms which
included in addition to the sleeping chamber, an entrance
hall and private bathroom - an unheard-of extravagance for
the time. Most contained a luxurious canopied bed, surrounded
by similar treasures as those which adorned the reception
rooms below. 407 Suites were named according to the motif of
their fabric-covered walls, such as the Pheasant Room, the
Bird Room, the Bouquet Room, etc.; and matching materials
were used in each of the bathrooms, which featured bath tubs
(continued) war costs of 200 rnillionfrancs. On March 13, after a few hours'
presence in the capital, the bulk of the PruBsian army returned home,
leaving garrfsons in two Parisian forts. Meanwhile, the French National
Assembly was tr~n~fe:t-red from Bordeaux to VeF'sailles;andoll March 18, a
great rising, known as the Commune, broke out in Paris. By April 3rd, this
amounted tplarge-~cale civil war with the Army supporting Versailles, and
tbe National Guard with the Commune. Lasting 62 days, a French siege of
pari~9ccurre~, during which over 2P~OOO people perished. The destruction
ofNapoleon/scolutnn in the Pla.ce Vend6mE1 was one .of the first architectural
casualties. With defeat inevitabJ.~j the desperate Communards determined
paris itself should be their. funeral pyre, and acco:rdingly set fire to the
Tuileriesl the Hotel-de-Ville (theirheadquCirt~rs), the Palace of the
Legion of Honour {h6tel de Ba.lal) the Ministry of War, and the Treasury.
The . Louvr~ and Notre Dam~\OI~reonly barely saved. Known aspetroleuses,
wqmenwere paid 10 franct?for every private house they could set afire.
The city was choked with smoke and the smell ofI(.e tr-ol, appearing to the
Prussians in tbeir£orts like "craters of a great volcano". * de Rothschild,
G.
pp.15, 127-8; Whe: ~ler, pp 201;. Wright, pp.277, 306, 320, 322; Latim~r,
pp.257 1 266 1 *321i$troud f p.73; Dunlop .. figure from p.269.
a
The son of Baron James and father of Baron Guy (whose memoirs are referenced) Mayer Alphonse de Rothschild's likeness appeared in the Il~ustrated
London News upon his} marriageCilt Gunnersburyto Leonora, the Eng11sh Baron
Lionel's daughter (figs. 482-3). Evelina de Rothschild, another of
Liqn.~l/s ~aught.f::qrS,married Ferdinan.Q James, of Austrian/French Branch
(whose aunt Betty von R, hadma):'ried James of the French branch) and whose
mother Charlott.e (de) was Lionel's sister. (Lionel's wife was also named
Charlotte (von), from the Naples branch). Ferdinand James and Waddesdon
Manor will be discussed.
I
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encased in mahogany or
lacquered wood. 408
Ferrieres has two dining
rooms served from kitchens
housed apart and connected by
an underground railway. 409 The
principal Dining Room, with
its imposing, carved wood
chimney-piece and simply beamed
ceiling, evoked the German /
Bavarian Renaissance, which in
spite of an ethnic differential ,
is not an abrupt contrast to
the chateau's Louis III
interiors. 41o

636 - Lami Ferrieres, Dining Room, watere%ur

(1860) Praz, fig 366, pg352.

637 - Lam; Ferrieres, The White Drawing-Room, watere%ur (e. 1865) Praz, fig 10, pg 28. 638 - Lam;
Ferrieres, The White DrawinK Room, Levalloisld'AnKelis, pg269. 639 - Lam; Ferrieres, The White

Drawing Room, ceiling dtl. (c. 1860) Levalloisld 'Angelis, pg 268.

The White Drawing Room adjoined the Great Hall to the
southwest, and was used principally for evening functions. 4li
With Sicilian marble statues silhouetted by the windows, a
chimney-piece . modelled
after one at Bagatell~ and an ensemble
a
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The chl.mney-pl.ec~J. wl.th bronze bacchantes descr1bed by Vlncent Bouvet as
being .~. " •. . modele de J. -J • .Foucou execute par Gouthiere . .. " was installed
at Bagatelle during Lord Hertford'S restora.tion and refurbishment following
his purchase of the chateau in 1835. The .Ferrieres chimney-piece repeats
its general profile, and features identical bronze figures; but both
installations were well after the death of Pierre Gouthiere (1813) and must
be either oopies of the originals or taken from original moulds. The
or~gina.l$(as seen on page 77, fig.95 (of which there are two pair) were
probably cast firsthand (c.1784) for Dominique Daguerre, and are now in
Buckingham Palace following their brief residency at Carlton House. Arch et
al,p . 218; Harris, Buckingham Palace, pp.56-7; Watson, p.xiii; Bouvet,
nn.41 .... 2: Connolly/Zerbe, p.146 (figures 640-1, following page) .
I
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640 - I.-I. Foucon & Pie"e Gouthiere Bagatelle, Salle aManger (c. 1857), photo by Marville.
Bouvet et aI, p.42. 641 - Foucon & Gouthiere Bagatelle, chimney-piece bronze bacchante (after
1788) Bouvet et aI, p.42. 642 - I.-B. Carpeaux La Danse, marble group from the Paris Opera
(Nlusee d'Orsay) photo, J Jenger.

of etherealised ladies floating overhead, this elegant Louis
XVI-style reproduction completes Ferrieres' decorative
passage from the assured heights of the Age of Reason to the
twilight of the French Enlightenment. Architecturally, it
is largely the geometries of the ceiling's cove and Lami's
Rubensesque females (whose voluptuous entanglements are
more akin to Carpeaux' dancers of the "New" Paris Opera),
which mark the interior as being of the nineteenth-century.

643 - Neufforge "Decoration propre pour un sallon ", Recueil... ,
plt.2, pg.433. 644 - A.-J Gabriel Versailles, Pavillon Fran~ais,
Salon (1749-50) Tagell,jig.69.

In contrast to the exquisite petits appartements seen at
versailles and Fontainebleau, this grand interior reflects
the early evidence of pompadour's Neo-Classic impetus, which
recalled much of the Louis XIV style in designs of monumental
dimension. An early evidence of this can be seen in
Gabriel's Pavillon fran9ais de Trianon, Versailles (1749)
and via the interior elevations of Neufforge in Recueil
d'Elementaire d'Architecture, the eight folios of which were
published between 1757 and 1780. a
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After the Second World War, Ferrieres had lain abandoned
for nearly twenty years, when Guy de Rothschild embarked on
a campaign of restoration. As the sheer size of the chateau
made a total refurbishment impractical, the head of the
French branch concentrated his efforts on the wing overlooking
the lake.
Rothschild's dream of recreating nineteenthcentury splendour in the cold light of post-war Europe
proved to be exactly that; and in 1957, with its treasures
removed, Ferrieres and three hundred and forty acres of
surrounding property, became adjunct to the Chancellierie
des Uni versi tes de Paris.412
The Third Generation

Baron Lionel's children were the third and last generation of Rothschilds to build on a grand scale, and to this
end, all of his sons accomplished edifices of architectural
note. Although the head of the English branch was content
with the modest surrounds of Gunnersbury Park, he joined his
brothers Anthony and Mayer in the piecemeal buying of land
near or within the Vale of Aylesbury. 413 His first acquisition
was the 1400 acre estate of Halton, bought from the
Dashwood family in 1852; a 414 and twenty years later - Tring
Park, a property whose ownership can be traced to William
the Conquerer, but more significantly to the reign of
(continued) its Salle a Manger
illustrates an English-inspired
avant-garda variant of French NeoClassicism. Unlike B~langer's
intimate little rotunda for the
comte d'Artois - Ledoux' design is
a monumental concept. The space,
with its square plan flanked by
opposing apsidal extl~sions
reflects Adam's Library at Kenwood
(1767), published in Works.
(Vol
1, Sec. ii.) in 1774. The publica
tion was too late to be considered
a direct influence; yet Ledoux had
visited England int::he 1760s, when
he is thought to have been associ ~
ated with Lord CliVe, and certainly
would have been expo~ed to Adam's
designs at that time '- and perhaps
even Adam's early studies for
Kenwood's library, where its
apsidal extensions were initially
designed~ith flat c~ilings, versus
thesemidomes of the final version .
Ledoux' detailing for the salle a
manger features flat ceilings, the
coffering of which would have b6)en
more convincing in a semidome con- .
. ••..
/
e
134figuration; Middleton/Watkin, p.142i Braham, p.172i Connolly Zerb , pp.
141; Wheeler, p.18~i stillman r .: p.39i Ward, Vol II, p.429; Bryant, p.1S.
To the south inthe middle of the Chilterns, West Wycombe Park, :he
Palladian house of 1745-71, wa,sl:>uilt by Sir Francis Dashwood. It ~s n10w a
.
..
.
...
.
·h · W t
n J
ed
The Nat~ona
property of the National Trust. Fletcer~ a s o , : ,
".
150
Trust Handbook, 1992, p.39i Beard, Craftsmen and Inter~or Decoration ... , p.
.
a
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Charles II.
(The RO~hsch~ld family's association with Tring
dates to 1839, when 1tS f1rst cautious step into the Vale
of Aylesbury was marked by the family's renting an
accommodation on the Tring estate for its pack of staghounds.)4~

646 - Bridgeman/Gibbs - Tring Park from

Vitruvius Britannicus (1739) Jackson-Stops,
Country Life, Nov.25, 1993, fig. 1, pg.60.

647 - Christopher Wren - Tring Park, watercolour by J C. Buckler (1838) Country Life,

Nov. 25, 1993, fig. 2, pg.60.

Tring Park

The original house, which can still be recognized, was
designed in the 1670s by Sir Christopher Wren for Henry Guy,
one of the king's court officials; and in the 1720s, under the
ownership of Sir William Gore (a Lord Mayor of London) and his
son, its extensive Baroque formal gardens were created by the
landscape designer Charles Bridgeman,a with pavilions and
ornaments by James Gibbs. Internally, Gibbs decorated Tring's
State Bedchamber and Dressing Room; and although no record of
the artists involved is known to exist, the elaborately
modelled plasterwork is typical of Gibbs's favourite
stuccatori, Bagutti, Vassalli and the Artaris, (see pages 64a,
157, lS8a, 218a, and 22Sb) .416 The rooms also feature chimneypieces with both Louis XIII Renaissance and Regence Rococo
characteristics - with an English monumentality somewhat
reminiscent of Vanbrugh's idiosyncratic designs (figure 60).

648 - artist unknown under Gibbs - Tring Park,

649 -

attr. James Gibbs - Tring Park, c imney-

piece, State Dressing Room (c. 172-1J JacksonState Dressing Room (c. 1724) Jackson-Stops,
Stops, Country Life, Nov.25, 1993, fig. -, pg.6::
Country Life, Nov.25, 1993, fig. 6, p g . 6 2 . . .. . .. .
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When Lionel died in 1879, Nathaniel purchased Trin
Park and its thirty-six hundred acres from his father:s
estate for £250,000.00; but he had begun work there five
years earlier to enlarge the house into a far more overt
st~tement of French late-Renaissance architecture than that
WhlCh Wren had designed. Because Tring's house accounts were
destroyed during World War II, the architect is unidentified
but George Devey's cashbook records substantial payments'
covering this period, which might indicate he was responsible
for the transformation, with George Myers again as the
builder. a 417 The additions reused old bricks to match
the original structure, 418 and stone dressings and
Marsard roofs combine to give an impression of HardouinMansart's work at the chateau de Dampierre (c.1675) b 419
(continued) Lord Cobham (c.1713) on the great garden at Stowe,
Buckinghamshire (which also benefited from contributions by Vanbrugh,
Kent, Gibbs and Brown), Blenheim Palace (1709-1738 - in conjunction with
George London, Henry Wise and Vanbrugh), Chiswick House, Middlesex ?171520}, Boughton House, Northants (1726-31), Houghton Hall, Norfolk (1731),
Windsor Castle (1729-38) and in London - Kensington Palace ((1726 - 38), Hyde
Park (1726-38) and St. James's Park (1738?). Horace Walpole credited him
with the invention of the "HaHa h •
Lawrence Fleming & Alan Gore, The English Gardenr Spring Books (London-1979)pp.60, 91, 98-9, 102, 124, 241-2;
Jackson~Stopsl G., "Tring Park, Hertfordshire", country Life, Vol.CLXXXVrr,
No.47, November, 25, 1993, p.60; Bevington, M., pp.13,12.16.
Devey (1820-86) I was a one of the most prolific Victorian country-house
architects, and one of the first to work in what became known as the
Vernacular Style. He is historically associated with the younger (and more
famous) William Eden Nesfield, Richard Norman Shaw and Philip Webb. Most
surveys of world architecture will mention Webb's Red House for William
Morris, which personified the ~artistic" avant-garde - a style whose directives found inspiration in the accidental asymmetries of historical structures
which had been altered and added to over long periods of time - to wit
everything down to the minutest detail was an interweaving of the indigenous
old and new. Unlike Webb and Shaw, etc., Devey was not part of any artistic
circle, and resolutely avoided publicity of any kind. He neither exhibited
nor published his designs, being content to develop his practice through
recommendations within a relatively closed circle of aristocrats and
wealthy bankers (who understandably wished as well to keep the details of
their homes out of the public eye). Devey worked for the Rothschilds on
three other country houses, taking over from G. H. Stokes at Aston Clinton
(1872+) I and building the quasi-French, quasi-Jacobean Water Pavilion
(1876-9) for Ferdinandls sister Alice, at Eythrope, and substantially,
Ascott Wing (1874-86) for Leopold. Ascott, whilst owned by the National
Trust, remains the only country house of this period where Rothschilds
still live.
The original structure was a turn of the seventeenth-century
half-timber-framed cottage which, following Leo's purchase in 1874, was
expanded and continued to grow after Devey's death, when work was taken
Over by James Williams. Mary Gladstone's description of "a palace-like
cottage H I captured Devey's ability to create a balanced architectural
totality out of a collection of rambling and seemingly haphazard forms.
(The initial builder was one John Durley of Bierton, who worked on several
Rothschild properties; but he was replaced - certainly by 1880, by Cubitt &
COl and in 1882 by Collison & Locke).
Allibone, pp.54, 56, 167, 169;
Rothschild Archives I r/2/24, 1880+ i Masterson, L., Mary Gladstone, Her
Diaries and Letters, Methuen & Co. (London-1930)p.360j Girouard, The Victorian
a

Country House, pp.66, 83-41 438; Dixon!Musthesius pp.25-6, 50, 52 55, 257.
b
Jill Allibone describes this style as "dix-huitieme ll and Mark Girouard
1

1

uses the same term in reference to Halton (to follow) (refer also pgs. 295-6,
ftnt.a) Allibone, pp.55, 167; Girouard, The Victorian Country House, p.302.
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650 - George Devey? - Tring Park alterations and additions (c. 1874-8) Country Life, Feb. 16, 1989,
fig·5, pg,82. 651 - J. H. Mansart - Dampierre (1675+), Leval/oisld'Angelis, pg,81.

to the extent that one
might wonder if more of
Wren's pedimented entrance
fa9ade could have been
retained.
Internally, the
new interiors feature
beautifully carved panellings of rare woods; and
although they evoke styles which can be thought of as
derivatively French, it is largely within an English Baroque
aesthetic that they are accomplished. Again no mention can
be found of the artists involved, but the high standard of
carving throughout suggests the work might have been done by
Charles Mellier & Co., whose exquisite French Renaissance
boiseries (executed under Devey, close to the year of his
death in 1886)420 embellish the Drawing-Room at Minley Manor,a
Minley Manor was built
(1858 ... 87) by R~ikes Currie, a
part9~r in Glyn Mills Bank
(Glyn, Mills, Currie & Co.) .
Architect Henry Clutton (18191893), designed the original
block (1858-62] of brick with
stone dressings in the · French
Gothic style - with so many
architectural features crammed
into its elevation, that it would appear as if the architect had exhaus
every historical French detail within his repertoire. Devey is credited
with adding a French Gothic chapel and Classical orangery, with the wing to
the left in the illustration being added by his former assistant, Arthur
CastingsI' in 1887, the year after Devey'S death . The addition reproduces
Clutton's square, high-roofed corner tower, and appreciably simplifies his
fa<;ade - providing a ·balanced architectural framework within which the
details of the original structure become somewhat less abstruse. It may
have been Devey'S sensitive work for the Rothschilds which propted Currie
to commission him for the additions at Minley.
Girouard, The Victorian
Country House,pp.60-1.( 414; Allibone, J., p.68; Dixon/Multhesius, pp.2567i Cooper,N., p.36.
Rothschild Archives Accounts I/2/24 (1880-3); photo,
Country Life, Dec.23, 1899, p.809.
a
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Hampshire, and also at
Leopold Rothschild's London
mansion at 5 Hamilton Place
where between 1880 and 1882 ,
he was paid in excess of
£16,000 for his contributions.
Another decorator associated
with Devey was William Turner
Lord, who might possibly have
executed the interiors at Tring
(see page 321, ftnt.d).
The panellings of the
staircase, with its Queen
Anne spiraled balusters and
staggered treads, evoke the
date of Gibbs involvement
with an authenticity of detail
that leads one to believe
these features might be of
Henry Guy's residency.
(Period details can be seen
for instance in the restored
Pallant House, Chichester
(1 713) 42J. and the now
demolished Bradmore House,
Hammersmi th (c. 1 71 0) 422 whose
panellings are displayed in
the Geffrye Museum and the
Breakthrough Trust, both in
London. ) a
I

652- Charles Mellier under Devey - Minley Manor,
Fleet, Drawing-Room (photo 1899) Cooper, pit. 92,
pg.144. 653 - George Devey? (craftsmen unknown) Tring Park, Great Staircase, Bedford Lemere #10431
(1890) NMR ..

654 _Architect unknown _ Pal/ant House, Chichester (c.17I3) staircase, Traditional Homes, Dec. 1990,
p.31, photo Ian Parry. 655 _ Craftsmen unknown - Pal/ant House, Staircase ramp detail, writer's photo.

a palatial scale, similar interior detailing can be viewed at
Chatsworth (th~ State Music and Drawing Rooms) and Kensington Palace (the
King's Gallery), whose French Baroque-inspired interiors are typical of this
rtalatively short-lived style in England ... before Lord (continued)
a
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656 - Craftsmen unknown - Pal/ant House
(c. 1713) Staircase landing detail.
657 - Craftsmen unknown - Pal/ant House ,
Staircase dado detail, writer's photos.
658 - Thomas Archer? - Bradmore House ,
Drawing Room (c. 1713) Amery, pit. 158.

659 - Devey (craftsmen unknown) - Tring Park, Morning Room, Bedford Lemere #10433 (1890) Y\/R

(continued) Burlingt~~ and the Palladians changed the face of · British
architecture. James Lees-Milnels English Country Houses, Baroque, 1685-1715,
Country Life (tondon-1970) & Antique Collectors l Club (Woodbridge-l 986)
surveys the period and contains an excellent catalogue of houses. Devonshire,
"Chatsworth", house guide (Derbyshire Countryside Ltd.-1990)pp.7,9i Haynes,
J .. , "Kensington Palace", guide (Raithby Lawrence & Co. (London-1985)pp.22-4i
Edwards/Ramsey, The Connois$eur~s Complete Period Guides, Bonanza (New York1 Qe:::A) nn _ ?B4~ .8.
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660- John Abbott & Father? Forde Abbey, Dorset, Saloon (Mid-1 7th
century) FowlerICornforthfig.169, p .18l.
661 - French Architrave Detail - Style Henry IV-Louis XIII, Bajot,
pit. 17, no. 15.
662 - Jean Goujon - The Louvre, Vault of the Great Staircase (c. 1555)
Ward, fig. 153, pg.157.
663 - Serlio - "Ionic Order after the Antique ", The Five Books of
Architecture, third book, 4th chapt., folio 45.

The Great Saloon or Morning Room
opposite the staircase, continues the
late Renaissance theme, but with a more
pronounced French character. Here the pilaster capitals
depart from a purely Classical rendition of the Corinthian
order, to one seen in figure 365 as being of French Renaissance design; and these are flanked by carved panellings,
whose simple mOUldings and hook-bill terminations recall
details of late Louis XIV and the Rococo. The monumental
chimney-piece and four elaborately carved bookcases (with
their salutatory angels) are carved in a luxuriant rendition
of the antique Ionic order. As discussed previously, the
style as delineated by Serlio, was characteristic of the
Henry IV-Louis XIII revivals popular during the Second
Empire. At Tring, all is surmounted by a whitewashed barrelvaulted ceiling, the richly modelled partitions of which
echo French and Italian Renaissance motifs, such as
those featured in Goujon's vault of the Great Staircase,
The Louvre - in a stance similar to that of the Saloon at
Forde Abbey, where Caroline detailing provides a light,
airy foil to the dark wood panelling below.
A somewhat obvious overview of the Morning Room's
decor, aside from its harmonious mixture of styles, is the
inclusion of its four ornate bookcases as a practicable
extension of the panelling - a further indication that the
work here falls well beyond the skill of fine architectural
carpentry into the realm of expert furniture-making, and
that the supervising decorator had ready access to craftsmen
who could carry out these designs. Not uniquely so, but
such a person was indeed Charles Mellier who employed
foreign artisans - both French and Italian - on his
proj ects . 423
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664 & 665 - F. W. Storey under Devey - Tring

Park, Billiard Room, Bedford Lemere # 11784 &
#11781 (1892) NA1R.

Tring's Billiard Room
(which appears to have been
used more as a study)
presents another highly
unusual decorative concept.
Whilst the general character
of its carved woodwork
continues the themes of the
staircase hall and Morning
Room, the rich carving is
subordinated to strict geometries, with its elaborate
entablature left white to
correspond to the ceiling.
The Sicilian marble panelling
and chimney-piece with a
somewhat intrusive overmantel
(more navy memorial than
domestic embellishment) establish its Empire theme, and make
this room a unique occurrence to English interior design.
The panels are the work of the Rome-based American sculptor,
Thomas Waldo Storey, who also provided elaborate fountain
groups for Leopold at Ascott, Wing, and for another American
expatriate - Viscount William Waldorf Astor, at Cliveden
(following page) .424 It is possible the decoration is based
on a similar, more monumental scheme by sculptor Valerio
Villareale (with Claudio Monti and Domenico Masucci) for the
Hall of Mars (c.1804), in the Royal Palace of Caserta, with
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666 - V. Villareale with C. Monti & D. Masucci, Royal Palace at
Caserta, la Sala di Marzo (1807-45) McCorquodale, fig. 113, pg.159.
667 - Storey Shell Fountain, Cliveden (c. 1895) writer's photo.
668 - Sculptor unknown The Royal Palace at Caserta, figures o/the
Great Cascade (mid-19th century) Thorndike, Magnificent Builders... , pg.205.

which Storey would have been familiar. 425
Indeed, the famous group of Diana and
Actaeon, before Caserta's great cascade
could have provided inspiration for Storey's
Italianate English fountains.
As of Dorothy de Rothschild's writing
in 1979, Tring's entomological collection,
put together by Nathaniel's son, Lionel Walter (1868-1937),
was adjunct to the British museum, and the house functioned
as a ballet school. 426
Charles Hellier and William Turner Lord

A discussion of these two excellent firms will necessarily
take the reader somewhat ahead in the chronological development of French architecture and decoration in England, but
only a decade or two.
Charles Mellier & Co. was one of the great "art"
decorators to flourish during the hey-day of Victorian
prosperity. a As it was with most of these firms, the success
Today they are known as "interior designers
but in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, an "art" decorator was distinguished from firms
such as Jackson & Sons, Battiscombe & Harris; etc., who were specialists
within a limited range of services, such as ·plastepi papier-mache, scagliola,
etc. Nearly always the "art" decorator would have one or more specialties
for which they might be particularly known, and as the client liaison .and
coordinating contractor for the entire interior, would subcontract work
outside their specific skills. Under the Companies Consolidation Act of
1908, Mellier Ltd. listed in their Articles of Association the following:
To purchase, Bell take or let out on hire, store, and deal in goods,
chattels, furniture, carpEltts, pictures and all household effect. To
establi~h, inquire and carryon the business of builders, decorators,
carpenters, jOiners, cabinet-makers, painters, sanitary and hot water
engineers, generally any business connected with the building, decorating,
furnishing or fitting out of any messuage, house, flat, factory, office or
warehouse. They also advertised themselves as electricians. Representing
a veritable emporium of goods and services, it was often the case that the
head of this style of enterprise was more businessman than (continued)
ll
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of Melliers paralleled London's fortunes as a world cent r e
which reached its height in the first decade of the twentiet~
century, a~d was transformed almost overnight, by two
catastrophlC global conflicts and the attendant social
upheavals , which vapo~ized the old world of titled gentility,
and practlcably all lt represented. Developing from a
single trade into the characteristically multifaceted operation, Mellier began in Soho in 1867, where at Number 2,Frith Street, he advertised himself as an upholsterer. After
six years an expanded business moved to 48, 49 and 50
Margaret Street, Cavendish Square, with additional offerings
as "decorators, cabinet-makers and objets d' art" .427 Mellier
remained at this location until 1907, and it was during this
period that he developed a predilection for Louis French
design, in response to its popularity with the gentry and
upwardly mobile nouveaux riches. Whilst a French name might
have provided some commercial advantage (no direct connection
to France has been discovered), it was the excellence of his
work that established Mellier's reputation. a 428
Leopold de Rothschild would appear to have been one of
Mellier's most important early clients, as his major commissions of record occur after his work at No. 5 Hamilton Place
(pages 350-355).
One such was for Rothschild's banking
rival, Edward Charles Baring (First Lord Revelstoke) , who in
1885, combined Numbers 36 and 37 Charles Street into
Dartmouth House b (now the International Headquarters of the
English-Speaking Union) - perhaps London's most imposing
Second Empire-inspired h6tel. c
As both Mellier and William
Turner Lord & Co. d were involved in its decoration, it is
(continued) craftsman - actively involved in courting prospective clients.
PRO B.T. 31, box 27739, company 187771.
~
The quality of his work was recognised recently in a Bonhams furniture
sale, 22/3/84, where a Mellier George III satinwood and purple heart
Bonlleur du Jour, was offered for £1500-£2500 pounds. V&A card catalogue,
\\Mellier & Co." I 1 of 5 exhibits.
b
The name dates from the 1900-18 tenancy of the Earl of Dartmouth. The
house became the English-Speaking Union of the Commonwealth in 1926 .
Pamphlet, ESDC, 1992.
o
The architect of 37 Charles St. is not recorded. Jill Allibone, in her
monograph on George Devey, records his projects for Baring at Membland
Hall, Devon (1876-9) and Coombe Cottage, Surrey (c.1863, 1870-4), which
because of repeated commissions, would indicate Devey's working relationship
with his client was a happy one. As the Charles Street project was begun
roughly the year before Devey's death, it is possible he was i~volved.
The decorators, Mellier and Lord, may have been recommended by Ra~kes
Currey's son, who had employed Mellier under George Devey at Minley (pg.
315) and Lord at his London residence, No.1, Richmond Terrace (1877 - see
pg. 328+). Baring had purchased the country property, Coo~ Warren, adjacent
to Currie's, and Devey was the architect for the alterat~ons o~ bot~
houses. Allibone, p.72. Allibone, pp.103,172; Girouard, The V~ctor~an
Country House, p.438; Country Life, 29 April, 1982, pp.1236, 1240.
d
The earliest POLD registry the writer has discovered for Lord is in
1882 when he advertised himself as a house decorator at 104 New Bond
Stre~t. W. Following the same uptown progress as most successful firms, he
moved to No.3 Charles Street, the year (1884) before his Dartmout~ House
commission, and four years later added a second location at (contl.nued )
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669 & 670 - George Devey? Dartmouth House (J 885 +) 37 Charles Street, London, writer's photos.

difficult to know which spaces can be
credited to whom. Both firms were
capable of providing a high standard
of work. Jill Allibone writes that
the carvings in the "oak room and
library" were executed by Mellier, 429
and the writer assumes - because the
rooms today have different designations - she is referring to the
panelled area to the rear of the
Entrance Hall and a Louis XIV-style
apartment on the first floor. A
small room (now the Union's bar),
immediately to the left of the
Entrance features Louis XIV boiseries, 671 - The Bar Dartmouth House, NA4R,
exhibiting traditional French
nonumb~
technique with such delicate craftsmanship that it is
--'"

(continued) No~96 Mount Street. By 1$90, Lord's principal location was
$till on Mount Street, but at No.120 (very close to the famous Dowbiggin I
Holland &: Sons at No~128) where his advertised services were those of
uphol$terers/ cabinet makers, painters and decorators. By 1909 ""electric
light engineersHwas added to the repertoire, and although the street
number had changed to 20, this was probably due to renumbering rather than
relocation. Unlike many firms, Lord survived the First World War, and by
1920 had expanded into No.211 and a year later absorbed NO.19, with
factories in Inwood Place, Buston Rd. and Albany Road, adding "sanitary
engineersH and "furniture manufacturers, etc.", to the list of offerings.
By 1936, Lord & Co. began their decline, giving up No.19 to an antique
shop, yet by 1950.1 No .19 is listed as their only location, and for the
firstt;ime the desqription "interior decorators" is applied. The firm
dissappearedfrom the London Dire(Jtories in 1978. All references from
Kelley's Commercial POLDs, Westminster Library, Victoria Branch.

difficult to believe
they are not original
work. The tripartite
panellings (see figure
312) of ground-floor
area described by
Allibone are contemporary with the alterations, but again of
such expert composition
and technique, that
only the quarter-sawn
panels, mitred frames,
and an almost imperceptible horizontal
joint through the mid672 & 673 - The Bar original Louis XIV panelling, refitted at
frame carving, reveal Dartmouth House c.1887, writer's photos.
modern, machineassisted workmanship. (A broader clue is of course that the
panels are designed for the space.)

674 & 675 - C. Melliei' & Co. Dartmouth House, The

Oak Room (c. 1887) writer's photo & NJvfR no number.
676 - Mellier Dartmouth House, The Oak Room
(c. 1887) mid-panel detail (upper right, red indicates
the joint) writer's photo.
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677 & 678 - Mellier Dartmouth House, The Oak Room (c. 1887) panelling details, writer's photos.

A ground-floor, Louis XVI-style drawing-room is situated
opposite the Bar.
Its boiseries once featured gilded
relievos on a fond of antique white; but today only the
cl1.~~~}, __ I;>iece and the cherubic overdoors by Gallanda recall
Pierre-Victor Galland (1822-1892) was born in Geneva of French parents,
and at th~ ageQf sixteen entered the a.telier of Henri Labrouste. Circa
1,~48t Gal~~ndwascc:llledtpConfatelntinople to decorate the palace of a
wealtb.yA#m~niari, and for a tim~ . was resident in the Turkish capital.
Upon
hil!;; return to Paris i01853, he was commissioned to decorate the chapels of
Saint-Eustache and provided two ceilings (1854) at the Ministre des
Fina.1lces. A year later two of his paintings, 1a poesie and 1a 1itterature
were commissioned for the palais [cbateau] de Saint Cloud. By the 1.8 60s
Galland was irtternatic:mally known, providing sumptu9usly painted ceilings
tob5telsnot only in :\?a,rifl;, but to that of "M. Ie baron de Rothschild de
lonclres" (1.8G6) which could refer only to Lionel at 148 Piccadilly. (The
writeif~s~~mes the commilSsion was fort:hE:) Ballroom ceiling - fig. 529.)
In
1813, . Gallandwasappoint.ed professor at the Bcole de Beaux Arts, and
roughly a. decade later his artistry found its way; via the Gobelins
manufactory; to~he pa,lais a'Elysee; and the Pantheon. His American
cqtnrrti$sions came from the architect and decorator,< ]#00. Marcotte (1868-9)
and the famol.ls Getman ... b<>:r.n <HElI);"t Ell ;t:' · brotllers(1869 - in 1864 Christian had
stl.ldiedwith Galland in Paris}, who are best known for their extraordinarily
ornate furniture. In agditionto148 Piccadilly, Galland's major English
commissions were for the banker and M.P., Sir Dudley Coutts Majoribanks
(later First Lord'l'weedmouth), where his work included the ceilings and
seven des$'lJs(;1e portes for the twin French drawing-rooms in Thomas Henry
Wyatt's French seventeenth-century-inspired Brook House, Park Lane (1869),
and a few· doors .c'i.way, two ceil~n9s(1~80} (the Drawing-Rooms are
illustr(jlted ~::m1?c'i.9~3. 25l~n4 several decorative panels for railway heir
and Rothschild intimate, Thomas, First Earl Brassey. (In 1905, Sir Ernest
Cassell
Rothschild-styled financier and benefactor of the continually
i~pecuniousEdwardViI, purchased Brook House from a likewise constrained
Majoribanks; and . although he spent a> lavish amount on decorations by
Charles Allotn, the two drawing-rooms seem to have survived until 1930, when
Cassel's .granddaughter andh.er husband (Lord and Lady Louis Mountbatten)
sold the pouse. ltwas replaced (1933-5) by New Brook House, a complex ot
lU)CU,t:'Y flats
R~vue des Arts Decoratifs, (continued)
a
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679 - Mellier or W. Turner Lord Dartmouth House, The Wedgwood Room

(c. 1887) .NfNR no number. 680 - Dartmouth House, The Wedgwood Room
panelling. 681 - Dartmouth House, The Wedgwood Room chimney-piece
(c. 1850?) writer's photos.

the original scheme.
The panels, which
include Baring's monogram, are now scumbled
white through blue, on a correspondingly
blue fond - much as decorator John Fowler
"restored" traditional interiors to give
them an "old but updated" look.
(Hence the
space is presently titled "The Wedgwood
Room".)
The finer elements of the panels
appear to be carved, but could have been

682 ,.. Galland No. 24 .Park Lane, Drawing.Room

ceilingfor Lord Brassey, photo 109, Newton, NMR
DD541413. 683... P.-Jt:Galland under T.H. Wyatt .
Brook House, twin reception rooms (c.1B70)
ceilings by Galland, Survey of London VoI.XL,
fig.b, pg; 72, 684 .. T.R. Wyatt Brook House,
Park lane (1870) Snyder,fig.13, pg.19.

(continued) Premiere Annee, Union
Centrale Mus'e des Arts D§coratifs
(Paris~le80 . . 1)pp~66~71r Fleming/

Honour p. 392; Wilson, D., p.156 i The
Concise Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. I, p.325, Vol III, P.3032i
Chancellor, E .S., Wanderings in Piccadilly ... , pp. 136, 293; Survey of
London, Vol. XL, pp. 280 -1.

...

~
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685, 686 & 687 - Mellier or Lord Dartmouth House, The Wedgwood Room (c. 1887) panelling details,
writer's photos.

accomplished with applied composition, as were the female
rinceaux (note the divergent crack in the lady's arm, figure
687, which if carved, would have followed the panel crack).
Echoing the Second Empire flamboyancy of the house
fa9ade, the Stair Hall features an imperial staircase in
Sicilian marble ascending to the first floor apartments.
These include a Long Drawing Room and Ballroom, which were
altered during Lord Dartmouth's tenancy (c.1900), and what
the writer believes is the Library as described by Allibone.
The somewhat overscaled architectonics of the Staircase Hall
- frothy white on a vibrant peach background - remind again
of Fowler's taste.
A tabernacular Palladian (Venetian)

688 - Mellier or Lord Dartmouth House, Grand Staircase Hall (c.1B 77) . 689 - Galland? under
Mellier or Lord Dartmouth House, Grand Staircase Hall, ceiling (c. 18 - ") writer's photos.

Jl.i

690 & 691- Mellier or Lord Dartmouth House, Grand Staircase Hall, upper landing (c.lB77)
writer 's photos.

window marks the landing, with its arched central pane repeating in circular form, the configuration of an oval reilde-breuf window above.
The wrought-iron balustrade (reputed
to have taken a single craftsman two years to fabricate) 430
conforms to a plethora of Louis XIV-style motifs, which are
reproduced literally in the doors of the upper landing and
the Apollonian ceiling painting (unattributed, but possibly
by Galland - see also figures 341, 358&9)

692 & 693 - Mellier Dartmouth House, Library panelling, writer 's photos.

jL~

The Staircase leads directly to the Long Drawing Room;
and what is presumed to have been the Library - now AnteRoom to the Ballroom - is accessed to the lett ot the upper
landing. Here, what has been described by the Union as "some
ot the tinest Louis XIV walnut panelling in this country",
is in fact a masterful (yet somewhat overscaled) subterfuge
ot simple traming with wire-reintorced composition embellishments - stained to give the appearance of wood carvings
(figure 694).
The low flat ceiling is centred with a

'i.jj.

694 - Mellier Dartmouth House, Library

panelling detail of figure 693.

695 - Mellier Dartmouth House, Library ceiling,

writer's photos.

shallow dome to allow a few more precious inches of height
for its crystal chandelier. Whilst the ceiling details are
French derived, they are composed in a rather robust
arrangement more evocative of eighteenth-century English
Rococo models (as seen in James Paine's Nostell Priory Dining
Room - figure 347), than the feigned literalism of the
panelling. As is typical of many English attempts at French
interiors, in spite of all the detailing, the ambience of
the space remains more English than French. Although Melliers
were known for their finely carved panellings, where economy
was an issue, there was certainly no aversion to substituting
the labours of predominantely foreign craftsmen with English
ingenuity. This was also true of Lord, adding to the difficulty of assigning
each decorator's
specific contributions at Dartmouth
House.
For Baring's
country neighbour,
Bertram Wodehouse
Currie (page 321,
footnote c), George
Devey renovated the
banker's London
address at No.1
Richmond Terrace.
His work here (1877-8)
preceded the Minley
Manor commission by 696 - William Turner Lord & Co. under Devey
Terrace, Drawing-Room (1877) NMR 12-5-69.
nine years and

j1.)

included at least two beautifully designed interiors,
executed by Lord with much the
same Louis XVI cum Regence
masculine detailing seen at
Dartmouth House. The National
Monuments Record has archived
what were most likely a drawing-room and the Library. In
each instance the Regence
panellings and chimney-pieces
are reasonably correct his697 - Lord & Co. under Devey No.1 Richmond
Terrace, Library (1877) NMR 12-5-69.
torical reproductions, with

698 - Lord & Co. under Devey No.1 Richmond Terrace, Library e evation, NA1R 2-5-69. 699 - Library
carving dtl. NAfR 12-5-69. 700 - N. Pineau Peterhof, Cabinet ofPeter the Great (c. 1720) Kimball
fig. 168, pg.132.

only a few incongruities, such as the
overdoor of the drawing-room, with its NeoClassical swagged vase of flowers (also
figure 89).
In both rooms as well, the
frieze and cornice above the panelling
responds to the Ordered elements of the
walls, with similar ceilings featuring a
Neo-Classical oval of spiral-bound reeds.
The discernibly French ceiling embellishments
are arranged with the standard corner and
mid-wall punctuations, but Devey has
suggested them by very little more than
curvilinear outlines reflecting the profiles
of the panellings below - an innovation
that could be seen as remarkable even in
the hands of a contemporary French artist.
The Library is another space more English
than French regardless of the detailing.
Whilst the bookcases, in spite of their
masqued agraffes and feigned bombe cabinets, are Georgian in
appearance and illustrate once again, the typical English
problem of what to do with the walls above.
Rather than the
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usual gallery of framed worthies, Devey and Lord have provided
carved portraits after Pineau's Cabinet of Peter the Great
(c.1720), here featuring Louis XIV himself as one of those
honoured.
Mellier's delicate boiseries for Devey at Raikes
Currie's Minley, and (perhaps) Nathaniel Rothschild's Tring
Park, are amongst the
earliest of his
country house commissions. Toward
the turn of the
century Mellier
decorated the combined Drawing-Room
and Library for
American industrial
heir, William Dodge
James,432 in the
James Wyatt (remodelled - c.1804-8) /
George and Peto a
(remodelled - 1891-3)
Jacobean, West Dean 701-Mellier & Co. West Dean Park, Sussex, Library/Drawing-Room
Park, Sussex433 .
(c.1900) Country Life, Oct. 29, 1981,jigl,pg.1462.
Mellier would work directly for Harold Peto, in the decoration of Cunard's Blue Riband liner, the Mauretania (1907) ,434
where he provided a domed Louis XVI-style First Class Music
Room and Lounge, with panelling and Corinthian columns in
acajou mouchete (dappled mahogany). Additional embellishments
included French-made Neo-Classical tapestries and ormolu
embellished fleur-de-peche marble pilasters with a corresponding Louis XVI chimney-piece. The Mauretania's First
Class Dining Room was created in French Renaissance style
and featured carvings by three hundred Italian craftsmen,

702 - Mellier & Co. under Peto The Mauretania, First Class Music Room & Lounge (1907) Coleman,
pg.90. 703 - Mellier & Co. under Peto The A1auretania, First Class Dining Room, Brinnan, jig 35, pg130+..
Harold Ainsworth Peto (1854-1933), whosj best known London work, done
during his nineteen-year ~1876+) partnership with Ernest George (18391922), was the rebuilding and/or refacing many of the houses of the Cadogan
Estate.
The red brick Flemish Renaissance fa<;ades admired today, were
lampooned in their own time as "Fire Station Holbein or Pont Street Dutch".
a

Gray I A. S .

I

pp. 31 r 186 , 284 .
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who had been so proud of
their work, their signatures
appeared on the column tops
when the ship was dismantled
in 1934. 435
Mellier's largest
country house commission was
for Sir James Miller at
Manderston, Duns., where
Scottish architect John
Kinross's Adamitic overview
was augmented by a staircase
modelled remotely after that
of the Petit Trianon (page
71) - having a silver-plated
balustrade and rail of solid
brass. a
Whereas, Mellier's French 704 - Mellier & Co. under Kinross Manderston, Hall
panache was kept to a minimum & Staircase (1901+) As/et,jig.89, pg.J28.
at Manderston, Miller had given the decorator a much freer
hand with his fashionable London residence at 45 Grosvenor
Square, where the Drawing-Room, Ballroom, Dining Room and

705 - MeUier & Co. - No.45 Grosvenor Square, Dining Room (c. 1897) Bedford Lemere No. J4085, NA1R.
Manderston was originally builtin the 1790s by architect Dalhousie
Wetherstone, and acquired by Richard Miller in 1855. Miller died 5 years
later, whereupon the estate WaS purchased by his elder brother, William, a
merchant from Leith, who sat in Parliament for Leith and later for
Berwickshire - ultimately receiving a baronetcy. During a 16-year stint as
honorary British Consul at St~ . Petersburg, Miller made a fortune trading
with Russia in hemp and herrings. The house passed to Millerls son, Sir
James/who in 1894 married Eveline, fourth daughter of Lord Scarsdale, and
sister of the futUre Lord Curzon, Viceroy of India.
It is certainly Lady
Miller's connection with Kedleston, that determined the theme (continued)
a
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Boudoir were all done in
Louis XV and XVI reproductions. a
The boiseries of the Dining
Room seem to have been based
on Versailles models from the
Gilded Chamber of Mme. Adelaide
(fig.170) and trophied examples
there and in the Cabinet du
Conseil (fig. 58) i but it was
an aspect of the split-panel
service door which displayed
Mellier's exacting attention
to detail. Here an ernbel706 - MeOier & Co. - No. 45 Grosvenor Square, Dining
lished hook-bill termination Room (c. 1897) Bedford Lemere No. 10486, NA1R.
of the panel's "basket" base extended characteristically
beyond its frame, with the entire element (indicated in red,
figure 708) profiled exactly to the panelling, as the door
was required to swing out of the room in order to disguise
the hinges opposite. All this was in addition to the fact
that the panel itself was subtly curved!

707 & 708 - Mellier & Co. - No. 45 Grosvenor Square, Dining Room (1897) Bedford Lemere
Nos. 14093, 10494, NA1R.

(continued)of the interiors where reproductions of Adam's work at her family
home o~be found throughout
Before the remodelling (1901+), the house had
high mansard roofs above its Neo-Classical fayades , which included a Classical
porch and pediment, surmounted bya square mansard dome (1ightingthe stair) crowned with a delicate cast-iron fringe. Kinross removed the roofs and remodelled the entrance front to be much more an Adamitic statement, containing
Mellier ' s French additions to the staircase balustrade and scatterings of Louis
XV .... and XVI-style furniture. CoincidentallYI there appeared at Kedleston some
French additions, whose recent removal by the National Trust (to return the
hou~le to its pristine Neo-Classical condition) were the subject of much controversy. "Manders toni Duns, Berwickshire (no author or date), booklet, designed
and printed by Beric Tempest & Co., Ltd., St. Ives, Cornwall; Aslet, C. The
Last;; Countzy Houses, Yale University Press (New Haven/London-1982) pp. 123-6,
2Ji2r Sutherland, D., "Manders ton House", Interiors, Dec. ,1981, pp .166-8.
f
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709& 710-Mellier& Co. -No.45 GrosvenorSquare,
Boudoir (1897) Bedford Lemere Nos. 14090, 10488,
NMR.

Lady Miller's Boudoir
displayed a curious decorative
phenomenon, which in England
(and America) passed for Louis XVI decor. Here the panels
were of figured damask, with all other elements of the
panellings and ceiling painted white. This frothy approach
to French design is later than the Second Empire cum Louis
XVI boudoir in baroness Rothschild's Piccadilly mansion
(figure 535), which may have been the first of its type in
England; but by the turn of the century, it was no longer a
unique concept for the feminine domain. En suite decor
(which is a statement of lUxury in itself as the fabrics of
mobile furnishings are normally more vulnerable to damage than
are wall hangings) can be traced in France to the innovative Mme
de Rambouillet a and her famous "Chambre bleue" (c .1630) ,
where the hangings, chair upholstery and table carpet were
of blue velvet with a pattern executed in gold;436 but the
notion of substituting Rococo and Neo-Classical carvings
with silk or damask seems to have been a late nineteenthcentury invention, and a favourite device of the aristocratic
American architect, Ogden Codman. In 1897 the internationally
elitist Edith Wharton and Codman published their highly influential manifesto on "proper" interior decoration,437 which
in addition to offering many practical suggestions - presented
in somewhat the same format as Eastlake had arranged Hints
on Household Taste438 thirty years earlier - they placed an
overwhelming emphasis on eighteenth-century French design.
The marquise de Rambouillet would seem to have been nearly as important
a contributor to architecture and interior design as Pompadour - at least
at the domestic level. The daughter of the French ambassador and a Roman
princess ( she spent her childhood and youth in Rome. Her largely selfdesigned Parisian hotel, incorporating all the latest Italian ideas of
comfort and 'regularite'( caused a sensation in its day; and whilst the
velvet hangings of her salon bleue may have been a decorative innovation,
they were also a precaution against the cold. As Michel Gallet describes,
the intellectual gatherings in Rambouillet's salon were conducted in comfort,
while " .•. the wine continued to freeze in the glass of Louis XIV as he sat
at his sumptuous table." Gallet,M., Paris Domestic Architecture of the
Eighteenth Century, p .109;Wharton/Codman, p.8.
a

,
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711 & 712 - Ogden Codman - Chateau-sur-Mer,
Newport, Rl, Salon, chimney-piece elevation
& general interior view (c. 1903) Codman, The
Decoration of Houses (reprint-1978), npn;
Gannon, p.49.

For The Decoration of
Houses, architect Codman's
credibility as coauthor was
established by his own
successful practice and a
clientele which included
many of America's super- rich. a 439 His 1897 "Green Salon"
for merchant (and two-time Rhode Island Governor, and United
States Senator (and Codman's cousin)) George Peabody Wetmore, 440
displays a correspondingly monochrome arrangement, with panels
and drapery of matching damask. With this very refined,
Asa professional, Ogden Codman Junior (1863-1951) might be thought of
as being somewhere between dilettante and architect/interior designer.
Born into a wealthy, well-connected family., his taste was largely acquired
through travel as a youth, when he collected a great many photographs of
famous villas and palaces of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. Witha
natural abhorrence to Victorian and Second Empire design, it was on
strictly historical models and • •ci . rather spotty architectural apprenticeship
in the United States, that his practice waEi launched in 1891. Hispivotal
commission (thanks to popular authoress<Edith Wharton's patronage and her
social connections) came three years later, when he collaborated with the
great Bea"\.l.J¢-Arts-traineq. Richard Morris Hunt, to decorEi\te the second floor
{private} apartments of "The Breakers", Cornelius. Vanderbilt's awesome
"summer cottage" at NeWport:;., Rhode Island (1893-5, f19.719). Certainly
with the times, Codman must be seen historically as following (however
correctly) a decorative ethic which had been evolving in Bngland for thirty
years and had in several instances, evidenced his ¢WIt refined sensibilities
by the time he began his practice. From 1907 onwards, Codman began a meticulously produced catalogue of French chateaux, which s~rved as source
for many of his idea~~ At his death, it comprised 36,000 photographs
and 400 not~books of illustrations and measured drawings. Although The
Decoration of Hou8$~had ·Cil·.·profound influenc~ in popularisingtheFrench
idiom in both historically reproduced interiors and modern concepts into
which a French idiom waS minimally evident, Codman's personal practice was,
excepting only one English commission, exclusive to the United States.
Both his projects in France were connected with residences he owned:
ChAteau de Gregy / B:r:ie-Comte-Robert (1926-7) where he is buried, and La
Leopolda, Ville franche-sur-M,r (1929-31) where he once refused a tenancy
to the duke and duchess of Windsor with a quip of unbelievable conceit: "I
fear that the house of Codman finds itself unable to do business with the
House of Windsor". Gannon, pp.8-14;Metcalf, pp.8, 25-6, 190, 194-9;
Calloway, p.90.
t
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understated example of one of the best turn-of-the-centuly
"old French look" interiors! aMelI ier' s Boudoir for thE.'
James Millers, seems overly complex, particularly in regard
to its vaguely Adamitic ceiling (figures 41, 139-41), where
a painted divinity is somewhat abandoned amidst a wealth of
largely Louis XIV / XVI over-door motifs.b
With George Devey as the
architect, a similarly monochromatic Louis XIV-style
boudoir was provided shipowner Arthur Wilson, at 17
Grosvenor Place. Here the
art decorators were probably
W. Turner Lord & Co, brought
in by Wilson's friend and
associate, the art dealer,
Joseph Duveen. c
(In addition
to his own decorative work,
Duveen would often recommend
to his clients, architects
and decorators whom he deemed
capable of providing a proper
environment for his goods;
The 'I.'old French look" is a term
coined by Stephen Calloway in his
survey#, Twentietb....,Century Decorationi
where he describes a return to his -"- . .
torically "correct'" reproductions of
713 - W. Turner Lord & Co. under Devey No.17
predominantly Louis XV and XVI
Grosvenor Place, Boudoir (1890) Bedford Lemere
interiors
Whilst given gre~t
impetus by Wharton and Codman, the
No. 10291, NA1R ..
\.'look" can be certainly traced to the
instance of Mentmore's little Breakfast Room of the 1850s (pgs. 298-9),
Ferrieres White Drawing Room a decade later (pg. 310), and finally in its
most complete statement at Waddesdon Manor (opened 1883 - pg. 375+). In the
insta.n.ceof damask~hung pa.n~lling, if one accepts baroness Rothschild's
Boudoir as being the first instance of this approach in England, it should be
recalled that the ipterior was accomplished by French decorators providing a
Second Empire version of an ancien regime style
Thus, refering to this mode
"Old French lt is proximal at best+ Cal lOwa.y , p. 91.
b
The Survey of London gives the history of 45 Grosvenor Square, tracing it
to a carpenter's house of c.1727, let toS~rah, First Duchess of Marlborough,
who fitted it up for her grandson and his wife, thernarquess and marchioness
of Blandford. The French decorations were carried out with Miller's occu..,;
pancy in 1895. In 1902)'. at roughly the sa.me time as Manderston's remodelling
was undertak.en, Miller had the architects Edmund Wimperis and Hubert East
make some major changes, but the principal inte;t:'iors were not affected.
Mellierls excellent work had lasted a scant thirty years when the house was
demolished in 1938. F.ll.W > Sheppard, ed., Survey of London, Vol.XLI The
Grosvenor Estate in Mayfair, Part II, The Buildings, The Athlone Press (Lona

don-1980)pp.158-9
C
Fifteen views (Nos.10281-95) of the predominantly French-inspired interiors
at No.17, Grosvenor place, were photographed by Bedford Lemere in August,
1890. Aside from the architect and client, the only other credits mention
Gillow &. Co ~ , in regard to theI)ining Room, W. Turner Lord &. Co, the Morning
Room andJ.J. Duveen, the Ballroom. The relationships could easily have been
Duveen- the client liaison and art supplier; Gillow & Co. - furniture; and
Lord & Co. - the general decoration subcontractor. However, each firm was also
" 94P~, @.; , (J~~!1deRe~~entlY decorating the rooms. Bedford Lemere day books NMR.
t
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which, when properly ensconced,
would in turn provide an
advertisement for future
sales) . 441 Certainly by the
end of the century, the en
suite approach to French
design was well within the
capabilities of any competent
decorator - particularly if
the details and the quality of
their execution were not set
apart.
Within a year of Arthur
Wilson's refurbishment, Mellier
decorated the Piccadilly
residence of Sigismund
Neumann, a Bavarian who like
many other German transplants
in Mayfair, had made his
fortune from South African
diamonds. At Number 146,
Neumann lived only two doors
from Lionel Rothschild in a
house which featured the
714 - Mellier & Co. No.J46 Piccadilly, Stair Hall
reigning Louis xv and XVI chic, (189J) Bedford Lemere No.J5502, NMR ..
ln a menu of the decorator's standard fare.
From the awkward
staircase design, it would appear no architect was involved,a

probably one of London's most absurd examples of a French staircase (or
No~.14 & 15 Carlton House Terrace.
Bedford Lemere's day books ( photos series 9151 ... 99, 2 March 1899) credit the
French transforma.tion to what must bea "society" decorator: one Murrieta,
Marquise de Santurce t working w~ th decorators Victor & Gustave Jetley (8,
fol •• Audley Bt. f liquidated 1912) and Joel Joseph Duveen. One of two London
residences belonging to the earls of Lonsdale (the other being No.12 Charles
St.; Berkeley Square), The Carlton Ho'l.;jse locatioris (already at No.15, the
3rd earl succeeded the Han. John Balfour at No. 141 in 1844) may have remained
separate residences until Santurce j ~Co. arrived.
The Lonsdales retained
Nos .14 ~ •. 15 Carl ton House Terrace until the 99 ~ year lease was surrendered
to the Crown in 1939. By the turn of the century, Carlton House Terrace
contained many French-decorated interiors. NMR archives record No.5 (the
earls of Caledon, now the Turf Club)i No.6 (one Mrs. Mackay, (continued pg.338)

any staircase) is that for the combined
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715 & 716 - Mellier & Co. No. 146 Piccadilly, Business Room and bedroom (1891) Bedford Lemere
Nos.15505, 15512, NMR ..

but Mellier's balustrade appeared a somewhat more exacting
Petit Trianon detail to that which graced Manderston a few
years hence. The rest of the interiors reflected some of
the stereotypical approaches: Of the Louis XVI, Neumann's
study displayed a modest rendition of Mellier's expertise in
carved wood detailing with striped silk hangings, and a
lady's bedroom in white, with en suite figured damask, a la
Rothshild. The Drawing Room featured Regence boiseries, with
tapestries and painted overdoors, etc. - much in the manner
of Mentmore's Breakfast Room - and the Boudoir was again a
type-Louis XV concept, but with the period detailing largely
confined to the chimney-piece, overmantel and the
Along the same lines,
Codman provided

717 & 718 - Mellier & Co. No. 146 Piccadilly, Drawing-Room and710u oir (1891) Bedford Lemere
Nos.15508, 15509, NlvfR .. 719 - Codman, (lower left) The Breakers, Newport, Rl, Gertrude Vanderbilt's
bedroom (1894-5), Metcalf, pg.1 1.

,
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Louis XVI scheme at Biltmore for Cornelius Vanderbilt's
daughter, Gertrude.
What is known of Mellier's work is presently limited to
the few residences chronicled in the tenancy records of the
Grosvenor Estate,a an invaluable historical archive at the
National Monuments Record, comprised of NMR photographs, and
those by Bedford Lemere (cross-referenced in his day books) ,
scatterings of house accounts and what company ledgers may
exist as instanced by those of the Cunard Line. Commonly,
when a commercial concern went out of business (or often, as
with George Jackson & Sons - when there was a relocation),
the old day books were discarded.
It is largely from
Bedford Lemere's photographs of Mellier's Albemarle Street
premises that the firm's commercial success can be appraised;
and for those few years preceding the First World War, it
must have been great indeed.
In 1907 - off Piccadilly and
within a stone's throw of the new, luxurious Ritz Hotel
(page 447+) - a series of elegant show rooms appeared under
the vainglorious banneret, "Mellier House".
Here the
current styles of London vogue were lavishly displayed in a
series of showrooms, through which patrons might wander
without taxing their imagination as to what an artist's
watercolour might actually appear in fact.b Common to all
of these vignettes is Mellier's carving expertise applied to
interiors which are historicized modern rooms as opposed to
historical reproductions of period design.
In the interest
of brevity, the illustrations are noted as to the desired
(continued from pg.336) Waring & Gillow, decs. - now the Royal Society);
No.7 (Hon. Lady Herbert); No.10 (Vicount Ridley, Fernand Billerey, arch.
(see pgs.532+) and No.18, William Waldorf Astor (of Cliveden - pgs. 414a), who
employed a number of decorators, including again, the marquise de Santurce
with Duveen and the Jetley brothers; also the Craces. No.18 remains a
private residence. PRO B.T.31, box 12066, company 94362; Connoisseur Guides,
pp.1069- 70 i Musgrave, C., liThe New Offices of the Crown Estate Commissioners",
V&A H.1724 (1974); Kelley's POLOs (Court),1841, 1859 - 1929; NMR photos
(Newbery) 012715,16,27, series BB65.657-8, 662, 24 Feb.1965, BB64/2056-7,
24 Nov.1966( series BB67/42-72, Dec.1966. photos above NMR BB67/6892-3,
Sept. 1967.
a
These include in addition to Miller's residence, two others in Grosvenor
Square at Nos. 14 (1901-2)and 27 (1912-14 under architects Mewes & Davis
for banker Robert Fleming); 58 Grosvenor Street (1908-9); 94 Park Lane
(then No.30 - c.1900); 19 Upper Brook Street (1903-4 for merchant Arthur W.
Davis) and 22 Dunraven Street (1889); and Dartmouth House. Thanks to H.
Hobhouse of the Survey of London; The Builder, 15 Jan., 1915, p.62;
Grosvenor Board Minutes, 40/57; Survey of London, Vol.XL, Part II, pp.144,
158-9( 206( 276. outside the Grosvenor Estate, work has been recorded at
12 Hyde Park Gardens (1907 for one Anton Dunkels). Cooper, N., p.46.
Much in the same vein as an architect establishes his building
programme, decorators would be called in for specific projects, and in
addition to the principal, an artist (who might or might not be an employee
of the firm) would be in attendance for the initial client consultations.
The requirements established, it was the artist's task to produce what was
usually a single elevation (but could involve an entire folio of
watercolours), upon which the client would pass judgement. All agreed, the
project would proceed based on the artist's final presentation. My thanks
to Mr. H. L. Weinmann of J. Kinninmont Ltd., London. (J. Kinninmont & Son s
b

(est. 1843).

720 - Le Lorrain writing desk for Lalive de Jully
(c. 1756- 7) , Musee Conde, Chantilly, Eriksen, plt.85,
pg.311. 721 - Neufforge, Recueil..., (c.1780) Vol. 5,
dtl.plt4, pg. 484. 722 - Mellier & Co. Mellier House
showroom, type-Louis XVI, (1911) Bedford Lemere
#21214, NMR.

"feel"; but the purist will
recognise that however well executed, the compositions really
form a potpourri of details within a general context one
vaguely recognizes as of a certain period, and that a
prospective client would probably be entertained with a
somewhat "authoritative" spiel about the mix-and-match
alternatives. The type-Louis XVI interior is a case in
point: Here one recognizes the Ionic pilasters are a London
pied-a-terre-scaled reference to the monumental designs of
Gabriel et aI, which alternate with Louis XIV sausage-styled
festoons as revived in the mid-eighteenth century by LouisJoseph Le Lorrain in his famous suite of furniture for
Laurent de Lalive de Juilly (c.17S6-7) and subsequently
Neufforge, in a more architectural context. 442
The design
of the panelling is Louis XIV format (figure 339), with its
ear-cornered frames being associatively English Palladian
(figure 228), rather than French (although the detail does
appear in Louis XVI design, where the more ccmnon technique was
to notch the corner - figure 89) .443 And the furniture instructs
that the "look" is intended to be Louis XVI.

723 - Mel/ier & Co. Mellier House showroom, type-Caroline (1911) Bedford Lemere #21220, NAfR.
724 _ Mellier & Co. Mellier House showroom, type-Palladian (1911) Bedford Lemere # 21219, NAIR .
,
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725 & 726 - Mellier & Co. Mellier House showroom, type-Caroline (1911) Bedford Lemere
#21217-8, AfNR.

725 & 726 - Mellier & Co. Mellier House showroom, type-Louis XIV (1911) Bedford Lemere #21215-6,
AfNR.

727 & 728 - Mellier & Co. Mellier House
showroom, type-Louis XIV/Georgian (1911)
Bedford Lemere #21211,2,3, NMR.
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It is possible that Charles
Mellier died c . 1918, as at that
time the management of the company
was assumed by one Godfrey Durlacher.
Two years later, Durlacher with a
partner, one Arthur Livingstone
Savage, moved Melliers to 5
Stratford Place, with a manufactory
at 8-10, Stanhope Street, Euston
Road, NW.
In 1923, the firm's
articles of incorporation (under
the Companies' Consolidation Act
of 1908) changed its name to
Mellier Ltd., and two years later
moved again to 31 George Street,
going into liquidation the following
year. By 1930, Mellier Ltd. ceased
to exist. 444

729 - Mellier & Co. Mellier House
showroom, type-Louis XV !XVI (J 911)

Bedford Lemere #21215-6, MNR.

A second look at technics
The single most important technical development in
nineteenth-century interior decoration was the invention of
fibrous plaster.
Its introduction obsolesced almost overnight papier-mache and composition for panel and ceiling
applications, where even high-relief detailing was called
for.
Today it remains the common method for decorative
panels, ceilings and elements where continuous inner strength
is required over large areas; and with the reinforcement
transferred to the outer edges, the concept by which fibrous
plaster is formed translated into modern plasterboard
production. As might be expected, William Millar gave a
detailed account of its development and all the various
procedures by which reverse-moulding techniques were
applied;44s and it is not a purpose here to reiterate his
substantially first-hand account.
The Building News, of
July 6, 1888, broadly reviewed the advantages of fibrous
plaster with a general comparison to what were until then
commonly accepted substitutions for historic carving and
stucco decoration:

. .. For ceilings and walls in which the same pattern is
repeated, plaster is no doubt the cheapest; but where
elaborately ribbed and panelled surfaces and relief
ornament is intended, there is no doubt a considerable
advantage in using papier-mache or fibrous plaster,
cast in slabs that can be screwed up to the wood joists
or wall battens. All dropping of plaster is avoided,
and the work can be put up without injury to the joinery.
Some years ago Messrs. Jackson, we believe, constructed
a ceiling of this kind for the late Marquis of
Westminster at Grosvenor House.
It was for a large
room, independent of the walls, the whole ceiling being
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fixed to a wooden core or cradle, which could be raised
or lowered some feet by machinery, to suit the condition
of the room for sound,a

(left) 730 -GJackson & Sons I J. G. Crace under
Philip Hardwick Old Grosvenor House, London,
Ante~Room, Bedford Lemere #9603, July, 1889,
NMR. 731 - Jackson & Sons I J.G. Crace under
1?II ilip Hardwick Old Grosvenor House, London,
Drawing.-Room, Bedford Lemere # J906, July 1889,
NAIR. 732 ... JacksQn& Sons IJ. G.Crace under
Philip Hardwick Old Grosvenor House, London,
HThe Rubens Room ~1, Bedford Lemere #9613, July,
1889,NMR.
. (right) 733 - J. G. Crace Old Grosvenor House,
====::;;;;;;;:;;;:;:::::::=:::::::::::::::;;;:;:::::::::: Ante~Room ceiling, watereolour, V&A E.1828~
J912~A52. 734 . . J. G. Crace Old Grosvenor House. Drawing-Room ceiling, watereolour, V&A R 1829 &
}830...1912..H33.
a

The Building News article is at least the third to describe the interiors

of the duke of Westminster's mansion, situated on the south side of Upper
GrosVenor Street.
Previously, The Architect had published two descriptions of its recently completed (1871) rooms, and these are mentioned in the
Survey of Landon/s history of "Old Grosvenor House",
(continued)
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The architectural advantage of th i s mode of
construction is that the ceiling can be made hollow,
light, sonorous; further that the most intricate design
or ribwork can be formed ... The use of fibrous plaster,
or ordinary plaster cast thin, with canvas as a backing
[which is another variation of fibrous plaster], is now
very extensively used where lightness and speedy
execution are required. We now see the most elaborately
designed ceilings reproduced in this manner, which it
would have been impossible to execute in the oldfashioned manner, in real plaster or in wooden ribs,
at anything like the cost or expedition. 446
The factory-produced plaster slabs were strengthened by
a single, or most often double internal layer of rough canvas
or hessian, which unlike ancient reinforcement traceable to
the Egyptians - and used certainly in England from Elizabethan
times - formed a continuous layer or layers throughout the
entire piece. Whereas The Building News article necessarily
simplified its description of the wooden reinforcement, the
typical method was to incorporate struts into the back of
the plaster slab, which would then be fixed to the structural
wall, ceiling battens, etc. The following illustrations
show finished elements, their internal and external structure,
and some aspects of Jacksons Rathbone Place works devoted to
fibrous plaster production. Of particular note is figure
736, in which a vast assortment of boiserie styles can be
seen. Clearly the reverse moulding technique included taking
impressions from historical models, which could lead
(continued) According to the Survey's account, the first article credited
Jacksons as having constructed papier-mache ceilings in the Saloon, DrawingRoom, Ante-Room and ~Rubens Roomfl . A few months later (May, 1871) the
second article described the ceilings as having been constructed of
~Desachey's fibrous plaster fl (which by that time was proprietary to
Jacksons), The Survey does not describe which of the two ceilings were
~" ,'quite independent of the general construction of the building', being
suspended from iron girders, and had the remarkable property that 'a series
of wheels and pulleys are arranged by which the ceilings can be lifted
bodily when required without trouble or expense' ... n; and as the walls of
all four rooms were not architectonically designed, but simply hung in
figured damask, the "mechanical u ceilings could have been installed in any
of them. The writer presumes that the rooms which lack an entablature,
etc., such as the Drawing-Room, would have been the easiest to equip in
this way, but it is possible that an entablature (as seen in the heavily
ornamented frieZe, etc., of the Rubens Room) could have been integral with
the ceiling construction, allowing the entire assembly to be movable. The
ceilings were likely all designed by John Gregory Crace (1809-89), son of
Frederick Crace (who is known chiefly for his celebrated decorations at the
Brighton Pavilion). John Gregory Crace, and his son John Dibblee (18391919), were without question the finest English decorative painters of the
Victorian age. An extensive collection of their drawings and watercolours
is housed in the V&A Museum Drawings Collection, with two from Grosvenor
House illustrated here. The mansion was occupied by the Government (191620) and was pulled down in 1927 - victim of the Park Lane redevelopment .
It was replaced by an ugly, eight-storey block of flats, designed by Edw i n
Lutyens. Survey of London, Vol.XL, The Grosvenor Estate, pp . 248-9 j
Aldrich( M.( pp.126-7; Hobhouse, H., pp.40-1 .
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an unschooled eye (as in the case of the drawing-room details
at No.5 Hamilton Place - figures 769-71) to assume
painted panellings were in fact the genuine article.

735 - Jackson & Sons Rathbone Place Works, London, View of Offices & Gallery for Models of Centrepieces, Ceilings, &c., historical photograph, NA1R. 736 - Jackson & Sons Rathbone Place works,

London, View ofStaircase with French Plaster Models, historical photograph, NNfR.

737 - Jackson & Sons fibrous plaster ceiling, Rococo style,
V&A Craftsmen's File. 738 - Jackson & Sons fibrous

plaster ceiling in Adam style, final setting-up, © G. Jackson
& Sons, Mitcham.

739 & 740 - Jackson & Sons fibrous plaster panels, etc., Mitcham Works, writer's photos.
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741 & 742 - Jackson & Sons fibrous plaster panel, cornices & friezes, wood reinforcement, writer's
photos. 743 - Jackson & Sons fibrous plaster semi-dome, writer's photo. 744 - Jackson & Sons
fibrous plaster Corinthian capital for pilaster, writer's photo. 745Jackson & Sons fibrous plaster cornices, writer's photo.

Millar credits the invention of
what was originally known as ucanvas
plaster" to the Parisian, Leonard
Alexander Desachya - whose English work
of record seems to have been done under
architect, Philip Vulliamy (1791-1871),
at Dorchester House (another victim of
the Park Lane widening, which Hermione
Hobhouse rightly appraises as being
Several accounts for work at Dorchester House
originate from Andre .Desacl1y, who is doubtless
one and the same<il$Millar~s Leonard Alexander.
Millar suggests that the qua$ academic Desachy
may have developed his process from~tudying
French writers (whom he names as Reinauld, Prisse
D'Avennesand Giraoult de Prangey), and their
descriptions of Elgyptian arts and architecture.
RIBA Library., Vulliamy folios, Vul 13/3/2, etc.,
Millar, p.343.
a
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"possibly the greatest
loss") . a 447 It would appear
Mons Desachy was a highly
respected artist at home, as
his letterhead included in
addition to his Paris and
London locations, the rank
of advisor (or instructor)
"
.
at the Ecole
Imper~ale des
Beaux Arts and the Institut
de France. 448 The debased
type-Louis XIV ceiling and
cove of the "Second Drawing- 746 - Lewis Vulliamy Dorchester House, Park Lane
(shell compl.1857) Cooper, fig. 143, pg.188.
Room" (figure 749) was almost
certainly designed and executed by Desachy, as the clearly
Renaissance-inspired compositions of the Saloon and Red
Drawing Room (figure 750) were well within Vulliamy's or
Alfred Stevens's aptitudes. House accounts list only the
ceiling of "The Second Drawing Room" and carton pierre
ornaments for the Dining Room as Desachy's contributions,
and these may have been his total involvement at Dorchester
House; but an insight into what an artist was paid for his
efforts and why Desachy, the Craces, etc., were interested
in carrying out their own designs, is evident in the following
acknowledgement:
a
Takingi'~~ < ~;me f;r:-om the earls of Dorchester, whose house previously
occupied the Park Lane ieland site,tbis Dorchester House Was built by
architect Lewis Vulliamy for New Z.~alander millionaire, Robert Stayner
Holford, in :1~51-7 (with the interior decoration continuing until at least
1861). !t rivalled Barry's Bri.dgewater House as London's preeminent Italian
Renaissance mansion; and with it~Lthree-foot-thick walls faced in Portland
stone, it was intended to last forever. Vulliamy's magnificent marble
staircase was matched in monumentality only by Wyatt's at Stafford House
(which ;i.s of stone), and his beautifully proportioned interiors were
decorated in part by the "English Michelangelo", Alfred Stevens (1817-17 whose chimney-piece figures from the Dining Room are now in the V&AMuseum) .
With the departure of Holford'~widow in 1894, the mansion was rejuvenated
by her son (and equerry to King Bdward VII), Capt. George J .E. Holford,
a.nd rented to a succession of tenants including the Shah of Perelia, and
American newspape tycoon (the .New York Tribune}, William Whitelaw Reid.
Reid served .a.s U.
presidents T.

aruba

tothe.Court of St.

(1905-1913) under

Roosevelt: and
Taft, and during
his London staYI
retreated to his
rented country
sanc::tuary, Wrest
Park (the nostalgic English! .
French decorations of which
are evoked in
Dorchester
Housel s Boudoir l~'''''-'-''""--,-~~''''';';';'';''';';'~_"",:"-,,,,,;,,;;,::..J
747 - Vulliamy Dorchester House, The Great Staircase Hal( Bedford Lemere
- its only
series 18113-20, Aug. 1905. 748 - Vulliamy Dorchester House, Boudoir,
historicized
French interior) . Bedford Lemere #19105, Aug,1905.
(cont inued)
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749-A. Desachy under Vulliamy Dorchester House, Drawing-Room ceiling (compI.1861) Pearce,
fig. 147, pg.191. 750 -Alfred Stevens under Vulliamy Dorchester House, The Red Drawing-Room,
Bedford Lemere # 19118, Aug. 1905.

Receipt from Mr. Holford, five pounds for designs for
ceilings £5.00, 4 Oct.1859, Andre Desachy. If the
ceiling is executed by me no further charge will be
made for designs, but if my estimate is not accepted, I
shall expect to be paid four pounds additional for my
deSigns. [writer's translation]
Desachy's design was indeed accepted, and the ceiling
was installed between August, 1860 and March, 1861, for
which the artist/craftsman received a total of £92.449
The only other decorators of record to work at Dorchester
House were the ever-present George Jackson & Sons, who
appeared in the house accounts as early as 1856, when amongst
their invoices were itemised the papier-mache and carton
pierre embellishments for the Boudoir ceiling illustrated in
figure 748. 450 They were still on site when Desachy completed
his Drawing-Room ceiling, and in the following year (1862)
included with their letterhead repertoire of products
"Desachy's patented canvas plaster". a 45l.
According to Millar's account, " ... after a precarious
run ... " in London, Desachy retired. "The business was then
for a time carried on under the management of J. M'Donald
(continued) In 1929 the house was . sold to civil engineers, Sir Robert
Alpine&. Son and pulled down to make way for the presentDorchester Hotel.
What had been intended to last forever was gone within a$ingle lifetime.
I am thankful to James Collett-White of the Bedford Co. Record Office for
informationc¢bp~:tning Wrest Park; Mayfair and Belgravia, being an Historical
ACCQgnt of thePa..r:ie,b of St. George T Hanover Square, George Clinch,
Truelove & Shirley {London - 1892)p.S7; Fleming/Honour, pp . 175-6i Croft~rray p ~ 78; Dutton, p ~ 173 i Pearce,pp.181-193; Cooper p.44; Thep~corative
Art~SocietYI"The Porchesteil:' Hotel and Inverness Court Hotel, report, 24
February 1979 V&A Dept. Furniture & Interior Decoration.
a
Registered in 18!>6,DesachY'$ English patent described, " ... producing
architecturalmouldings t ornamentstand other works of art formed with
surface~of plaster •.. 1t and specified/ ~ •• ~ the fixing of such moulded
surfaces to othersurfaces wires are, when required, laid into and between
the two or more layers of canvas ~ Flat surfaces are strengthened with
canvas wires, hooks, or pieces of wood may be inserted whilst the plaster
is in a fluid state. It The specification also included ~~ •. . the formation of
solid slabaof plaster strengthened with two layers of canvas in the
centre ... ". Millar, p.343.
l
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and R. Hanwill, respectively foreman
and modeller to Desachy ... " and that
when he returned to Paris, the
Frenchman "was pecuniarily indebted
to Owen Jones, which handicapped
the efforts of M'Donald, and the
business was eventually taken over
by Messrs George Jackson and Sons,
London, who acquired the then existing
patents." "Eventually" would appear
to have been "over night", with
M'Donald joining Jackson's staff.
In the late 1860s, Jones
completed a series of colourful
Moorish-cum-Classical-cum-Arts and
Crafts interiors for Alfred Morrison
at No. 16, Carl ton House Terrace, for 751 - G. Jackson & Sons under Owen
Jones No. 16 Carlton House Terrace,
which the intricately designed
Dining Room (late 1860s) The Architect,
ceilings are of fibrous plaster.
Dec. 1972, p.56.
Certainly at this date, they must be
Jacksons' work, and could have been a settlement in part of
Desachy's debt to the illustrious RIBA gold-medallist
architect/author, which Jackson's may have assumed. a
Jackson's seem to have had an exclusive right to "canvas"
plaster production in England for roughly twenty years, when
approaching the final decade of the century, Charles Henry Mabeyb
began to offer the material. In fact Mabey may be the first to
have coined the term "fibrous plaster", as the nomenclature
appeared initially in their advertisements in 1887, with
Jacksons still promoting "canvas". By 1890, the only two decorators in London to advertise "fibrous" plaster were Mabey and
Jackson; by the turn of the century, there were seventeen firms
to do so, with two specialising in plain "fibrous plaster slab"
manufacture - the first advertis~c:i ap?=Cirance of "dry wall" . 452
No.l~,

Carlton House Terrace is now the horne of Crockford's club house, whose
£500.{OOO restoration of Jone$'s interiors w(l.s completed in 1972, by Halpe:m and
Partners, architects, under the guidance of Sir John Summerson. The Architect,
Dec., 1972, pp.55 . . 7; The Financial >Times l Sunday; Oct S',1972, p.15.
b
The firm of James and Charles Henry Mabey was established in 1857 and
first appeared in the Post Office London Directories two years later advertising themS~lv€: .s a$ architectural modelmakers ., modellers andornamental plasterers at 26 Paradise Street, Lamb~th, S., and Princes Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster. A more complete description of the firm appeared
in an advertisement in William Millar's Pla.stering Plain and Decorative,
which was now, C.. fl. Mabey, Sculptor, Modeller, Carver, &c .at 150a
Vauxhall Bridge Road. Offered here were "Figure and Architectural Modelling
and Carving (in marble, stone, wood, brick or cement), ceiling flowers,
cornice enrichments, capitals, €ltc., and an "Ext€lnsive Stock of New Designs
for Internal & External Plast€lr, 'FIBROUS PLASTER' or Cement Decorations
for Buildings in all styles." It is known that Mabey carved the window
key~stones of th€l Roy~lAutomobil€l Club, Pall Mall, by Mewes&; Davis (190811) where the major carving was don€l by Ferdinand Faivre (see pgs. 463 &
484) andc:>ne Mons Ragon, of Paris. By 1935 the firm of C.H. Mabey ceased
to exist . . Country Life, Oct. 14 , 1971, p. 969; The Architectural Review,
May, 1911/ J€lmm€ltt, A. R.,F.R.I.B.A., "The Royal Automobile Club, Pall
Mall" London lt , p.248; Gray, A. S.,pp.158-9; Millar, Kell€lY's POLD, 1859.
a
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Halton Hansion a
Twenty-nine years after Baron Lionel had acquired the
Halton estate, his second son, Alfred Charles began building
his own country seat.
Two years later (July, 1883) the
house was completed, and from that date, has rarely garnered
a favourable description that could not be interpreted as a
sop to its owner. Certainly the most depreciating comment
on record was that of Lady Frances Balfour who had walked
with her husbandb from Aston Clinton to inspect the nearly
completed mansion. What has been given in part (page 284)
is expanded here:
... I have seldom seen anything more terribly vulgar.
It is a large house holding about 25 guests. Outside
it is a combination of a French chateau and a gambling
house.
Inside it is badly planned (except the servants'
offices which are admirable) and gaudily decorated.
There is a large central hall going through two stories.
The walls of this are covered with white architectural
plasterwork and crimson silk panels.
Oh! but the
hideousness of everything, the showiness! the sense of
lavish wealth thrust up your nose! the coarse mOUldings,
the heavy gilding in the wrong place, the colours of
the silk hangings!
Eye hath not seen nor pen can write
the ghastly coarseness of the sight. M3
Algernon West's impression of
"an exaggerated nightmare of
gorgeousness and senseless and
ill-applied magnificence" 454 was
somewhat of a redundant echo from
those who doubtlessly expected yet
another Victorian interpretation of
praedial romance. But they seemed
to have missed the point of the
highly-strung, erudite bachelor,
who like his brothers, had enough
money to accomplish any sort of
country theatre he wished. And he
accomplished theatre indeed, but
the Shaftsbury Avenue variety, for
which those who knew him would have 752 - Alfred Charles de Rothschild Photo
nodded an amused approval. Halton c.1889, Morton, face-pg.178.
..... .. Halton House w~s known as Halton Mansion befo:t:e 1918 (the year of Alfred
de Rothschild's death), and was distinguished from Hal ton Manor ~ a country
seat belonging to the Dashwood's. Adami A.E., Ee~chwoods &- Bayonets, p. 31.
l>
Colonel Eustace James Anthony Balfour (1854-1911), was a brother of
Arthur James Balfour (Prime Minister, 1902"'5). Roughly eight years after
the Halton visit, was appointed . (1900) surveyor to the Grosvenor Estates in
Mayfair! a position he held until succeeded by Wimperis in 1910. Lady
Frances Campbell! was a daughter of the 8th duke of Argyll. Gray, pp. 29,
99; Service! A., Edwardian Interiors, Barrie & Jenkins (London-1982)p.131j
Survey of London, Vol. XL, p. 20

"~O
.'-

was conceived not as an hereditary fief for future generations to cherish, but as a venue Jor the lavish entertainment s
Alfred loved to organise for his large, elite circle of
friends, and for whom he invited the finest artists of the
day to perform.a
Appearing at his sOirees, were such
luminaries as Lizst, Anton Rubinstein, Jean de Reszke ,
Patti and Melba (whose financial affairs he managed).
Some
wondered why he kept a box at Covent Garden, when all the
great artists ended up at Halton or No.1, Seamore Place. 455
At Halton he entertained guests (who may have arrived by
special train) with a private orchestra or circus of
performing animals, for which he donned a condottiere's
blue tunic and waved his baton. Author Andrew Adam has
touched the tenor of the age, certainly as it applied to
Alfred de Rothschild and many like him:
As a class they rejected the concept of English architecture propounded by Robert Kerr in his book The
Gentleman's House, or How to Plan English Residences
from the Parsonage to the Palace.
It stated that a
gentleman's home should be substantial but not showy,
comfortable but not luxurious, a dignified vessel for
Victorian family life and the modest entertainment of
frierids.
On the contrary, they looked around for something
which would shout to the heavens that they had more
money and flair than any booby son of a duke or belted
earl. And there was newly arrived in London the very
thing, a dashing French Renaissance style direct from
the Third [sic] Empire of Louis Napoleon, touched up
here and there with overtones of Italianate and Byzantine none was too certain or too bothered. 456
[Adam has
described Halton to aT.]
One might wonder why Alfred chose the obscure William
R. Rogers 457 - an in-house architect of the building firm,
William Cubitt & Co. 458 - but he was almost certainly recommended by Leopold, who as mentioned, had employed Cubitt at
Ascott and (with Rogers) at NO.5 Hamilton Place. Alfred
Of all the English Rothschilds of his day and before, Alfred was the
most debonair and socially minded. He was a member of the somewhat nebulous Marlborough House set, having been a friend of the prince since their
Cambridge days. His associations included the Marlboro Club, Turf Club,
Zoological SocietYt Prince's Cricket Club, Prince's Racket Club, Pratt's
Club, St. James Club t Egerton Club, Jockey Club, Rawley Mile Stand, Landown
Park Club t Boodles, Hurlington Club and the Orleans Club. Vanity Fair gave
this description of the man: "It is his function to represent the great
house in societYt and he does it with much thoroughness. He it is who
receives the Princes, interviews the Ambassadors, and gives the splendid
entertainments to whioh the chosen smart people of London delight to
resort. On these occasions he makes himself the slave and servant of his
guests, lavishes upon them all the luxuries that wealth can supply, and
sends them away always grateful, if sometimes envious. He knows and is
known by everybody in London ... "
But under no circumstance should the
reader think all the "fun" was symptomatic of an inefficacy . (continued)
a
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would have been impressed with Leopold's extravagant Second
Empire London mansion; which being only a block away from
his own, allowed him to easily monitor its construction over
the two years it took to complete (1879-81).459 (As it happens,
No.5 Hamilton Place is in fact a gambling house today,a and
so it would appear that Lady Balfour's assessment of Halton
was a forecast of sorts as it applied to its beau ideal.)
To the writer's knowledge, Rogers's work for Leopold was not
given the derogatory commentaries visited on Halton; however,
one need only glance at the upper two storeys, to see an
entire bay has been absented from the design to allow a secondstorey terrace with views of Hyde Park, and top-lighting to
corner conservatories on the first floor. E. Beresford
Chancellor described the views from the terrace as being
from a " ... beautiful house ... ", 460 and Leopold Albu, who
rebuilt No.4, had his architect, Andrew Noble Prentice,
design its fa9ade to correspond with Rogers's, uniting
the Hamil ton Place frontages of both residences. 461
(continued) Alfred was a serious-minded r if not invaluable contributor to
the bank at New Court r where his diplomacy countered the brusque demeanour
of his brother Nathaniel's leadership. At 26, he was elected the first
Jewish Director of the Bank of England; and whereas being a Rothschild
certainly helped, this position was not (and is not) a decoration, but
requires distinguishable ability and application ~ which in Alfred's case
assured his re-election to the position for 21 years. His exquisite taste
was a reflection of a well tutored knowledge of the fine and (non-architectural) decorative arts, to the extent that he had the reputation of being
the finest judge in England of the 18th-century French school, as well as a
connoisseur of the English and Dutch schools. Alfred became a trustee of
the National Gallery in 1892, and of the Wallace Collection in 1897. Lady
Dorothy Nevill accredited him " ... first place amongst living collectors of
fine French furniture, china and pictures in England," adding, ~Others
there may be who also have fine collections; it is easy to purchase rare
and beautiful things if money is not consideration, but taste and knowledge
cannot be bought, and he is one of the very few who is endowed with these
very valuable attributes, too seldom possessed by those of very large
fortune. II (His sometimes wicked sense of humour endured beyond the grave:
In his will he bequeathed to his strait-laced sister-in-law Emma
(Nathaniel's wife)
J.-B. Greuze's painting, Le Baiser Envoye, which
portrayed a scantily clad courtesan blowing a wanton kiss at the viewer.)
In addition to all his public positions r Alfred was the Imperial and
Royal Austro-Hungarian consul general in Londoni and although this was an
hereditary position (descending from Nathan, through Lionel and then
Anthony), his impeccable tact coupled with the resources and connections of
a prime minster, helped smooth a number of international incidents, including
for a time, an approaching World War I. Rothschild Archives 1/2/22 - 1876-7i
Wilson, p.221, 344; Cooper, p.25 (ref. C. de Rothschild, Reminiecence8,
1922, p.42; Roth, pp.139, 149-50, 156; Davis, p.222, 257; Cowles, V.,
Edward VII and his Circle, Hamish Hamilton (London-1956)p.137; Nevill, R. ,
ed., The Reminiscences of Lady Do~o~ Nevill, Edward Arnold (London-1906),
pp.1207-8; Camp, p.175i Morton, F., pp.183, 231-7.
a
In April, 1991, Lee Ambaseadeurs, of London Clubs International,
completed an extensive, £8 million restoration and refurbishment of No.5
Hamilton Place, which had been registered as a gaming club under that name
from 1950. Unfortunately, because of state regulations, photographs were
not allowed, and the writer has had to make do with Bedford Lemere's views
(series 9381-8, of 1889, NMR, Westminster Public Library, Vic.Br.), and
some tiny interior shots (figs. 673 & 676), published in Building Design ,
#1032, April, 26, 1991, Building Supplement, p.XVI. The club is described
in GLC/AR/BRj07/4396; My thanks to Ms. Anne-Marie McGrath for her advice .
I
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The year after No 5's
completion, The Building
News published a view of
its garden front together
with plans of the principal
floors.
This was accompanied by a lengthy
description of the furnishings with aknowledgements
for interior decoration.
Whilst crediting John
Jackson of G. Jackson &
Sons with the greater
part of the work, the
article described Mellier
as being "intrusted with

.,......,.
B
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753 -Andrew Noble Prentice No.4 Hamilton Place (1906- 7)
Country Life, Feb.21, 1993, jig. 1, pg.436. 754 - W,R Rogers
No.5 Hamilton Place (1879-81) Building Design, Apr.26, 199],
p.xvi.

d
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755 - Rogers No.5 Hamilton Place, 1st Floor
Plan, A - Boudoir, B - Small Drawing-Room,
C - Large Drawing-Room.
756 - w'R. Rogers No.4 Hamilton Place,
Garden Front, The Building News, May 12,
1882, p.5 72..

757 - Mellier & Co. No.5 Hamilton Place, Staircase,
Building Design, Apr.26, 1991, p.xvi. 758 -Mellier & Co.
No.5 Hamilton Place, Boudoir, Bedford Lemere #9384, June
If)

lRRO
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the decorative painting ... and the tapestry panels on the
principal staircase". 462 It is the writer's opinion, that
the complete decoration of the staircase (figure 757),
including the panellings and doors, balustrade and rail, were
supplied by Mellier, who is likely also responsible for the
decoration of the small boudoir over the Entrance (figure
758). Here, both flat and curved panels of delicate marquetry,
were framed by carved pilasters, whose idiosyncratic
Corinthian capitals, featuring a shell, are with a chimneypiece in the Ionic order, reminiscent of those in the Morning
Ruum at Tring.

759 & 760 - Jackson & Sons No.5 Hamilton Place, Small Drawing-Room, Bedford Lemere #9385-6,

June 10, 1889.

The
Boudoir
was entered
from the
main corridor and
connected
to the
smaller of
two drawing-rooms,
both of
which were
lined with
"boiseries" .

Although
The Building News

761 - Jackson & Sons No.5 Hamilton Place, Large Drawing-Room, Bedford

described
Lemere #938 7, June 10, 1889.
these as
being " ... old French carved panelling ... ", they were in
fact a tour de force of Jackson's expertise in carton
pierre-embellished fibrous plaster (figure 736), the details
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of which were fine enough to stand the scrutiny of a painted
differentiation in pale pigments. Again, one is reminded of
the little Breakfast room at Mentmore, where thirty years
earlier, French artisans had accomplished a similar effect
with wooden profiles augmented by carton pierre and carton pate.

762 & 763 - Jacksons, Monti,Galland? et al NO.5 Hamilton Place, Dining Room,
Bedford Lemere #9387-8. 764 - grotesque Chateau de Gaillon (c.l505) , Wornum, p.l23.

Lined in lightly veined
blancpie marble, an almost
perfectly conceived Palladian
dining room was situated
directly above the large
first-floor Drawing-Room.
Here, within the recognisable
format seen at Jones's
Banqueting House, and the
Music Room at Norfolk House,
cherubs floated on an oval
painted sky in what could
have been paired with that of
Gunnersbury's Drawing-Room.
(figure 512).a The ceiling
The Building Design Supplement from which figure 765 is reproduced,
attributes this painting to Edmund Parris. Whereas the writer has no
reason to doubt the authorship, other than the fact that Parris died, aged
80, six years before NeL5 Hamilton Place began construction, and CroftMurray does not include this project (or f0 t; . that matter, Gunnersbury's
ceiling - which is authentic and nearly identical) in the artist's catalogue
raisonne), it is possible the Dining Room's ceiling was designed to accommodate an existing work, or that Building Design is in error, and the
ceiling, which like Gunnersbury's is also titled "The Four Seasons" (figure
512 , is perhaps by Pierre-Victor Galland, who was very much in his prime
at this time and was known for his paintings in this genre.
(The Revue des
Arts Decoratifs, 1880 (pg.324a), also makes no mention of the ceiling, but
this listing of Galland's major commissions is limited to his work up to
the date of publication). Building Design, No.1032, April 26, 1991, p.XVI.
a

~.

spandrels and oblong
panels supported the
Renaissance theme with
exquisitely rendered
cinquecento scrolls and
grotesques in grisaille.
Only Raphael Monti's
(page 282) sumptuous
Second Empire Sicilian
marble chimney-piece
betrays a Victorian
datei but even here its
evocation of Late French
765 - Jacksons, Monti, Galland? et al No. 5 Hamilton Place,
Renaissance motifs is
Dining Room, Building Design, Apr.26, 1991, p.xvi.
sympathetic to the surroundings. Much of this decoration has been either obscured
or altered in what is today a gaming room, but still there
remains much to recall one of the era's most beautifully
conceived interiors.

766 - W. R. Rogers Halton Mansion, Garden Front, (c. 1889) photo, s.G. Payne.

With the possible exception of its jewel-like conservatory,
no aspect of Halton approached this calibre of Architecture;
yet one must be more forgiving in his assessment than was
Lady Balfour, as there was and is nothing about this mansion
to deserve so vehement a salvo. Still, in spite of Cubitt's
excellent work, Rogers proved again he was no DeveYi and in
spite of its amateurish planning and often superficial (and
superfluous) decorations, one must appreciate that a stone
edifice - nearly five times larger than NO.5 Hamilton Place
- was completed in the roughly same period of time. To
accomplish this feat, much of its exterior may have been

prefabricated as it appears more an assembly of slightly
disconnected bays, than the contiguous union of elements
normally resulting from traditional construction technology.
Somewhat evocative of Mansart's seventeenth-century
Chateau Maisons-Laffitte, Halton's garden front presents a
balanced fa9ade; but its South Front, suffers from the
addi tion of an imposing DOL'ic pOI" te-cocli~I"e L'erniniscent of
MentnloI'e! s entI-'ance. The metopes of its fI-'ieze featuI-- e the

Rothschild five arrows and the prince of Wales's three
feathers, which would have welcomed his royal highness to
Hal ton's house-warming party in the autumn of 1884. 463 As
the frieze encircles the entire ground floor of the mansion,
one may be unaware at close range that this massive projection has the effect of recessing even further the central
section of the faGade - causing it to appear as having
settled over time.

767 - Franfois Mansart Chateau Maisons-Laffitte (164350) Levalloisld'Angelis, p,186, 768 - W. R. Rogers Halton
Mansion, Entrance Front, Country Life, Feb. 16, 1989,jigA,
pg.81. 769 & 770 - Rogers Halton Mansion, porte-cochere & groundjloor frieze, writer's photos,

The mansion's H-shaped plan (figure 771) has all the
invention of a first-year architectural student exercise,
where a central Hall forms the centroid of an arrangement of
rooms - axially symmetric in both directions - with the axes
themselves being allocated to the major circulation flows.
The principal apartments - all necessarily featuring identical
bow windows - are located in the corners, with the secondary
rooms - all of the same dimension - occupying the floor area
remaining. Excepting the Great Hall or Saloon, the decorative
task was to differentiate the other spaces, which was
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accomplished with varying
Patio, North Front
degrees of success. The
particulars of Halton's
Ladies
interiors reflect the same
B
hurried effort with an
astonishing array of standard
Great Hall
Gard.-'"Il
Ante-Room
(Saloon)
decorator's (George Jackson Wmter
Corridor
& Sons') 464 fare - framed or
self-contained - almost
indiscriminately applied to
ceilings and a plainly plastered masonry shell. Under
B - Boudoir
these circumstances, that
.M - Morning Room
L - Library (Mi. Rothschild's Room)
anything of merit was accomS - Smoking Room
Porte Cochere, South Front
plished at all is wonderful
indeed. Whereas the genuine 771 - Rogers Halton, Ground Floor Plan, B. Escott.
taste was provided by Alfred
himself, his art collection and an almost continuous procession
of exquisite entertainments, a tour of Halton is warranted
to see the luscious scenario in which they appeared - bearing in
mind that one was not meant to look too closely at the details.
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772 & 773 - George Jackson & Sons under Rogers Halton, Entrance Vestibule & Vestibule ceiling,
writer's photos.

Not a vestibule, not a corridor, not a place of repose
- but a combination of all - too intimate to exclude - too
transitory to welcome - an originally gold-damasked,a mutant
ante-room speeds the passant to Halton's Great Hall. Today,
a

The researoh on Halton t a original decora:t:l ons'"";'n'-a''-·~f~u-r-n-i--sfi
~~~'~n~g~s~l'--s-""t."I--e -w-o r--r-oo

of Ms, Beryl Escott, whose meticuloue accoUnt (1983) ie i n the Rothschild
Archives

London.
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774 - Jacksons under Rogers Halton, Great Hall (Saloon)
Country Lifo, feb. 16, 1989,jig,5, pg.82. 775 - Jacksons Halton,
Great Hall, pilaster base, writer's photo. 776 - Jacksons

Halton, Great Hall and Ante-Room arch returns, writer's photo.

although all the Hall's decorative
elements are painted cream-white,
there is evidence of original gilding
which might have proved even too much
for Alfred. In addition, the largely
Italianate Hall was first hung
with Spitalfields crimson silk
damask panels on which were
displayed four Boucher
paintings of Venus.
(The
writer offers an abstract
displaying Alfred's Boucher,
"The Toilet of Venus", a which
conveys the attitude of the
other three. These conversed
with draped females supporting
the original bronze and
ormolu candelabra.) With the
inclusion of a centrallyplaced borne the stereotypical 777- Jacksons et al Halton, Great Hall, abstract with
'--1
f S
d Boucher's "The Toilet of Venus ", writer's photo,
Ro th sc h 1. 1 d me
ange 0
econ JV.Lon
I..£.
t ebeII0, ji19. 117, pg, 230.
Empire and period eighteenthcentury furniture was arranged on a huge Persian carpet.
With the addition of draperies in Chinese silk embroidered
with gold thread and lined with blue silk or flowered
Utrecht velvet, 465 this space as it originally appeared, most
Three of Alfred/sother Bouchers occupied the remaining ground-floor
panels, being \\CUpid disarmed by Venus", if Venus Caressing Cupid" and "The
Birth and Triumph of Vel'lU~". "The Toilet of Venus" was made a gift to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, two years after Alfred's death, by
William K~Vanderbilt( father of Consuela, the Ninth Duchess of Marlborough.
Montebello ( Philippe de. The Metropoli tan Museum of Art Guide, Harry
N.Abrams (New York-1994)p.230.
I
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778 - Jacksons under Rogers Halton, Great
Hall (c. 1889) RothschildArchives. 779 &
780 - Rogers Halton, Great Hall, dome,
writer's photos.

likely did indeed reflect
Balfour's condemnatory remarks.
Photographic views of the Hall
rarely include its colossal dome, the light from which would
have faded the wall fabrics almost immediately. Within the
five years Alfred compiled his Halton photo albums, the damask
panels and their semi-nude inhabitants had been replaced
with fibrous plaster reproductions of trophied Rococo
boiseries - recalling those of the Cabinet du Conseil (figures
58, 707, 781), etc., Versailles. Although the formality of
royal French motifs was somewhat inconsistent with the bird
bath-embellishment of the pilaster bases, the thematic disparity was now submerged under a coat of white paint.
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781 - Jacksons Halton, Great Hall, fibrous plaster trophied panel, writer's photo.
782 - Gabriel & Verberckt Versailles, detail, The Gilded Chamber ofMme Adelaide,
Perouse de Montcios, pg.266. 783 & 784 - Jacksons Halton, Great Hall, trophied panel
detail & pilaster base, writer's photos.

Once entirely gilt, the staircase balustrade and
balconets of the upper loggia certainly did not require the
two-years' effort given to the ironwork at Dartmouth House.
(Alfred's impatience to have the mansion completed in short
order is reflected in the balustrade's incorporation of the
Rothschild five-arrows logo - upside down!) In fact the
balustrade is not iron of any description, except for perhaps
the wire reinforcement of back-to-back plaster (carton
pate}a technique. A latticed section can be noticed in the
The writer's 1992 conversation with Mr. Les Reeves, of George Jackson &
Sens( left the impression that this was the first instance of carton pate
balustrading he had discovered), and may be the only remaining instance of
this technique in England.
a
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785 & 786 Jacksons under Rogers Halton, Stair-

hall & first floor Loggia, writer's photos.
787 - Jacksons under Rogers Halton, Upper Staircase Landing, writer's photo. 788 - George Jackson
& Sons Rathbone Place works, ((Plasterwork Shop",
Weaver, pg.58.

upper left of figure 788, indicating that in addition to
Jacksons' installations for Rothschild relation Arthur D.
Sassoona at No.2 Albert Gate, London, and under architect G.
~

The S.ssoons w.re connected to the Rothschilds by marriage. Louisa
Perugia, si~te~ to Leopold de Roth§childts wife, Maria, married Arthur
Ba$soon.,and his nephew, Sir Edward Arthur (after the prince of Wales)
Bassoon wa~ married to Aline Caroline de Rothschild, granddaughter of
James, head of the French family (Fe:rrieres). Known as "the Rothschilds of
the East/' ( theSassoons (also Jewish) had liv~d for generations in Baghdad,
wben in 1828 they were forced to flee the persecution of a local pasha.
Eventually settling inSombay, Edwardts grandfather founded a trading
empire based on cottOIl, . property and opium. Edward Sassoon was born in
Bombayanda.pprentiged i;n the family business both there and in Shanghai
before coming to London. Arthur's London residence at No.2 Albert Gate
(which became the French Embassy) was lavishly decorated by (continued)
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789 & 790 - George Jackson & Sons No.2 Albert Gate, Hyde Park (1888) & North Park, Crawley
(1886) Bedford Lemere, #8822 & #6761, NJvJR.

King, at North Park, Crawley, at the very least one other
carton pate balustrade graced a nineteenth-century Frenchinspired interior.

91 - George Jackson&. . ~ons French EmbasSYj No.2 AlbertGate, Hyde Park, Large Drawing-Room (5
July J888) Bedford Lemere series 8821-32. 792 - Sir William Orphen No. 25 Park Lane, painting of
Drawing-Room (19 J1) Country Life, Nov.17, J994, fig. 5; pg. 52.

(continued)Jacksons in the French style {Bedford Lemere series 8821-8832 of
1888 ( and so too was Edward's mansion at No.25 Park Lane directly next
door to earl Brassey(pg.324, ftnt.a). The mansion had been built by architect Charles E) Sayer for South African diamond tycoon Barney Barnato, but
was unfinished when Barnato committed suicide shortly before Victoria's
Diamond Jubilee. Circa 1900 L Sassoon eventually completed the construction
removing a great deal of marble statuary, and other embellishments from the
fa9ades.
(A gift to Brighton town council, the statues now embellish the
city's Preston Park.) Including that illustrated in figure 792, No. 25
Park Lane boasted six reception rooms, which were furnished almost entirely
with 18th-century furniture, and one with Rococo boiseries from the Palffy
palace in Vienna. Circa 1920, fashionable. architect Philip Tilden (pgs .488,
492-3) ruined many of these under the direction of .Sir Edward's son Philip.
No .25 Park Lane was replaced (1963-5). by an unimpressive eight-storey building,
the planning for which included Walter Gropius, consulting (continued)
l
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Decorative embellishment
of the separately-lighted
staircase is predominantly in
the cove, where Renaissance
scrollwork with floral swags
appears within a generally
well-designed Classical
composition. The effect of
this depreciates almost
immediately in a profusion of
loggia decorations, and the
793 - Jacksons under Rogers Halton Staircase Hall
even more incongruous - almost ceiling, writer's photo.
silly - wall decorations
greeting Albert and his overnight guests. These are largely
executed in composition-augmented plain mouldings, and are
again in almost complete contrast to those of the Hall they
encircle (unless the bird-bath theme can be considered a
link). Little comment can be inserted here that would not
insult the reader, other than to mention that the sentimentalized parody of Louis XVI design
demonstrates what can happen when the
client does not care, and the architect
does not seem to know. The illustrations speak for themselves.

794, 795, 796, 797, 798 & 799 - Jacksons Loggia wall & door
decorations, writer's photos.

continUed) with

ve~itable

team of other noted architects.

Encyclop~ia

Britannica (1942) vol.20 r pg.4; Pevsner r Cherry, London Vol I, p.617;
Nevill ( World of Fashion, p.196; Cornforth, The Inspiration . . , ' p.19;
Chancellor, Private Palaces, p.291; Roth, p.169; Survey of London, Vol. XL,
~t 204; Allfrey, pp.10,49, 58,. 59; Country Life, Vol CLXXXVIII, No .46 ,
Nov.17, 1994,. pp.50-2; Allfrey, pp . 48-56,
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800 & 801 - Jacksons under Rogers Halton, North & South Drawing-Rooms (c. 1889) Rothschild Archives.

Halton's two identically
dimensioned drawing-rooms
were, even to the chimneypieces, nearly identically
decorated and furnished. The
North Drawing-Room, with its
adjoining boudoir, was reserved
for the ladies, with the South
Drawing-Room - where Alfred's
finest paintings were displayed
- being the gentlemen's domain.
Here four type-Louis XIV dado

802, 803 & 804 - Jacksons Halton, South
Drawing-Room, dado panels, writer's photos.
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designs are evident:
three within heavy
frames corresponding
to the base-board
and vesture embellishment, with the
third - finding
itself in a tight
corner, dispensing
with the frame. The
chandelier descends
from a somewhat
simpler ceiling rose
to that seen in
805 - Jacksons Halton, South Drawing-Room, ceiling detail at bow
figure 588, and
window, writer's photo.
incorporates a
lattice pattern filling the spandrel voids between a Louis
XVI-style spiral-wrapped oval frame and borders which are of
different widths due to the chimney-wall projection. The
corner flourishes are Rococo, with a cartouche featuring a
fabled scene of a boy dancing to lute music played by a seated
lady. Clearly the speed in which all these decorations came
together is reflected in the English-style Rococo chimneypieces, whose Sicilian marble enhancements show a less than
desirable attention to detail.

806, 807 & 808 - Artist Unknown Halton, South
Drawing-Room, chimney-piece and details, writer's
photos.

The engineering of the
Drawing-Rooms' entrance doors
underscores Halton's dual
function as both home and entertainment centre. When
closed, they appear a reasonably well conceived assembly
meant to contain the space they serve. Only the central
separation of the overdoor hints that the entire fabric can
be slid away to combine both spaces with an intermediate
Ante-Room into one contiguous chamber. This speciality
distinguishes not only the Drawing-Room arrangement, but
all the doors of the Hall. Thus, in what was a forerunner
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809 & 810- Jacksons under Rogers Halton, South Drawing-Room, entrance door and detail, writer's photos.
811- Rogers et al Halton, South Drawing-Room doors slid aside (c. 1889), Rothschild Archives.

of today's mUltipurpose planning, a small party might be
greeted to the traditional
domestic environment in the
morning, with a large company
of evening celebrants enjoying
a practically unobstructed
run of the major ground floor
apartments.
Originally damask-hung,
an ante-room separating the
two Drawing-Rooms parallels
the Entrance Vestibule with a
decorative approach found in nearly all Halton's ancillary
spaces. Its ceiling - a less integrated version of Mentmore's
Gold Drawing-Room design - features framed geometries within
hich Jacksons' unrivalled composition detailing displays

r
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814, 815 & 816 - Jacksons Halton,
Ante-Room pilaster, ceiling and architrave details, writer's photos.

Alfred's monogram amidst several Classical motifs.
To the west Halton's magnificent Winter Garden was
separated again by sliding doors, but ones of plate glass
allowing the greenery a constant presence to the Hall. Easily
the mansion's finest feature, the Winter Garden was the
climactic event of a luxurious passage from one airy space
to another. Crowned by a dome above a second of enormous
dimension, the conservatory was ringed by a mezzanine
lighted by eight smaller
domes, which were masked
externally by the Winter
Garden's balustraded parapet.
Canova's statue of a dancing
girl atop a mossy fountain
was the focus of an area
large enough to contain an
Hungarian orchestra and circus,

1117.e. fl1R- RFWO...

Halton. Winter Garden (c.1889) Girouard, VCH,fig.286,pg.302&Rothschild Archives.
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around which an audience might be seated in the comfort of
sof as on Persian carpets. 466
Connecting to the Ladies' Drawing-Room and Garden
Vestibule, the Boudoir features a decorative departure from
the other interiors, but only as concerns its ceiling. With
its canopy floating overhead like a giant gold mantilla,
this little room was the mansion's only genuine gesture to the
fairer sex, in an otherwise chauvinistic view of femininity.
The dado and doors largely repeat the Drawing-Room detailing
with again, plainly hung damask covering the walls. The
remaining rooms on what could be called the ladies' side of
Halton, comprised the Morning Room and Dining Room. Neither
of these spaces offered a departure from the general damask,
dado and composition embellished ceiling, except for a number
of decorative panels in the Dining Room, which were applied
to the walls as if pictures in frames.

819 - Rogers et al Halton, Boudoir (c. 1889), RothschildArchives. 820 & 821- Jacksons under
Rogers Halton, Boudoir ceiling, doors and dado, writer's photos. 822 - Rogers et at (below left)
Halton, Dining Room (c. 1889) Rothschild Archives.
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The gentlemen's side included in addition to the DrawingRoom, Alfred's study and the exclusive masculine sanctuaries
of smoking and billiards. "Mr. Rothschild's Room" was again
the typically damask-hung apartment, where, in spite of its
Rococo chimney-piece, the fine art and furnishings dressed
up a Neo-Classical interior. Except for a gilded Italian
Renaissance ceiling,Alfred's Study at No.1 Seamore place,
was almost a duplicate of this room, as were two others in
his London residence. All three featured a centrally-placed
writing desk (two appearing to have been by Carlin) amidst a
wealth of fine art and rich appointments; all hallmarked the
domain of a scholar whose main interest in decoration was
largely curatorial. a (pg. 370)

823 & 824 - Rogers et al Halton, Library (c. 1889)
Rothschild Archives, chimney-piece and trumeau,
writer's photo. 825, 826, 827 & 828 - Architect and
Artists unknown No.1 Seamore Place, two
drawing-rooms / studies, Rothschild Archives,
unidentified.
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829 & 830 - Rogers et al Halton, Billiard Room & 2nd chimney-piece (c. 1889) Rothschild Archives.

The Billiard Room comfortably
combines a Palladian ceiling with
monumental French Neo-Classic
decoration, which is enhanced by
the replacement of its Sicilian
marble chimney-piece (the second in
a series of three) with one, more
analogous to the panelling. What
had been the ever-present damask
hangings have disappeared with
either their wood backings exposed,
or in the case of that flanked by
the entrance doors (one pair
being false) replaced with a
trumeau and spandrels. Both the
chimney-piece and trumeau
alterations probably occurred at the same time as the Great
Hall's damask disappeared.
The ceiling and cove are
constructed of fibrous plaster sections, many of which have
been wood-grained and varnished to match the panelling;
~ . (P9. 369) Rothschild Archives contCilin a numh~r of receipts from the first
decade of the twentieth century indicating repair and refurbishing work by
Georg¢>Jackson & $onsat hothlt~lton and No.1 Seamore Place. The three
studies are not named in the photos, but the doors to the second illustrated
{fig., 827) cleaply reflect those of the drawing-rooms at Halton, and may
have been done either at the time of the mansion's construction, or following.
Rothschild Archives Receipt Box XII/42/1; photo album by S.G.Payne,
Aylesbury.
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embellishments are accomplished in gilded composition or
carton pierre in a setting, tastefully composed, and quite a
contrast to the superficiality characterizing the majority
of Halton's interiors.

831,832 & 833 - Jacksons under Rogers Halton, Billiard Room with 3rd chimney-piece, door & ceiling
details, writer's photos.

1
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834, 835, 836 & 837 - Jacksons
Halton, Billiard Room, cove detail, &
wire-reinforced carton pierre panelling
embellishments, writer's photos.

839 - Rogers et al Halton, Smoking Room (c. 1889) Rothschild Archives.

J
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The adjoining Smoking Room seriocomically forecasted a
Casbah scene from "Kismet", where no sophisticate could have
avoided a sense of the absurd. The gilding of this chamber
is reputed to have cost £25, 000 ;467 and for what must have
been a lavish expenditure in any case, the still European
format of the decor only underscored yet another fantasized
parody of what only a few years previous, R.A. medallist
George Aitchison had done with authority for the equally
serious-minded aesthete, Frederic Leighton. a (pg.374) But again,
it is not with any particular reverence for Mother Architecture
that Halton's disregard for the meum et tuum should be
judged. One must picture here a constant flow of happy
metropolitans escaping a ponderous Victorian pall to great
food and wine, great music - great theatre, before departing
their fairy-tale adventure laden with boxed orchids, cigars,
hampers of cakes and chocolates and baskets of fruit. 468

840, 841 & 842 - Jacksons et al Halton, Smoking Room, entrance doors, ceiling and chimney-piece,
writer's photos.

843 & 844 - George Aitchison Leighton House, The Arab Hall (1877-9), photo, J Rogers, RIBA Drg.

Col. L25/5/3.
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Alfred lived to see his jubilant world come to an
abrupt end, when the Army converged on Halton estate during
the First World War. He donated its magnificent beechwoods
for tent props and trench duckboardsj and the house for
officers' accommodation. Old and frail, the grand chatelain
persevered to entertain a different company:
... officers and men were given many treats by the
generous owner ... This fragile, beautifully neat old
gentleman with an anxious expression, who seemed to sum
up in his own person a century of luxurious living and
sly financial domination . . . . . . gave us a performance
of his private circus.
It was a somewhat grotesque
occasion. The little old man! dressed in a blue suit
and wearing a blue bowler hat above the minute white
screw-curl on each temple! acted as circus-master
himself, and stood holding a whip in the middle of a
miniature ring at the top of one of his poodle-smooth
lawns.
Round his feet, the performing animals leapt
through their hoops and pranced and danced on their
back legs, and went through all kinds of ingenious
tricks, while with a flick of his lash that touched no
dogs, not one of them . . . . for he possessed the genuine
and excessive tenderness for pets that often
characterises the millionaire ... He explained that all
was done by kindness. Tiring of this circus, I walked
away, I remember, to examine the rustic details of a
summer-house near-by, attracted to it by the curious
rattling sound it emitted in the golden breeze of midSeptember. But the mystery was quickly solved, for the
ivy that covered this retreat proved to be made of
painted metal, so clanked faintly against the walls
with each breath. But no doubt it always remained
neat...
[He] possessed a private orchestra of string
instruments, which played during and after dinner. And
if the programme of music it discoursed was on this
occasion rather banal, it may have been chosen to suit
the military taste. The dinner itself was a masterpiece of French art, and the accompanying wines were
memorable. 469
Alfred died in 1918, leaving Halton and twenty-five
thousand pounds to his nephew, Lionel. Shortly thereafter,
Lionel sold for £112,000, the house and three thousand
Now a museum, the centrepiece of Frederic Leighton's Houser
Kensington, is Aitchison's Arab Hall. Although the Gold Medallist architect
had studied in France, and toured Italy, it was Leighton'S travels to the
east between 1852 and 1877, his large collection of tiles, and likely a
great deal of artistic input which helped create this very fine, inventive
evocation of Moorish architecture. Palmes, J.C., Catalogue of the
RIBA Drawings Collection, Gregg (London-1968)p.18; Plarr, V.G., Men &Women of the Times, Vol.2, George Routledge & Sons (London-1899)pp.13,14j
Jones r S., Leighton house Museum, guide, Hemmings & Capey (London-c. 1992)
npni the Alhambra Palace, Granada (1350s).
a (pg.373)
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acres, Halton village, all the farms and cottages and standing
timber to the government, who needed a facility for its
newly formed Royal Air Force. Halton proved a tremendous
bargain, as it would have cost a great deal more to remove
the equipment and buildings constructed during the War. 470
Today the Jewel-like Winter Garden has been replaced with
similar accommodation.

845 - Gabriel-Hippolyte Destailleur Waddesdon Manor, North Front (1888) with proposed Morning
Room addition (right) © Kunst-bibliotek, Staatliche Niuseen, Berlin-Dahlem. 846 - Destailleur
Waddesdon (first phase 1875-83) Entrance, D. de Rothschild, Jace-pg.13 7.

Waddesdon Manor
In July, 1883, a
housewarming had been
given another English
Rothschild country
house, which stood no
comparison to Halton in
any aspect other than
its vernacular.
Inspired by the great
sixteenth-century
Valois chateaux of the
Touraine, Ferdinand de
Rothschild built Waddesdon
Manor with the care and
discrimination of a
connoisseur; and this
extended beyond its
furnishings to certainly
every aspect of the
building fabric.
Over
the years of its construction, what emerged
from a desolate Chiltern
hilltop as unquestionabl
the finest nineteenth.Y
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847 - Destailleu1' Waddesdon (1875-87) North Front, © The National Trust.
848 - Destailleu1' Waddesdon, Garden Front, watercolour by C. Hoffer (1885) © The National Trust.

century evocation of the French Renaissance anywhere, is
largely due to his own diligence.
Waddesdon took twelve years to complete, and although
Rothschild Archives of this period contain accounts of its
architect (Gabriel-Hippolyte Destailleur), builder (E.
Conder) and landscape designer (Laine) a, it is Ferdinand's
somewhat self-effacing memoir, which describes the process.
About one year before his untimely death at fifty-nine,
Rothschild recorded the history of Waddesdon Manor in response
to the many inquiries he had received from friends, curious
about how the extraordinary undertaking was accomplished in
such a short time. Certainly these were understandable, as
the chateau appeared then as today, as if it had taken
generations to complete. What will follow are excerpts
from Ferdinand's Red Book with expansions.
The second son of Baron Anselm of the Vienna branch,
his mother had been sister to Lionel, and his wife had been
one of Lionel's children (thus his uncle was also his fatherin-law)b. Ferdinand's mother had died in 1859, when he was
nineteen, and upon his father's death fifteen years later
(1874), the thirty-five-year-old widower now had the funds
to carry out the dream he had been harbouring since his boyhood travels in France. In that same year, the 2,700 acreestate of Waddesdon and Winchendon was purchased from the
seventh duke of Marlborough, and to this Ferdinand added
another five hundred to complete the property.
a

The writer has found no other references to Conder (whom Ferdinand
refers to as \lmy builder, Mr. Condor •.. [in] whom I have never met a more
trustworthy businessman". The landscape designer, apparently known only as
Mons La.in~/W:a$ commissioned after the well-known Williatt1 Broderick Thomas
declined "for reasons he did not deign to divulge". Rothschild, F., Red
Bookl p.3 Rothschild Archives I/2/2.3 & 24 (1878-83) consistently name
Laine and "Conder".
b
Evelina de Rothschild had been his wife only eighteen months when the
effects of a railway accident brought on the premature birth of a son, at
which time both heand ·his mother were lost. The Rothschild intermarriages
of these generatiqns produced unusual lineages: whereas most people have
eightgrea.t;...grandfathers, as Dorothy de Rothschild points out, Ferdinand
had exactly one: Mayer Amshelof Frankfurt. D.de Rothschild, pp.9,12.
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As soon as the contract was signed I set out for Paris
in quest of an architect, and decided on the late M.
Destailleur, whose father and grandfather had been
architects of the Duke of Orleans [sic], while he himself
had risen to fame by his intelligent and successful
restoration of the Chateau de Mouchy.a ... The sixteenth
century style, on which I had long set my heart, was
particularly suitable to the surroundings of the site
I had selected, and more uncommon than Tudor, Jacobean
or Adam of which the country affords so many and such
unique specimens. 471 • • • By the side of the grand
chateaux of the Touraine, Waddesdon would appear a
pigmy, The castle of Chambord, for example, contains
450 rooms, the smallest of which would dwarf the largest
at Waddesdon. But its main features are borrowed from
them; its towers from Maintenon, the chateau of the duc
de Noailles, and its external staircases from Blois,
though the latter, which are unglazed and open to the
weather, are much more ornate. Though far from being a
realisation of a dream in stone and mortar like
Chenonceaux, M. Destailleur's work had fairly fulfilled
my expectations. 472
It exceeded everyone else's. In May 1890 The Graphic
reported: uThere is not a country house residence in England
which shows more forcibly how much can be done by the combination of unlimited expenditure and perfect taste." And
David Lindsay, a young aristocrat visiting from Oxford
exclaimed, Ua marvellous creation; a real creation". 473 By
the turn of the century, Country Life repeated what very few
could deny: uThere is nothing like Waddesdon in this country,
<,.::

a

Ferdinand subsequently recommended Destailleur for designing the exiled
Empress Eugenie's house and church at Farnsworth. He does not mention
however, the architect's constructing Palais Rothschild on the Prinz-EugenStrasse, Vienna , which would indicate the project was completed before
Waddesdon, and Destailleur was probably already known to him. Les
Architectes Rleves de l'13cole des Beaux-Arts gives the following catalogue
raisonne for both father and son: Franyois-Hippolyte Destailleur (17871852) was a pupil of Charles Percier. Architect to the duchesse d'Orleans
and the Government (Ministere des finances), his works included the
chateaux Caulaincourt, Fremigny, Dieuville, Kalbrenner, Valvin, Gurcy,
Jumillac; the hotels Delmar, Guiche, Noailles, Mayendorff, St. Priest,
Viart in Paris; the church of Caulaincourt, the Ministere des Finances, rue
de Rivoli, passage Jouffroy in Paris, Hospice St. Mande and a hotel in
Berlin. The father may be the F.-H. Destailleur whose two-volume Recueil
d'Esta.mpes Relatives a l'O.rnementa.tion, publication 1863, is part of the
National Arts Library collection, and includes the plate of Leroux's chimneypiece detail, figure 573. The son, Hippolyte-Alexandre-Gabriel-Walter
(1822-1893) was a pupil of Le Clerc, and in addition to Mouchy, also restored
the Chateau de Maintenotl (giving Waddesdon's towers an added authority) and
built those of Plaess and Roger. Outside France, Les Architectes lists
Wuddesdon [sic] Lodge, and Hotels a. Vienne, which would include Palais
Rothschild. Les Architectes eleves also lists H. Destailleur's son WalterAndre (b.1867) as being a pupil of Daumet-Girault. Rothschild, F. de, The
Red Boak, p.10; Delaire, E., Les Architectes ... , Librarie de la Construction
Moderne (1793-1907) (Paris-1907) p.240., Allibone, p.55.
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either inside or out. 1/474 The
mansion had aroused even the
curiosity of Victoria, who
paid a visit on May 14, 1888,
to see what all the accolades
were about. 475
Without question the
English countryside had never
seen the likes of a Waddesdon
Manor, but the French Renaissance - styled Victorian country 849 - Queen Victoria tree-planting ceremony at
house was hardly unique when
Waddesdon, The Illustrated London News (MayFerdinand's mansion was a mere 1890) D. de R, pg54.
concept.
From the middle of the century, a slightly more
earnest version of Andrew Adam's description of French
architecture began to appear (page 350) in its various
pavilioned, high-roofed forms:
After their work at
Mentmore, Paxton & Stokes
provided Frank Crossley with
their version of Louis XIV
(with a largely Italian
Renaissance interior - page
278a), and within a year of
that, Clutton's Minley Manor
(page 315a) began construction. William Burn (1789-1870) 850-PaxtonlStokes Belle Vue, Balifax (1856-7)
- of a generation earlier, had Girouard, jig 199, pg209.
established a reputation for French-inspired architecture
and interior decoration with commissions such as Harlaxton
Manor (1838-55), where aspects of its quasi-Louis Quatorze
interiors forecasted the overblown Baroque of Second Empire
design. Burn brought this ethic into his city mansion for
the duke of Buccleuch, via London's only country house
transplant of the French vernacular.
Situated between

851- William Burn Barlaxton Manor, Lincolnshire (Anthony Salvin, 1831-7/ Burn, 1838-44) the
Great Drawing-Room, Country Life, April 18, 1957, jig 7, pg.766. 852 - Burn Barlaxton Manor
(1838-44) South Wing Gallery, Country Life, April 8, 1957, jig 18, pg. 767.
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853 & 854 - Bum Montagu House, Whitehall (1859-62) GLPL (LCC) series 5410-19, March, 1929; also
Survey ofLondon, Vol.XIII, pit. 101.

Whitehall and the Thames, the third and last Montagu House
(1859-1862) pierced the London skyline with the tapered
roofs of a convincing seventeenth-century-revived chateau.a
Burn enriched its interiors with a nuance of Harlaxton via
two ornate ceilings (only one of which could be thought of
as distinctly French-influenced), doorways, and mutant Rococo
and French Neo-Classical chimney-pieces; but as Greater
London Council photographs indicate, the walls were largely
hung with an unarticulated damask field onto which, a la

855 & 856 - Bum Montagu House, Whitehall, chimney-piecesfrom "Rooms 7 & 10", GLPL (LCC)
series 5410-19, March, 1929; also Survey of London, Vol XII, pit. 104.

This structure was technically the fourth Montagu House which thedukas
of Buccleuch and Queensberryoccupied until 1917-8, when the premises were
taken over by the Ministry of Labeut'. The third, built by the second duke
of Montaguc.1732~4, (which is . recorded~$ . having contained decorative
paintings by Angelica Kauffmann and Biagio Rebecca - ref. Freidman,
although he maybe oonfusing the artists' work (1778-9) done for Elizabeth
Montaguat No.22 PortmanSq.J s In 18~1, a 61-years' lease .was granted the
5th duke (of Queensberry , 3rd of Buccleuch - de$cendant of the daughter of
the 2nd duke of Montagu) who demolished the old house and ground its
masonry for the concrete foundations of the new, Portland stone structure.
Montagu House was demolished c.1940 by the Ministry of Works as part of a
government scheme for roads and oP~ri spaces around the Houses of Pat'liament,
etc. Survey of London, Vol~XIII t The Parish of .St ._ Margaret, Westminster,
Part TIl 1930, p.218-9;Jackson-Stops,Netherlanae Yearbook for the History
of Art, F. Van Oishoech~ ed .• , "Daniel Marot and the First Duke of Montague"
(Haajt1em~1981) pp.244""S; Hobhouse, p.92.;V&A Furn~& 1.0, "extracts from
the report by Joe Freidman for J. Rothschild Administration Ltd., the
Restorers of Spencer House (confidential copy) 2 vols~, 17 Sept. 1986, p.9;
Chancellor Private Palaces, pp.x-xi, 301-12 ..
a

I.

l
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857 & 858 -Burn Montagu House, Whitehall, Drawing-Room "No.8 ", GLPL (LCC) series
5410-19, March, 1929; also Survey o/London, Vol.X1II, pit. 104.

Grosvenor House,
the
duke's
fabulous collection of paintings
was displayed. 476
Wri ting in
1908, E. Beresford Chancellor
praised Montagu House with an
accolade he might have gleaned
from The Graphic's description
of Waddesdon:
" ... a splendid
example
of
what
taste
and
judgement, sided by practically
unlimited means, can produce in
the way of domestic architecture . ,,477
Between 1871 and 1874, onetime partner of Norman Shaw,
William Eden Nesfield (1835-88 as unlikely a French-inspired ~~. .~~~
architect as one might imagine)
859 - Burn Montagu House, Whitehall,
Drawing-Room, GLPL (LCC) series 5410-19,
altered and added to Kinmel
March, 1929.
Park, Denbighshire, giving it
a distinct seventeenth-century
look with stone-dressed
brick walls, high roofs and
pavilions. 478 In as improbable
a place as Barnard Castle,
Durham, the cornerstone was
laid, November, 1869, to a
superb reproduction of French
Renaissance architecture, the
pavilioned fa9ades of which
860 - W.E. Nesfield et al Kinmel Park,
Denbighshire (18 71-4) photo, S. Schnare .
featured details taken from
the Tuileries, Paris, and the
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861 & 862 - Jules Pelechet Bowes Museum, Barnard Castle (1869-1885) writer's photos.
863 - J.E. Watson? Bowes Museum, Barnard Castle, Entrance Hall, Hardy,jace-pg.208.

Hotel de Ville, Le Havre.
Bowes Museum was designed by
French architect Jules Pellechet (1829-1903), who had served
mining heir John Bowes and his French-born wife for alterations
to Madame du Barry's Chateau de Louveciennes - briefly owned
by the couple between 1852 and 1862 - and was built in
concert with Newcastle-upon-Tyne architect John Edward
Watson. Somewhat of an apparition in its market town setting,
the structure was nearing completion when Bowes died in
1885; and as it was never intended as a private dwelling,

but rather a depository for the Bowes's collected paintings,
furniture and objects d'art, its interiors (likely Watson's
work) show very little French influence. 479
Finally, but certainly not completing the list of examples,
is Edward Middleton Barry's Wykehurst (1871-4) for Henry
Huth, the son of a city banker. As Barry's early studies
(1871) for this Sussex country home show a stumbling attempt
at Jacobean design capped with French roofs and cornices,
Mark Girouard surmises that Sir Charles Barry's successor480
received perhaps some expert assistance to accomplish
(certainly from the restricted view he illustrates in The
Victorian Country House) a reasonable facsimile of sixteenthcentury French Renaissance design; but the principal fa9ade,
with its red roofs, bow extensions,a and a central pavilion
flanked by somewhat orphaned tourelles, betrays a cheerful
Victorian disregard for regularite. Although two of Wykehurst's
interiors feature original French boiseries, the majority
are uninspired.

864 & 865 - E.M. Barry Wykehurst, Sussex (1871-4) Country Life, VoI.XXXVIII, No.39,
Sept. 22, 1994 (Real Estate Sec.); Girouard, VCH, fig. 282, pg.297.
866 - Barry, Wykehurst, Drawing-Room, Country Life, Sept.22, 1994 (Real Estate).

Almost an expanded Halton concept, it might come as no surprise to
discover Cubitt (with Roge.rs?) was also Wykehurst's builder. Girouard,
Victorian country Houser p.19.
a

The
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M. Destailleur was a man of the highest capacity
in his profession. He was purist in style, painstaking ,
conscientious! and of the most scrupulous honesty.
During the 18 years of my relations with him there was
never the smallest difference between us. But he was
dilatory and unpractical.
He had not the faintest
conception of the needs of a large establishment!
sacrificed the most urgent household requirement to
external architectural features! and had the most
supreme contempt for ventilation, light, air and all
internal conveniences. This! perhaps! need not have
surprised me, for he and his numerous family lived
huddled toqether
in a small and musty
house
in a dinqy
back street which I never entered without a shudder. 481
... He submitted a plan to me at the end of the year on
a scale of such grandeur that I begged him to reduce
it, and another long year was spent on the preparation
of a second and more modest proposal. This I sanctioned ...
'You will regret your decision' he said to me at the
time; 'one always builds too small'. And he prophesied
truly. After I had lived in the house for a while I
was compelled to add first one wing and then another;
and a qreater outlay was eventually incurred than had
the original plan been carried out ... 482 • • • No other
architect was ever called in for the alterations and
additions subsequently carried out at Waddesdon. The
whole credit of the work is Destailleur' s. a 483

-

-

-

clearly
-----_ ....
lL __
Rothschild and
Destailleur did have
their differences but apparently no
-,
disagreements - to
the effect that
F
Waddesdon as
I
finished is as much
to the credit of its
owner as it is to
867 - Destailleur Waddesdon, Ground Floor Plan. A. Vestibule ,
its architect.
B. East Gallery, C. West Gallery, D. Baron's Room, E. Tower DrawingAlthough Destailleur Room, F. Morning Room, G. Brealifast Room, H. Dining Room, L Red
is described as
Drawing-Room, J. Grey Drawing-Room.
taking " ... but a
small part. ,,484 with the interiors, from the evidence of
drawings archived at the Kunst-bibliotelk, Staatliche Museen,

,

.....

~

,",

According to Anthony Blunt, a few years after the west wing (Morning
U
Room) was built (1887), nOestailleur was too old to complete the work •
Wishing to alter the courtyard round which the east (Bachelors') wing was
built, and add a smoking room to house his collection of medieval and
Renaissance works of art, Ferdinand engaged Destailleur's son Andre for the
project. Sutton, Denys, ed., nWaddesdon Manor, Aspects of the Collection
sub. "Destailleur at Waddesdon" by Blunt, Apollo, June, 1977, p.411.
a

U

,
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868 & 869 Destailleur Waddesdon, "Gde Salle

a Manger )), Bd.14,fol.12 & "Grey DrawingRoom, East Wall)), Bd.13,fol.12, © National
Trust. 870 & 871 Destailleur Waddesdon,
"Porte de la Salle de Billard)), drg.Bd.17 &
Vestibule Ceiling, Bd.2, fol.42 , © National
Trust.

Waddesdon East Gallery & chimney-piece, Country Life BUK 20-C-12 &
Bd.13, fol.1 01, © National Trust. 874 - Studio of J.H. Mansart, engraving of a project for an
overmantel, Blunt (Baroque & Rococo) fig. 187, pg.136.

Berlin-Dahlem, it appears this was from no lack of effort.
Rothschild's authored concern for ventiliation and convenience is again a modest overlaying of what must have been a
keen interest in virtually every detail of the decoration
(the modification of Destailleur's West Gallery chimneypiece, for instance - figures 872 & 873). A comparison of
the architect's studies with what finally resulted, show a
perfectionist's sophisticated grasp of the possible (to
Ferdinand), which may have been conceptually beyond
Destailleur's client experience.
It was fortunate for Baron Ferdinand that another Baron
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had w~thin recent h~story embarked on a "modernisation"
campaJ.gn to make ParJ.s "la capital des capitales"
d'
so do' g
,.
d
' an ln
J.n , vJ.sJ.te on the ancient fabric of the city a
destructJ.on
greater than that of the Revol u t'J.on and Commune
,
a
combJ.ned.
In the process , many old establ'J.S h ments were
knocked down, ~nd their internal furnishings put up for
sale; but FerdJ.nand's memoir indicates that some lnterlors
'
,
for Waddesdon were taken from standing hotels:
... I purchased carved oak panelling in Paris for several
of the rooms to which it was adapted by various French
and En~lish.decorators. Most of the panelling came
fr~m hJ.storJ.c houses; that in the Billiard Room from a
chateau of the Montmorencis;b and in the Breakfast Room

874 _ Destailleur Waddesdon, Billiard Room, Eriksen (Waddesdon Manor), pg.74. 875 - French, 16th
century Waddesdon, Billiard Room chimney-piece, Country Life, Dec.20, 1902, p.813.

Baron Georges-Eugene Baussmanp (1809-1891) succeeded on June 22, 1853
Amedee Bergar as P:x;efepde la Seine, and within seven days of his appointrn~n.t~ i W~~ sbown Napqleon III'S plein fortherE:!!making of Paris. By the fall
of tbeSecond Empire, the greater part of the city'S transformation into a
network of plazas linked by broad, uniformly walled streets and boulevards
was nearly complete. Middleton/Watkin, pp.242-5; Sutcliffe, pp.85-105; de
a

RotbsQbild, D., p.14.
b
It is r$motely possible that Ferdinand refers to the Chateau d Seouen,
built 1$40-50 by Jean Bullant for Anne de Montmorency, Marechal and
Connetable (commander-in-cbief of the armies) of France. Tbe principal
Montmorencyslasted three generations/with Anne's .g randson being executed
(1.6ip) for . £>lotting against Louis XIII
From that time Ecouen belonged to
the king'a cousin Conde and hiS family until 18Q7, when Napoleon installed
thij Mai$on d'eduoation de Is. Legion d'bonneur at the chateau. With the
restoratio;n, .. it briefly returned to the Conde family and then again to the
Legion d'bonneur, wbo were <still there as of Frenac/Faucheux' writing
(19~3} .Waddesdon's Billiard Room is the only interior to reflect the same
period as its exterior, with its chimney-piece and overmantel celebrating
the 1539ma)::,riage of Louis de Sully and Anne de Laval (whose mother was
born a Montmorency) . Eriksen, "Waddesdon ... ", p.75; Frenac/Faucheux, p.145;
I
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and Boudoir from the
hotel of the Marechal de
Richelieu ln the street
which was named after his
uncle the great Cardinal
and which has now been
transformed into shops
and apartmentsi a the Grey
Near The Louvre, and apparently a
v'ictinf of Hau~$mann' s modernisation
campaign; the "boasted lt hotel de
Ricbelieu} No.27 rue de Richelieu r was
not entirely decorated in the monotonous '~whiteand gold" of Walpole's
description (page 54)
Since 1756 t
the hotel (most likely buj.).tby
tect Pierr~Leve (d. 1712) hetwe~n
17Q5-7) was the Paris residence of
Armand de Vignerot, · Marechal of
F'r<:l.n.c~1 duc de Richelieu .(1696+ 1788) t
grandnephew of the fain9t.l.S card;inal
876 - French, 16th century chimney-piece, Henry 11
and premier gentlhQIttrtH& dela chaInbre style, provoA1usee de Cluny, Paris, Ward, fig. 155,
du roi.
Richelieu brought in Jean- : pg.158.
~ichel Chevotet(169S 41772) . .. architectof his PaviJ,.lQP de Hanovre (1757)
. :; to remodel the hotel/ but from inventories taken in 1736, it appears the
c~rvedand lacqu~red panelling of what certainly are two apartments were
already extant, and one of these was most likely the source for the
decorations of Waddesdon's Green Boudoir. A description of Richelieu's
Chinese grand cabim~t would seem to eliminate it fromconside:ration, unless
the chinoisetie~ : have been lacquered over: \'Aupremier etage de cet hotel
est un salon d 'un golitsingular: i1 est revetu de pa.nneaux de vieux laque
avec despeinturesc.billoises, dont;les£o:rmes toutes variees et omees des
glaces ottre1lt. un coup d'~il tout a.£ait seduisant." But that ·of a second
chamP~r would reasonably de~cribe the Boudoir's panels: "La boiserie du
cabinet de bois sculpte et dare dont1es panneaux sont garnis de lacque de
18. chine [ana. nair etdorre en partie a. figures d'anitna.ux et fleurS: de la
Chin~."
When. the hotel was sold in 1796{ a description of what might be
the same or a third apartment ("Au
pOUJttour est un lambris de hauteur dont
les moulures dontt:'1oulptees et dorees
a

f

et les panneaux remplis en

boi~

de

laque chinois excepte lesquatre
de5suSW-de f Porte [51 cJ qui~q,ht de
bons tableauxr 1a piece ei:).t orne de
sept glaces.")w6uld also describe

Waddesdon's Boudoir panelling. Svend
Eriksen estimates the date of this
panelling as c 1750 , which <~8~ld
app.e ar somewhat advanced for late
Regence design (c.1710 -3 a).. His. d~te
of c.1730 for the Breakfast Roo'
panelling might be also incorrect for
deta;tls which clearly describe Louis
XJ:V style or the very ear~y Regencre.
Eriksen; Early Neo-Classicism . .. ,
P .1..23 \\Waddesdon Manor ... ", pp. 7 ,63;
Gallet, pp
57; Baritou/Foussard,
1

pp.44-5

877 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, Green
Bf!udoir, Eriksen (Waddesdon Manor) pg.62.
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878 & 879 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, Breakfast Room, BUK 20-C-3 & BUK 20-E-20 CO

National Trust.

Drawing Room came from the Convent of the Sacre Creur,
formerly the hotel [sic] of the due de Lauzun,a who
perished on the guillotine; and the Tower Room from a
a

This residence was
not Le Vau's famous
hotel de LauzUll t Quay
d'Anjou (fig.407) which
is a museum today,. as is
that to which Rothschild
refers. Now dedicated
to the sculptor, Rodin,
Rothschild's source was
originally Ange-Jacques
Gabriel's hotel de Moras
(1720 .. 31 "'f?uhseqUently
named Biron, then
Lauzun, then Charost ,
and in 1820 I Ie aouvent
du Saore-ereux-). Anthony
Slunt described circumstances upon whi ch
880 - Destailleur, Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon. Grey
Rothschild had asked his Drawing-Room, BUK 20-C-ll, CO National Trust.
architect ~ then. working
for the Princess of Medina-CoeLi.. in Madrid - to examine some panelling
available for sale in that city. Destailleur advised against the purchase,
and i:rtformedRothsc.qild of some far superior Parisian specimens, which
Blunt proposes were removed during Destailleur's 186(f alterations at the
convent. lie points out details of the elevations (figs. 868 & 869) where
the doors and over- doors are identical with those in the Grey DrawingRoom,and projects Destailleur may have had these panellings in mind from
the beginning of his involvement at W6I.ddeadon. Friedman, p.126i Frenac/
Faucheux, pp.5S . . 73, 179-80; "Destailleur at Waddesdon" by Blunt, Apollo,
J1J,nec 197], p .413.
I
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881 & 882 Destailleur, Rothschild & decorators
Grey Drawing-Room, D. de R, pg.125 & BUK 20-C-10,
© National Trust.

villa which was for some time
the residence of the f a mou s
Fermier-General Beaujon, to
whom the Elysee also belonged. a
The ornamental ceilings
are either replicas of those
of the rooms from which the
panelling was taken, or copied
from ones still in existence
in Paris. The old mantelpieces I secured from houses
for which they were made; the
one in the East Gallery was
in a post-office, formerly
the residence of the
celebrated banker, Samuel
Bernard. b the modern
883 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon,
Tower Drawing-Room, BUK 20-C-17,
© National Trust.
a

Rothschild may b~ referring to the financier and Court banker,
Nicolas Beaujon(~ villa at Issy, which WCJl,E; decorated in the 1770sby the
great Neo-Classical architect, Etienne-Louis Boullee. In the manner of the
hotels de Salmand '1'belusson(pg.2~},Beaujon's villa featUred a double
dome, the first cupola, or calQtte, bein$J pierced in tllemiddle to reveal
the other. Little. remai:ns of Boullee's work at the Pala.is de l'Elysee
{then, hotel d'Evreux}. After nine years in Beaujon's service the architect was forced tO~'-le for wages earned. Like Benjamin Wyatt, he presented
a plethora of drawings (200+), but unlike Wyatt, he lost his suit. Perouse
de Montclos,I-1:j.stoi..re ... ,p.457; Gallet, pp.19,22, 35, 85; Von Kalnein,
p.192.
b
The banker I Jacques-Samuel Bernard's hotel was at 26 Rue Cambon, and
featUred Jill elliptical grand salon, the panelling for which was auctioned
in thelSSOs (at the time Rothschild acquired his chimney-piece). The
$alon's boiserLes aren9W in a Jerusalem museum. Gallet, pp.84, 125.
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884 & 885 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, East Gallery, and pane!ling dtl., D. de R, pg.111 &
BUK2020-E-1, © National Trust.

mantel-pieces are copied from old models" a
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Rothschild Archives identify three Frenchman (Dansany,
Renard and Duchesne) 486 who are presumed to be Destailleur's
assistants. No French decorators are named, but for the
years 1881 through 1883, the inevitable George Jackson &
Sons , received a total of £5,440 for their contributions" 487
At roughly one third their recorded payment for Halton's
decorations, their work at Waddesdon - which would have been
largely involved with ceilings - must have been considerable.
More importantly, it is clear from the excellence of the
plasterwork - in design as well as execution - what was true
of the French Neo-Classical decorators at Carlton House and
elsewhere, was reversed roughly one hundred years later:
namely, that English craftsmen were at a point of expertise
with French design and detailing, so as to accomplish an
historic environment with an authority belying the fact that
no (or few) French hands had been involved. In addition one
must also recall from the militaristic styles of Napoleon
through the anarchy of early and mid-Victorian design, the
French and English had so many parallels in decorative
approach, when true taste finally surfaced again in the
final decades of the nineteenth century, an amalgam of both
cultures within a single decorative scheme often depended on
minutiae for its endemic reference.
Three of Waddesdon's principal rooms, whilst French in
design, are more English in character; and of them the
centrally placed Red Drawing-Room displays these qualities.
Plainly hung damask walls were required to accommodate
Ferdinand's large-scale paintings by Gainsborough and
Circa 1990 the lat~ Mons Bruno Pons, author and expert in French, period
design, carried out an extens~ve studyof the panellings at Waddesdon.
Catalogues on interior panelling are due to be published in October, 1996.
a

_....Jl'.~i."~~i~~~ .1pci •. @:t;~~f:L,~ / Keeper ,Waddeadon Manor ".

'1(\1\
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Reynolds; and what architectonics
exist, are confined to the doors
and their associative elements.
No one would mistake as French
the design of the doors, in
spite of the delicate panel
carvings and trophied over-door
embellishment. These reflect
in detail a more exacting
expression of Louis XIV found
in the room's unrelated Vestibule
door assembly, where a 1699
marble bas-relief of the Sun
King proclaims the general theme
of the decor. The flat ceiling
is almost entirely covered with
an allegorical painting by Dutch
painter Jacob de Wit entitled
"The Apotheosis of Hercules" depicting the demigod arriving
before the Olympian host in a

886 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, Red
Drawing-Room, Eriksen (Waddesdon MCUlor) pg.10.

887 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, Red Drawing-Room ceiling, BUK 20-£-4, © National Trust.
888 - Jean-Babtiste de Champaigne Versailles, Salon de Mercure ceiling dtl., "Mercury Triumphant ",
Van der Kemp, p .55.

chariot driven by Mercury. More in the manner of Tiepolo
than Jean-Baptiste de Champaigne, the painting as well as
its gilded frame evoke the ceiling of the Salon de Mercure,
Versailles, where Mercury himself is the transported hero.
The corner cartouches are peltas - more a Neo-Classical
theme - bordered by cartouche-linked panels of latticework.
All the elements of the ceiling frame, cornice and frieze
are gilded into a cohesive golden canopy; but even with this
lavishness, the Red Drawing-Room is more the minimalist
Louis XIV approach seen in Mentmore's Morning Room, than it
is a reproduction of period design.
The same can be said for the Baron's (Sitting) Room,
where the damask is contained within notch-cornered frames.
Here the wall fabric conveys a sense of having been overlaid
onto a room entirely panelled in warm wood from skirtings to
.........
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consoled entablature.
The generally simple
mouldings and NeoClassical chimneypiece suggest Louis
XVI - not an abrupt
departure from Louis
XIV design as has
been discussed. But
certainly with the
Trumeau (figure 889)
surmounted by a highrelief trophy, one
senses more the
masculine aura of
seventeenth-century
889 - Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, Baron 's Room,
French decoration.
BUK 20-C-14, © National Trust.
The Morning Room was accomplished in 1889 as part of
one of Ferdinand's two subsequent additions. Its damask
walls differ from those of the Red Drawing-Room only inasmuch as they are filleted with a warm wood frame matching
the dado and chimney-piece surround. In spite of its superb
Rococo ceiling, remaniscent of Pineau's masculine rendering
of the de Villars Gallery, the Grigio Roseo Zonato marble
chimney-piece and overmantel are Louis XIV design, and the
configuration of the doors evokes the era of Louis XIII.
4BB

890 & 891 _ Andre Destai/leur, Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, The Morning Room, Eriksen
(WM)pg.42 & Girouard (VCH) flg.285, pg.301 .

It is difficult to compare Waddesdon's Dining Room with
an historical model, as dining rooms per se, hardly existed
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in France until the middle of the
eighteenth century.a Those which
might have been salons where dining
took place, were normally not part
of a suite of rooms; but wall
surfaces of an impervious nature
were desirable, as fabric tended
to hold the smell of food.
Precisely when a marble-lined
dining room occurred is likely
irrelevant, as many seventeenthcentury interiors at Versailles
are disposed in this way, and
could have on occasion served for
dining.b The 1670s Ham House
extensions included a ~Marble
Dining Room" (the only marble being
that of the chimney-piece) which
892 - William Kent Houghton Hall. the
alternately functioned as the
Marble Parlour (early 1730s) Fowler!
central vestibule or salon of the
Cornforth, plt.XXXII, face-pg.217.
domestic area of the house. 489 One
of the first formal dining rooms to appear in England was
William Kent's Palladian Marble Parlour at Houghton Hall
(early 1730s - figures 892 & 533),490 of which only the
chimney-piece wall and flanking serving alcoves are
sheathed in marble. Gallet records a French ~eating-room"
of a decade earlier. Described as a salon, it was part of a
now vanished suite of summer-rooms at the Palais Soubise. A
feature of this room was the placement of a fountain flanked
by statues of Ceres and Bacchus, which had the effect of
extending the garden inside (also page 455).
(This aestival
theme was revived nearly two centuries later by Ogden Cadman,
for Edgemere, the Nathaniel Thayer ~summer cottage",
Newport, Rhode Island.) A Louis XV-period marble Dining Room
Although "dining parlours u can be traced in England to Elizabethan
times, and are thought by some to be forerunners of the modern dining room,
thisoot),nection is remote as they were not planned in connection with
either kitchens or preparation areas, and may have been several in number,
having different exposures to suit the season. In France, an eating (or
dining) room/was commonly an ante-room kept somewhat apart from the other
reception rooms becauseWthe smel;l. of fruit andrn$a.tat all seasons of the
~ear are oommunicate~too easily to the adjoining rooms r tarnishing
furniture, gilding and bronzes. Moreover, lfthe rooms were included in a
suiter the company could not enjoy the vista, when the servants were
engaged inlaying or clearing the table in s ·closed dining-room" (Gallet).
Although thet~:t'm salle a manger appeared on a plan by Le Muet in 1647,
such .a. space Was not commonly labelled as such until late in the 18th
century. Until this tim., a banqueting room was simply titled salon, as
the table and buffets were normally removed to allow living functions to
occur in the space t If one is to think of 'Waddesdon's salle i manger has
having historical precedent::titis proper to think of this room as a salon,
in which there happens to be a dining table .. Gallet, pp.86-7; Thornton,
Seventeenth Century Interior Dec.,pp.282-4; Wharton/Codman, pp.155-6.
a
At Versailles, Louis XIV dlnedin an apartment known as the Salle oil le
Roy mange (the Salle du grand-couvert), which was lined with Gobelins
t->i:l",o::.4'1t-'1"'ipJ':t . Thornton. Seventeenth-Century Interior Design, p.282.
a
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893 - Ogden Codman Edgemere, Newport, R.J. (1896- 7)
Metcalf, pIt. 22, pg.125. 894 - French, 18th century,

Fontainebleau, Salle

a Manger,

Wharton/Cadman, pit LI.

at Fontainebleau, features a fountain, which could have
easily graced a garden, and toward the end of the century,
when Salle a Manger was common terminology, Ledoux' Pavillon
de Louveciennes for Madame du Barry, accentuated the monumental
dining room illustrated in figure 645. Entered directly
from the pavilion's peristyle porch, this space was served
by an adjoining Buffet of substantial proportions and looked
directly through the entrance to the gardens beyond.

895 & 896 - Pineau, Rothschild & decorators Waddesdon, Dining Room, BUK 20-C-4 & BUK 20-C-5,

© National Trust.

In the same vein, Waddesdon's Dining Room overlooks
extensive gardens and the large Fountain of Triton and
Nereids by Giuliano Mozani (d.1735) ;491 it enjoys as well (as
does the juxtaposed Breakfast Room) a verdant view of the
Conservatory in all seasons. The Dining Room's Rococo
chimney-piece features complementary putti candelabra - in
a similar stance to Mentmore's bronze-termed chimney-piece which nearly could be fountain features themselves.
Remaindered from Baron Meyer's acquisition of Pineau's
trumeaux from the de villars Galerie, five of these reinforce
the Rococo theme on otherwise simply detailed panelling of
Grigio Rosea Zonato and Sicilian marble. 492 Four trumeaux,
featuring the triangular paintings after Reni, surmount
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console tables remarkably evocative of those in the
original gallery (figure 569), as are the buffets flanking
the chimney-piece.
Except for these historicized gestures the Dining
Room's decoration is uniquely its own, and one that 1S
designed with extraordinary sensitivity. As a case in point,
one need only observe the manner in which the cove bridges
walls and ceiling. Bold white cartouches extend the ceiling
downward as exacting faux renditions of the Grigio marble
panels continue the planes of the walls into a realm which
is normally only a generic suggestion of the decorations
below.
What is accomplished is to the writer's mind,
Waddesdon's most elegant "modern" space. Planned appropriate
to its historical stance - with all its elements both
architectural and applied carefully balanced and proportioned
- where no element stands alone and no colour or fabric is
discernable apart from its context - the Dining Room reaches
beyond revival to historicity.
Although Waddesdon's house
guide describes the Fountain
Bedroom as having "fine Louis xv
panelling", it is unclear as of
this writing if the boiseries are
original or reproduction.
In any
event, both this room and the
Portico Bedroom (Louis XVI with
decorations picked white on a blue/
grey field - figure 899) would
qualify as two early examples of
what Stephen Calloway refers to as
the "Old French Look" (page 335a) ,
and were to become in the decades
to follow, the decorative foundation upon which Ogden Codman and a
few other decorators with taste
897 - Jackson & Sons? et al Waddesdon, Fountain Bedroom, BUK 20-C-25, © National Trust.
898 & 899 - Jackson & Sons? et al Waddesdon, Portico Bedroom, BUK 20-C-26, © National Trust.
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based their practices. It should come as no surprise that
this ethic was a favourite approach to bedrooms, boudoirs,
ballr~om~ and the o~c~sional drawing-room - now significantly
all w1th1n the fem1n1ne sphere. Again deference should be
paid to Ferdinand de Rothschild, who not only produced
England's premier French chateau, but decorated it with an
almost textbook array of the great seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury styles of the ancien regime. Whether Waddesdon was
pivotal in the popularization of correct French historicism
in England is, as Ferdinand implies, conjectural, but so too
is his impression of other Rothschild establishments:
From the fall of the old regime in France until the
beginning of the Second Empire the style of decoration
of French houses of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries was condemned or ignored. In England, the
early Italian, the Queen Anne or no style, had long
been preferred; pictures, cabinets and china of all
periods being usually placed against a damask or plain
background. It was lavish or simple, often its merits
were great, but the decoration was never 'French'. In
France the style of the decoration remained French, but
it was a bastard nineteenth-century style, graceless
and tasteless, borrowing hardly a single feature from
its predecessors. Whether it is to the credit of my
family or not may be a matter of opinion, but the fact
remains that they first revived the decoration of the
eighteenth century in its purity, reconstructing their
rooms out of old material, reproducing them as they had
been during the reigns of the Louis. 493
Clearly Ferdinand is extending his own perfectionist
attitudes to the Rothschilds in general; and as clearly, his
impression of their contribution to French historicism is
inaccurate - certainly as it applied to the English branch.
What can hardly be contradicted however, is that Waddesdon
was one if not the first in a trend toward exacting reproductions of historical models (or French-inspired English
interiors of extraordinary taste) in the final decades of
the nineteenth-century. Whether this would have been a
natural occurrence within a plutocracy now secure enough in
its history and social position to refine its image, or the
specific result of the very well-connected Ferdinand's
pointing the way, is difficult to assess; but after
Waddesdon - as England approached her zenith of wealth and
power - a subtle reiteration of French design sought to
recapture the discretion of eighteenth-century sensibility,
however adapted to twentieth-century prerequisites for
comfort and convenience. Decorative concepts not only
became simpler and more refined - in almost the same vein
as Holland's Adamitic tailoring - but the cluttered Victorian
paraphernalia so typical of Rothschild drawing-rooms,
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900 - Decorator unknown No.41 Grosvenor Square, Westminster pub.Lib. Series 1926, Bedford Lemere
28692. 901 - Keeble & Co. No. 41 Grosvenor Square, Bedford Lemere 28694.

largely gave way to less profuse, but still informal
arrangements of mobile furnishings and objets d'art.
The turn of the century redecoration of a Grosvenor
Square ballroom dramatically illustrates this change in taste,
as does King Edward VII's makeover of Buckingham Palace.
Although the original structure at No.41 Grosvenor Square
(c.1727) was rebuilt by George Devey (1883-6) for shipowner,
Charles Henry Wilson (later First Baron Nunburnholme), its
almost entirely gilt, type-Louis XV Ballroom certainly did
not benefit from the architect's input in what appears to be
a revived, almost grotesque rendering of Louis Quatorze design.
Eventually it was perhaps the amusement of his guests which
induced Wilson to bring in Keeble Ltd. a to recreate - retaining
the original architectural envelope and parqueted flooring a more sedate Louis XIV evocation.
Francis Henry Keeblerirst appeared in the Post Office London Directories
in 1864, where he advertis~dhimself asa cabinet-maker. at No.12a Archer
St' Great Windmill St. W. . Four years lat-err he reloc~ted to No •.9 Rupert
St., Haymarket where he remained until the 20th .century. By 1904 Francis
may have died, for the firm/ now noted for fine antique furniture and period
style deco#ation of the highe~t~alit.y ,war:J advertised briefly as Keeble
Brothers ,withthree of the s:a:me (Alfred Herbert and Arthur) having
relQcatedt:o No.l0Qarlisle · St. } Soho Square
The firm had incorporated
the year previous under the Companies Acts1862-.f9()o ., and was thereafter
knownaaKeeble Ltd. Although Keehle Ltd. remained at the Carlisle St.
add1;essuntil 1936, the Keeble hrothers'and other stockholders' interests
were liquida.tedas of the company' 13> "Final Winding-up Meeting" 5 April
1916. No peoords appear to exist of their successors who, twenty years
lat~rl moved~i.J.ptownn into a fine town house at No.34 Grosvenor Street.
This address had been reconstructed by Cubitt & Co~ under George Devey, at
appl:'oxim.~~~l.y the. saq'le time as wilson's Grosvenor Square project; but
l::'equil::'ingamore oommercial frontage, Keebles altered the structure by
inserting a huge shop window which covered all three bays of the entrance
faQ~q~.Thesewererepl~eed by three sash windows aligned with those of
the upperstoriee (1976-7) long after Keebles had vacated the premises.
By 1950, Keebleswere following the typical trek to oblivion - first at
No.4 AQ.dl~Y' Square.~ with offices at No.11 Down St., (continued)
a
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When Edward VII finally came to the throne, the one
person who had contained him had now vanished from the
scene. With Victoria's death, her fun-loving son, who had
enjoyed his princedom in pursuit of sport, beautiful women,
and a seemingly endless round of country house parties,
brought the talents of an experienced bon vivant to the
throne - he enjoyed being the monarch. A stark contrast to
Victoria, who following Albert's death in 1861 lived mainly
at Windsor, Edward was relaxed, accessible and urbane.
Although he knew he was no connoisseur in the artistic
sense, he also knew what pleased him, and over the short
period of his reign, he involved himself personally in the
"modernization" of Buckingham Palace, which had grown dusty
from neglect, and from Edward's viewpoint, stylistically
outdated. "Get this tomb cleaned Up"494 summoned teams of
workmen to gut and refurbish the royal apartments, whilst
Edward brought in Sir Lionel Cust of the National Portrait
Gallery, to clean and rehang the palace's paintings collection.
Cust subsequently wrote a book about his experiences, giving
this observation of the king:
[He] liked to supervise everything himself, enjoying
nothing so much in the intervals of leisure as sitting
in a roomful of workmen and giving directions in person.
"Offer it up," [meaning put the picture up on the wall]
he would say, "and I will come to see," and when he
came he said 'Yes' or 'No' at once. It was no use
asking him to suggest this or that, as he had little
imagination, though a quick trained eye and instinct
for what was right and what pleased him. "I do not know
much about Arrt," he would say with the characteristic
rolling of his r's, "but I think I known something
abou t Arr - r - angemen t ." 495
Edward VII accomplished much more than arrangement.
Having cleaned house of the palace's museum-like collections
and Albert-memorialized interiors, he removed almost all
evidence of the previous regime's Gothic and Italianate
taste, which extended to the complete resurfacing in 1912 of
Blore's crumbling Caen stone fa9ades of the palace's East
Wing (1847-50) with a distinct evocation of eighteenth-century
French civic architecture. The writer has inferred a possible
reference for Sir Aston Webb's design as being Gabriel's
Place Louis XV (Pages 213-4, footnote a), but another source
(minus its mansard room) might also be the great architect's
1744 Bourse at Bordeaux (figure 904). Although, one does
(continued) then ten years later, dispensing with the Down St. address.
By 1970 theywereadvertiaedas interior deoorators at No.20 Welbeck St and
Bingfield St.( and ten years later still (1980) had relocated to No.13
Walton st. The firm went out of business in 1986. Kelley's POLD 1853-1990;
CallowaYt p.142; Survey of Landon, Vol.XLJ Part II, pp.42i survey, of Landon,
Vol.XXXIX, pp.41, 151-2; PRO, ~Keeble Ltd
29 Dec.1903 to 5 Aprll 1916;
w~stminster Pub. Lib. Box C138 Gros.Sq. to C138 Hobart st.
U
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902 -.Edward Blore Buckingham Palace East Wing (1847-50) Nash, pg.51. 903 - Aston Webb
Buckmgham Palace resurfaced East Wing (1912) writer's photo. 904 - Ange-Jaques Gabriel Bourse,
Bordeaux (c. 1744), Tadgell,jig.147.

not particularly associate
Edward himself, or the
Edwardian period per se as
being consumed with French
taste, the man who almost
singlehandedly accomplished
Entente Cordiale, was a lifelong Francophile,496 an intimate
of the Rothschilds and their circle, and whilst prince of
Wales, had provided Alexandra with two ~fashionable" Second
Empire cum Louis XIV-XVI interiors at Sandringham. a

905 & 906 - H.& J. Cooper under Edis? Sandringham, Drawing-Room, Country Life, June 7, 1902, pgs.
725 & 723.
The exact date these rooms were decorated has not been discovered by the
writer.
Sandringham was bought by the prince of Wales in 1861-2, the year
before his marriage to Alexandra. Seven years later the house was almost
entirely rebuilt by an obscure architect, Albert Jenkins Humbert (1822-77),
who seems to have found favour with the royal family - building as well the
m~~\.;tsol~um for Prince Albert, at Frogmore (1862-8). In 1883, (continued)
a
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907 - H.& J. Cooper under Edis? Sandringham,
Small Drawing-Room, Sir Robin A1ackworth-Young
(Sandringham), pg.5.

It might therefore have been
anticipated that the palace's
ballroom be cleansed of James
Pennethorne's 1853-5 polychrome
extravaganza with a wash of
white and gold.
A dense, Roman-scrolled
balustrade, defined Nash's Louis
XIV split-flight Grand Staircase
- whose model may have come from
Constant d'Ivry's Escalier
d'honneur at the Palais-Royal
(figures 54 & 393, pages 52 &
268), but more in the reduced
scale of his earlier (1744)
project at hotel d'Evreux (Elysee
- figure 910). Had this staircase led directly to Edward VII's Ballroom, all would have
been of a piece with Charles Carrick Allom's transformation.

908 - John Nash Buckingham Palace, Grand Staircase (c. 1830) Nash, face-pg. 40.
90-.9. _ 'erre Constant D'Ivry Palais-Royal, Escalier d'honneur (c. 1765) BaritoulFoussard, pg.138.

(continued) , the disti,ngti;l.,~h$d , ~:rGh,l;t~ctr Col. Robert Will i am Edis (18391927) - to become kriownas one of the h~ade-rs of the \'Queen Anne " revival was brought in for t'el?at ~$T alte,rat.iohs and the addition of a s ha llow
vaulted ballroom of no real architectural merit . An admire r o f architects
such as ShawtWaterhouse Burges and Webb , and the decorato r s , Morris & Co.
and CraCet it would see-m unlikely the oarton pierr e Fr e n ch work at
t

Sandringham would have been carried out under his d i re c tion unless it were
his clients' prerogative. Still, in his published " Cantor" lectures of
ISBO entitled Decoration and Furniture of Town House s, his condemnation of
I
features such as ... (Ian enormous glass ove r the miser ab ly ugly mantelpiece,
;~ ~ ~~111 mArA ennrmous aold frame , with b i ts of cas t plaster (continued )
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Only the crimson canopy, beneath
which George V and Queen Mary
were seated at the Delhi Durbar
in 1911, has been added to a
Frenchified statement of
pedimented doorways, tapestries
and ~il de breuf windows - the
latter replacing much larger
rectangular fenestration, which
alternated with Nicola Consoni's
Raphaelesque paintings of the
,
H
497
All'
.. I
.
910 - D Ivry Hotel d'Evreux, Staircase (1744)
ours.
om s orlglna estlmate BaritoulFoussard, pg.JOO.
of £8,145.04.05 for work, which in addition to the Ballroom,
also included substantial renovations to the East Gallery
and Supper Room (with some minor alterations to the Bow
Drawing Room) 498 was a gift considering the extent of the
work; and Edward returned it by appointing him official
decorator to the royal family. (Edward's son enhanced this
in 1913 with a knighthood following Allom's further work
in the palace and at Windsor Castle (page 103, footnote a.)a
(continued) ornament, also gilt, stuck on like bats and rats on a barn
door and, like them, showingsigIls of decay ... n .# allows that l\~ in French
ceilings we find manygracefulenrichJnents, especially those designed by Le
Potre (sic], fr0tnh,im Inig() Jones probably took many of his ideas and
thoughts; afterwards Vanbxugh and Gibbs followed with work of a similar
character ... H • If Sandringham's French interiors were indeed done under
Edis,the d~corators might have been H. & J ~ :; Cooper (Henry Robert & John)
whose firmf~stab:Lished c.1843, Were advertising byappt. to HRH the
Prinoess of Wales two year$afterEdis'sBallroom addition~ (In 1904, the
Coopers - who were typical of most mUlti-faceted decoration firms - were
advertising themselves as art deoorators « designers by Royal Warrant to
th~Que611Alexandra( at .• ;~ •. ~ 9 & 10. Gt. Puletney St., with a factory at 13
Lexington St.W., but by 1909 they had disapp~ared from the POLDs. Kelley/s
POLD 1840-1910;Ware,p.$7; Edis, pp.15 t18,73; Girouard, Historic Houses ...
I

••

p.35;Millar'l?~95.

The knighthood was bestowed¢n Allom when he was 48 , and at the height of
his career. Given Edward's nudge, he was as successful in America as at
home. It is most likely that Allom came to the king's attention via one of
Edward's most intimate financial advisors, Sir Ernest Cassel, who had hired
the decorator for renovations at his newly acquired Brook House, Park Lane
(pg. 324, ftnt ..a). For two years Allam transformed Lord Tweedmouth's former
residence withal:>out SOX) tons of marble, to the extent that the mansion ' s
six kitchens were said to have been covered in it. Allom created a grand
gla$s-domed staircase, hall and gallery, itself supported by twenty-foothigh Corinthian. columns. (It was dubbed the "Giants Lavatory" by friends
of Cassel's granddaughter, Edwina.) The outer hall was veneered in a rare
blue Ontario marble - popularly believed to be lapis luzuli - and featured
portrait$of Cassel c:lndE.dwc:lrd VII. The only glitch in the proceedings
occurred · when Brook House'S new owner discovered tllatallthe treads of his
grand staircase were not of the specified single piece of stone, and declinedpayment. Word eventually reached the Palace of what would have been
a disaster for /t.he. then forty-year-old Allam, and with his characteristic
tact and kindliness, Edward waited until Cassel was away from London, to
inspect the site. The king subsequently telegraphed his friend, 'Staircase
perfect. Don't alter ~single stone.t,the decorator was paid and his long
and successful careerwa.s launched. Allom was one of the favoured. decorators
of · world. . renown art dealer and periodic decorator, Joseph Duveen, son of
Sir Joseph Joel Duveen (1843-1908), who had decorated Westminster Abbey for
Edward'$ 1902 coronation, and received his knighthood from (continued)
a
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911 - White Allom & Co. Buckingham Palace, Ballroom
redecoration (1907) Nash, face-pg. 41.
912 & 913 James Pennethorne Buckingham Palace, Ballroom
(1853-5), Watercolour (1856) by Louis Haghe, Ames, jig 47, facepg110, Adair, dtl.jig34, pg175.
(continued) the king in 1908.
Joseph
subsequently received the same honour in 1919 r
was made a baronet in 1927, and raised to the
peerage r six years before his death in 1939, as
First Baron Duveen of Millbank.
A Concise
~ictionary of National Biography} oxford
University Press, Vol.I (Oxford-1992) pp.870-1i
aher f pp.41-5; Behrman,. p.9.
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The First International School

In the years preceeding and following the First World
War, some of the finest expressions of architecture in England
manifested Robert Kerr's espousal of French Classicism (page
236), which not only produced Buckingham Palace's East Wing
renovations and some of London's other notable buildings,
but nearly transformed Grosvenor Square into a Parisian
place de ville. Concurrently there was an influx of new to
old money occurring by way of a bevy of American heiresses
(and a few notable male expatriates, such as William Waldorf
Astor) ,a who not only enriched the coffers of many old
family estates, but brought America's Beaux-Arts architectural
ethic with them. b
a

A chatty resume of these aristocratic daughters of America's super

rich, has been published by Gail MacColl and Carol McD. Wallace. Entitled
To Marry an English Lord, it catalogues primarily two generations of turnof-the-century belles, whose families had arrived at the pinnacle of
American society - and as if needing another collectible, thought a foreign
title would provide the ultimate family trophy to establish their social
rank at home. Although Americans had been welcomed into French society
from the days of Napoleon III, English titles carried the most weight especially dukedoms, as there were fewer of those. Easily the richest and
most beautiful of these heiresses was Consuelo Vanderbilt, whose exposure to
Beaux-Arts influence, via Richard Morris Hunt, undoubtedly induced the three
French-decorated Staterooms at Blenheim Palace, and the appointment of
Achille Duchene for subsequent Marlborough projects at Blenheim and in
London - and in France under her own name (Balsan).
Most notable of the
others (who were not however particularly French-inspired) were Jenny
Jerome (daughter of Leonard Jerome, New York), Lady Randolph Churchill and
mother of the famous prime minister, and Mary Victoria Leiter (daughter of
Levi Leiter, Washington, D.C. - fortune derived from Marshall Field & Co.,
Chicago - formerly Field & Leiter) who as wife of George Nathaniel Curzon,
1st Baron and then 1st Marquess CUrzon of Kedleston, became vicereine of
India, the second-highest-ranking woman in the British Empire after the
queen. W.W. Astor (1848-1919) emigrated to England as the result of a tiff
over whether his wife Mary should succeed the Mrs. Astor (Caroline) as
queen of New York (and Newport) society, and established the English branch
of the Astor family into which Nancy Langhorne Shaw (of Virginia) married,
and subsequently became the first woman elected to Parliament. MacColl/McD.
Wallace pp .117 t 337 i 340; Nicolson, N., Mary Curzon, Harper & Row (New York1977)passim; Peacock, Virginia Tatnal .. Famous American Belles of the Nineteenth Century, J.B. Lippincott (Philadelphia-1900)pp.239-256, 264-287;
Montgomery-Massingberd, pp.115-6; Gates, J~D., The Astor Family, Doubleday
& Co. (New York-1981) pp. 79,186-8; Collis, M., Nancy Astor, E. P. Dutton (New
York-1960)p.69; Balsan, 134,204,236; Thorndike, p.53i Vanderbilt, p.149.
b
A case for the early French Influence on American architecture is
authoritatively stated by Roger Kennedy in Orders from France. Kennedy
focuses on late eighteenth-century developments and the work of remembered
architects such as the English-born Benjamin LaTrohe (1762-1820) and Thomas
Jefferson, who was directly exposed to French Neo-Classical design during
his 1884-9 residency in Paris.
(During the first year of Jefferson's stay,
he assisted John Adams and Benjamin Franklin, America's minister to France,
in negotiating treaties with foreign governments. He succeeded Franklin as
minister in 1885.)
Using Nimes' Maison Carree as a model, Jefferson
collaborated with Clerisseau (pgs.9-12) to produce Virginia's first State
Capitol, and upon his return home, remodelled his own ~ount~ es~ate,
Monticello (1796-1808) with French models in mind (Mont~cello s r~~bed dome
is based somewhat on that of Paris's Halle aux BleB (pg.201b), wh~ch
Jefferson assessed as "the most superb thing on earth!") .
American architectural training in the formal sense, ~s sol~dly
based on the educational format of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, (cont~nued)
0

0
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Americans, who romantically think of their homeland as
the "melting pot of the world" are largely referring to its
blue-collar working force, as any elementary school primer
will describe a society based solidly on its English-styled
government and anglo-saxon principles of conduct. In the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, industrial
wealth had created a nouveau aristocracy far more exclusive
and regimented - often ridiculously so - than any English
aristocratic model - but significantly without the single
ingredient upon which English society had been based since
time began - a monarch. Notwithstanding the Enlightenment
values upon which the nation had been formed, several grandames,
whose hauteur was largely (but not exclusively) based upon
their husband's fortune, took it upon themselves to establish
a social hierarchy - comparable to Victorian downstairs
regimentation - whose ultimate purpose was to exclude those
of their own ilk not yet "arrived". Although Boston,
Washington D.C. and Philadelphia had their own precedences,
New York was the nation's only metropolis; and it was here
that the "game" was played most earnestly, and its uncrowned
queen reigned over an anointed four hundred - whose numbers
were determined by the capacity of her ballroom.a The
"Queen of the Golden Age" 499 was not Grace Wil son Vanderbil t ,
who in 1945, closed forever the door of the last of four
great Fifth Avenue mansions which the Vanderbilt's occupied
from Fifty-First Street to Fifty-Eighth. c (following page) It was
Caroline Webster Schermerhorn Astor (the Mrs. Astor), who
ruled society - first from her headquarters on Thirty-fourth
Street, and after 1895, from a double mansion she shared
with her son (John Jacob Astor IV - who went down on the
Titanic) 500 at Fifth Avenue and sixty-fifth Street. Built in
(continued) with its first protagonist being the highly influential R.M.
Hunt (atelier, Hector Martin Lefuel, Ecole, 1846-1852). Hunt returned to
America in 1855, and two years later opened an atelier of his own. Among
his students were George Browne Post, William Robert Ware, Frank Furness
and Henry Van Brunti and within a scant ten years, many faculties of
America's budding architectural schools began to be populated by those who
had either followed Hunt's example, were members of ateliers of those who
had, or were transplanted French graduates of the great Parisian academy.
America's most prominent architects of the era were all Beaux-Arts graduates,
and topping the list were Hunt ; Henry Hobson Richardson (atelier, JulesLouis Andre Ecole 1860-5) Charles Follen McKim of McKim, Mead & White
(atelier Pierre-G~rome-Honore Daumet, Ecole, 1867-70) (McKim was a friend
of two E~glish graduates of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts! R. Phene Spiers and
Henry Florence.), Thomas Hastings (ateliers, Andre and.La~oux) and Jo~n
Merven Carrere (ateliers Victor Robert, Laisne and Gl.nal.n). The fl.rm,
Carrere and Hastings, was on a par with McKim, Mead and White as ~ne of
America S most celebrated. Kennedy, pp .449-50. Encyclopaedia Bri tannl.ca,
1942, vol.12, p.988; McCormick, pp.191-9i Noffsinger, pp.4,S, 11, 15:16,
19-20, 24, 30; Baker, Paul R., Richard Morris Hunt, MIT Press (Cambr1dge1980)passim; Roth, Leland M., McKim, Mead & White Architects, Thames &
I

Hudson (London-1984) passim.
a
The four hundred figure was explained by Ward McAllister, Caroline
Astor/e resident court chamberlain: "When you get above that number you
get into people who do not feel at ease in a ballroom or make others feel
not at ease H • Thorndike, p.52; Gates, 87-8.
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914 - Richard Morris Hunt Astor A1ansion, 5th & 65th, New York
(1893-6) Baker,jig.91, pg.347. 915- Hunt, KarlBitteretal Astor
Jvfansion, New York, Vestibule and Staircase Hall, Thorndike, p.55.

916 - Charles B. Atwood under Herter Bros.
Vanderbilt Mansion, 640Fifth Avenue, New York
(18 79~ 1881) Vanderbilt face~pg.128. 917 - Atwood
& Hunt Three Vanderbilt 5th Avenue Mansions,
New York, Patterson, pg.93. 918- Geo.rge Brown
Post VanderbiltMansion, 5th Avertue between 57th
& 58th, New York,(fWo phases, 1879 & 1892)
Patterson, p. 277. '

The architect of the
double mansions at Nos. 640 & 650
(1879-83) Fifth Avenuew-as probably
Charles B. Atwood (1849-1895), who
had been employed by Herter Brothers
at the time. Although not given
credit by his employers, the building
permit bears the names of Atwood and John Butler Snook, contractor, who was
hired to superintend the works.
(Atwood obviously received credit from his
contemporariesr as ten years later his Palace of Fine Arts became one of
the most prominent structures of the Columbian Exhibition - fig. 925)
The paired mansions were built by William Henry Vanderbilt (son of the famous
\\Commodore it ) and his family, but two-thirds of their. $2,000,000+ cost was
lavished on No.640. When she departed this last survivor of "Vanderbilt
Row/II Grace was the widow of Cornelius III, William Henry's grandson. With
its interiors desigried by the famous Herter brothers (pgs.324-5), a drawingroom ceiling and cove painted by Galland, and Mrs. Vanderbilt's bedroom by
Allard of Paris (pgs. 413-41 422) the mansion had been wedged into its
corner at 5th and 51st street by the relentless spread of high-rise development, which had relegated hermother-fn-law's (Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt II)
block-long mansion (by Hunt protege, George Brown Post) between 57th & 58th
to a similar isolation. Croffut, pp.156-162i Patterson, pp.76-93i Maher,
p.269; Lewis et aI, p.114, rves, p.83.
--- ---- - - - ----..,
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919 - Hunt Vanderbilt Mansion, 660 5th Avenue, New York (1879-82) Baker, fig. 63, pg.2 7-:.
920 - Carver unknown Portrait Pinnacle of Hunt from 660 5th Avenue, Baker, fig. 65, pg.280.

the French Renaissance style of Henry II, this was R.M.
Hunt's second Fifth Avenue chateau, following one (1879-82 concurrent with Waddesdon's construction) for the Commodore's
grandson, William Kissim Vanderbilt - which was designed
primarily to launch his wife Alva into the upper crust.
Mrs. Astor's commissioning of Hunt (1828-95), was affirmation
enough of Alva's (and her architect's) success,a but also
heralded society's imminent delight with French Renaissance
architecture and decoration. An inspiration to many of
America's professional elite,b the Vanderbilt mansion spawned
a generation of "chateauesque" abodes, which began to appear
not only in the nation's major cities, but in somewhat more
generic settings, represented at least one of the favoured
styles for summer retreats - specifically Newport, Rhode
Island, the most exclusive of them all. SOl
What was certainly as significant an occurrence as
French revivalist architecture in the domestic realm, was
America's now mature expression of Beaux-Arts classicism,
~. . .

Alva's entrance into high society was apparently more a symptom of
Caroline Astor's relaxing the '400' rule thane.. selectivity which would
have neces$a:t:ily removed . . ~ •. standing Arcadian. Her Hunt-designed mansion
was equipped with a ballroom whose capacity held three times that number.
Platt r p.30; Baker, p.34$.
b
Author Paul R.Baker describes the effect: "CharlesF. McKim recalled
that he used to like to stroll past the mansion in the evening after finishing
hi$ work of the daYI saying that he was refreshed just by looking at it.
Montgomery Schuyler [judged] that Hunt had found "his proper and congenial
architectural environment H in this house. The critic Royal Cortissoz
[found the house] . . lta tour de forc.e •.. a lyric inspiration. . .. an isolated
triumph of lightness and vivacious beauty . . . . It stands alone in all
America, for that matter.if A critic known as "J.A.Sn found the house "a
wonderfulrscholarlYt exquisite, and original piece of work . . . . the finest
work. of architecture in thisdountry.n Baker, pp.286-7, Patterson, p.123.
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921 - Columbian Exposition 1873 The Grand Basin, A4cKim, Meade & White, Agriculture Bldg. (left);
George B. Post, Manufactures & Liberal Arts Bldg. (right); RM Hunt, Administration Bldg. (centre), Jves,
photo 70. 922 - Hunt Columbian Exposition, Administration Building, Ives, photo 1. 923 - Burnham et aL
Columbian Exposition, Court ofHonor, Engineering Bldg. Peabody & Stearns, Drexler, p.473.

which had made its international
debut not in the nation's metropolis,
but in Carl Sandburg's "Hog Butcher
for the World/ Tool Maker, Stacker
of Wheat/ Player with Railroads and
the Nation's Freight Handleri/
Stormy, husky, brawling/ City of
the Big Shoulders." - Chicago. 502
In 1893, a city which had burnt to
the ground twenty-two years before,
observed the four hundredth anniversary
of Columbus's arrival in the New
World, with an exposition celebrating
America's romantic vision of "The
924 - Daniel Burnham et al. Columbian
Exposition Master plan, Drexler, p. ·ro.
Dream City" and its Beaux-Arts
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ideals. a Largely the brainchild of Chicago architect
Daniel H. Burnhamb and his
partner, John Wellborn Root
(who did not live to see it
completed), the buildings
occupying centre stage were
all by New York architects,
with that by Hunt - the
undeniable doyen of American 925 - C. B. Atwood The Palace of Fine Arts,
architecture - welcoming under Columbian Exposition (1893) Applebaum, pg. 7-:'.
a golden dome (reminiscent of Brunelleschi's Duomo (Florence
1420-36) & Hardouln-Mansart's Eglise de l'hopital des Invalides
(Paris, 1677-1706) minus their cupolas), the exposition's
twenty-one million-plus visitors,503 who arrived largely by train.
One month after the Exposition opened, Hunt received a gold
medal from the Royal Institute of British Architects; and
elaborating on his declaration, "We consider this work as an
object lesson to the United States - to our government.", he
accepted his award in London with these comments:
. . . .

I

We were perfectly well aware that, properly speaking,
iron construction and glass and tiles were the proper
materials to use in such buildings. But had that problem
ever been satisfactorily solved? In my opinion, none
of the World's Fairs had had the monumental look about
them that they should have. Furthermore, we insisted
that if the problem could not be satisfactorily solved
in the city of Paris, ... would it not be foolish and
useless for us ... to undertake it? ... Thus why should
not we take advantage here of the very one thing needed
in America and give a monumental character to the principal
buildings? 504
Clearly the exposition was intended to be as much a
display of architecture as the industry of nations, and as
clearly Beaux-Arts-trained American architects had made
their point well beyond the shores of Lake Michigan.
Marion Shaw a correspondant from The Argus t Fargo, North Dakota wrote a
series of articles on the many exhibits, with this accolade: " ... its
magnificent and noble palaces of marble whiteness adorned with the best
that th.$nineteenth century can produce of bold relief and graceful sculpture,
form a never-to-be forgotten vision of beauty
It is probably no coincidence
that l<atharineLeeBateswrote America1s unofficial anthem in 1893 including
the lines". . Thine alabaster cities gleam+ •••• From sea to shining sea! R
Geyer, G.A. I World 1 $ Fair Notes, A Woman Journalist Views Chicago's 1893
CQlumbian Exposition Pogo Press (Washington D.C.-1992)p.73i Bates,
a

J

1

l

"America the Beautiful"
b
In.1907 Burl'l.ham<wQuld consult with English architect Robert Frank
Atkinson (1871""1923) on anew Oxford Street emporium (compl.1909) for
Arnerio~n meroh~nt, Gordon Selfridge. The partnership combined British
expertise (Waring & Gillow, oxford St. 1901-6) with American (Marshall
Field's, 1902 _ ChicagotGimbel's, 1903 - Milwaukee & Wanamaker's, 1903 Chioago) producing one of London's finest expressions of Beaux-Arts
architecture. Gray, pp.70~1, 95; Talmadge, p.205j Hines, 291, 380.
- - - - - --

------
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926 - Henri Deglane, Albert Louvet & A.-E.-T. Thomas Grand Palais & Charles Girault P t O
t? l
P
Ex
190
, eI a aIS,
ar~s posItion
0, Drexler pg.454. 927 & 928 - Victor Laloux Gare du Quay d 'Orsay (1898-1900)
Pans, Drexler, p.460 & Jenger pg. 340
0

0

O.

Seven years later, Paris responded with an exposition, which
not only decreed the source of Hunt's sensibilities, but
convincingly built its three most spectacular (ironconstructed) buildings (including Laloux' Orsay hotel and
station) to be permanent additions to the French capital.
French artists and architects who visited the Columbian
Exposition, seem characteristically to have been less interested
in a display of their own ethic - ostensibly a collection of
the familiar concours for a Grand Prix de Rome - than they
were in Chicago's burgeoning high-rises, and the fair's one
major departure from Beaux-Arts ideal, Louis Sullivan's
Transportation Building. 50s (But that is another subject
entirely - still an indication of a predictable delight the
twentieth-century French would have with I.M. Pei's steeland-qlass pyramidal addition to the Louvre.) The French
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929 - IIA Display of French Furniture" Manufactures Bldg., Columbian Exposition,
/ves, photo 79.

exhibit for interior decoration, was anything but progressive.
A retrospective of their three great Louis Styles, the
offering mirrored precisely what their decorators were
exporting to an international constituency, with wealthy
Americans being the most avid buyers of them all. For
examples of the best, a return to Hunt and the Vanderbilts
is warranted.
The architectural dean of his generation, Hunt was the
author of the most spectacular Vanderbilt homes, which in
addition to the Fifth Avenue property, also included the
"cottages", Marble House (1889-1892), Newport and The Breakers (1893-5), also at Newport, for Willie K's older brother
Cornelius. None were cottages in any sense, but least so
was the immense Biltmore (1889-1895), which Hunt built in
Asheville, North Carolina, for the youngest Vanderbilt
brother, George.

930 - Hunt The Breakers (1893-5), Newport,
Gannon, pg.ll. 931 - Hunt Biltmore (188995), Ashville, Patterson, pg.168.

It was at Marble House that
a young (and wife-shopping)

,110

..,.~

932 - Hunt Marble House (1889-92),
Newport, Gannon, pg.69. 933 - Hunt et al

Marble House, Gothic Room, Gannon, pg. 76.

ninth duke of Marlborough proposed to Alva's daughter
Consuelo in the summer of 1895,506 and the captured prize not
only fulfilled her mother's dreams of glory, but, Consuelo
notwithstanding, improved and has substantially sustained
Blenheim Palace to this day.a Although the mansion's Gothic
Library was the actual scene of Marlborough's offer of marriage,
the medieval theme (architectural) ended there, with Alva
and Hunt's French panache present in all the principal
interiors. Accepting Alva was the dominant half of her
marriage, the lavish interiors included the chatelaine's
Bedroom and Sitting Room. High fences had prevented a view

934 - Jules AUard et Fils under Hunt Marble House, A. Vanderbilt's bedroom, © Preservation Society of
Newport County. 935 -AUard under Hunt Marble House, A. Vanderbilt's Sitting Room, Benway, pg.42.
a

W~K. Vanderbilt reputedly settled on his daughter, $2,500,000 (500 , 000

at the . then exchange of 5 to 1) in B€!ech Creek Railway stock (with a
guaranteed minimum annual yield of 4% or £20,000 . In addition, the couple
had access to the very generous Vanderbilt's further donations, which
included repairs and improvements to Blenheim palace, and an approximate
£500(000 for their Curzon St. hotel, Sunderland House (to be discussed).
For 1990 inflated values, a good gueSS would be to multiply the figures by
33. MacColl/W'allac8, pp.166; Patterson( p.150j Montgomery-Mas s ingberd,p.116.
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of an edifice sheathed entirely in Sicilian marble; and when
the barricades came down, the gentle citizens of Newport,
who had waited four years for the debut, were not disappointed with a mansion, the eleven million-dollar507 (nine
million for interior decoration) cost of which likely
represented the most expensive square footage of its day.
The marble had been shipped from Europe to a special warehouse
in Newport Harbour, where Italian stonecutters prepared it
for installation, and if one were not dazzled by the fa9ade,
any reservations would have evaporated upon entering through
its wrought iron and bronze entrance doors. The doors were
part of a screen which, measuring twenty-five feet four
inches wide and sixteen feet high, extended nearly the entire width of the Entrance Vestibule. The design of the
screen, which featured Versailles motifs, was described by
Hunt as "the finest piece of work in this character ever
turned out in the United States", 508 and to underscore his
pride in its workmanship, he allowed the screen to be displayed at its foundry, before delivery to Marble House. 509
Weighing ten tons (the doors being about one and one-half
tons each), it was also the heaviest.

936 - John Williams Foundry under Hunt Marble

House, entrance screen, gannon, fig.i, pg.73.
937 - Hunt & Allard - Marble House, Staircase Hall,
Gannon, pg. 72.

Including the floor and
stair soffits, the Vestibule,
Staircase and Hall are entirely
sheathed in gold Sienna marble brought from a quarry near
Montagnola,510 wi th the French-made staircase ba~ uS,trade
echoing the motifs of the entrance grille. The prlnclpal
rooms of the ground floor are all accessed directly from,the
Stair Hall much as are arranged even the humblest of Amerlcan
two-store~ dwellings. To the east of the v~stibule one
enters the Dining Room, which furthers the LOU1S XIV th~me;
for those who might need a stylistic reminder, the "Sun Klng"
himself observes the proceedings from his place of honour
above the chimney-piece. Lined in dark pink Numidian marble
from western Algeria - which extends to the cornice and ,carved,
masked consoles - the marble in faux rendition, contlnues
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938 & 939 - Hunt & Allard - Marble HOllse, Dining Room & ceiling detail, Gannon, pgs.74 & 75.

into the ceiling borders, as seen at Waddesdon (figures 895
& 896). The dining table chairs of this room are of bronze,
and so heavy that a footman was required to assist each
diner to and from table.
Directly across the Hall appears an equally extravagant
Louis XIV interpretation (following page). with panellings
possibly carved by Hunt protege, Karl Bitter,a and life-sized
bronzes of the "Passage of Time" (Youth and Age) supporting
candelabra - with corresponding putti torcheres by Allard,
the Ballroom was almost entirely gilt - and may have been an
inspiration for Consuelo's future memoir "The Glitter and
the Gold", as she could have had no better an architectural
reference to America's "Gilded Age". Although there are
apparently no records within the Marlborough or Vanderbilt
papers to identify the decorators of Blenheim Palace's three
Bitter {1868-1915)
immigrated to America
at age 21, with litt ..•.
more than a pack of
sculptor'S tools. For
one who had studied at
the school of Art and
IndUstry in Vienna and
worked in the Imperial
Academy of Fine Arts,
his talents must have
been prodigious at a
940 - Hunt atul Bitter Administration Bldg, Columbian Exposition
very early age. In
addition to his sculp"'"
with sculptural groups of "The FourElements 941- Bitter "The
tural additions to
Glorification afWar", App/ebaum, jigs. 13 & 14.
Hunt's Administration Building (below), Bitt~r alspcreated the Ghibertistyled bronze doors <tor~ew York's Trinity Church (Broadway at Wall St.)
and the female terms in Caroline Astor's Grand Staircase Hall (fig. 915) both under Hunt
For Hunt pupil, G.B. Post, Bitter carved a marble frieze
in the central court of Henry Huntington's Fifth Avenue palace (1889-93).
From the Columbian Exhibition, Bitter went on to become director of Sculpture
at the Buffalo (1901) and st. Louis (1904) expositions. Shaw, M., p.73;
Baker, pp.346, 358 373-4; Maher, p.281i Appelbaum, pp.15, 19i Benway,
p.38.
H

•
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942 - Hunt & Allard - Marble House, Ballroom,
Gannon, pg. 71. 943 - Artist unknown (School

of Tinteretto) - Marble House, Ballroom ceiling
painting, © PSNC.

French Staterooms (c.1897)
and Consuelo gives no clues,a
5ll. a
good guess might give
the credit to Jules Allard
et Fils, whose first American
commission was for Consuelo's
grandmother (Mrs. William H.
Vanderbilt's boudoir at 640
Fifth Avenue)b and who had been involved in two of the
future duchess's childhood residences and other Vanderbilt
homes both in New York and Newport. Also as it happens,
Allard had established a London branch of their firm, which
was active during the period Blenheim's refurbishments were
accompl i shed.
C

No references exist in the Marlborough papers at the British Library
Manuscript~ection or the National Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.,
the New York Historical Society, nor Vanderbilt University, Washington and
Naahville/Tennesse~.
Thanks to Michael Sims, Special Collections, University
Archives, The Jean and Alexander Heard Library, Vanderbilt University.
b
The writer has no re.a $onto doubt
Maher, pg. 57, but should Allard have
indeed been involved, their input
must have been a small one, as the
Boudoir's interior - a somewhat
papery Arts &: Cra.fts style - was
typiqal of the Herter Brothers'
work. Figure 944 is from Lewis et
al (fig.124 t pg.121) and demon:;
strates
comparing Hunt's and
Allard's work fol:;' the Vanderbilts a
mere 15 years later . ~ howdramatically NeW York taste had changed.
Jules Allard is probably the same
944 -Herter & AII,n ra
ebeniste who continuously upscaled
640 5th Avenue (c.J880)
his Parisian business first from
l11Paubourg Saint-Martin in 1832 from 2 rue de la Fidelite in 1837, from
9S rue du Faubourg-du-Temple in 1839, to his final location at No. 46,
wbere he remained from 1850 to 1860. In 1860, he was succeeded by his two
sons, Georges and Fernand, who moved the premises to No.50, rue du Faubourgdu . . Xemple.
Allard opened his New York office in 1885 in partnership
with Eugine Prignot, where the branch was known as Allard & Sons and
Prignot. Parisian decorator, Lucien Alavoine (et Cie) opened his own New
York office 8 years later, and began in the late 1890s to (continued)
a

f
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945 & 946 - Allard? Blenheim Palace, First Stateroom (decorated c.1897), portrait of the
ninth duchess by Carolus Duran (c. 1896) © Duke ofMarlborough, 1988.
(continued) participate~ith Allard in
their large American
commissions r first
for Hunt at Marble
947 - Allard stamp- LedouxHouse and The Breakers,
Lebard, p.4. 948 ~ Lucien
and subsequently for
Alavoine et Cie Elevation
Phil adelphi aarchi teet
(c. 1905) Calloway, jig,91,
Horace Trutnbauer (pg.
pg.88.
42 Oa), at The Elms
(pg. 420) and Cnetwode, also at Newport
(c.1900{ for H. Storrs Wells - destroyed by
fire). Alavoine served as the subcont ractor
who would ship Allard's interiors from Paris, and re-assemble them on site.
In 1905, Alavoine bought out Allard's business and inventory in both Paris
and New York.
The elevation by Alavoine (fig. 948) displays an elaborate
drapery whose colours are picked out (perhaps in Verni~Martin) in the
pigments decorating the wall mouldings - illustrating a typically extreme
interest en suite design
It would not have been surprising to have seen
furniture corresponding to both the fabric and wall finishes.
Allard and Sons first appeared in the London Commercial Directories
in 1890, advertising themselves at 162 Regent St., as interior decorators
and suppliers of~artistic furniture".
Two years later they had relocated
9 Buckingham St Pr Strand, and aftep five years moved again to 17 Grove
By 1900 they had closed
With only a ten-year stay~ Allard obviously
,..,. ..... c,,~t success in England. The only English commission the
or at Cllveaen, (contlnuea

ALLAR.D

948 - Altarde! Fils C/iveden, the French Dining Room (c. 1897) National Trust B UK 07 C-8.
949 ... Allard Clive den, Drawing-Room (c, J893) Cornforth, Search for Style, fig. 129, pg.153.
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In any event, what was accomplished at Blenheim - accepting
the historic fabric was already there - was modestly done
when one considers the turn-of-the-century world of the
Vanderbilts: Not to be outdone by his younger brother,
Cornelius II (titular head of the family) not only expanded
his residence, (1892) in answer to Hunt's Fifth-Avenue chateau,
but checkmated Alva's marble mansion in Newport with one
over twice the size (twice the size of Halton as well and
constructed in the same period of time) . The peerless Hunt
was again called in, and with the architect, Allard and
Parisian designer Richard-Hermann-Antoine Bouwens van der
Boijen,a accomplishing the principal interiors, a young
(continued) Bucks.. Astor acquired the estate from the Duke of Westminster
in 1893, and from then until 1906 made radical alterations both to the
house and gardens. Cliveden had two dining rooms facing its great garden
parterre, and both were decorated by Allard et Fils. The smaller of the
two received Pineau's boiseries and chimney-piece from the Chateau
d/Asinieres (fig. 948), with console tables and dining chairs lacquered and
gilded to match, and Charles Barry's windows were treated with Rococo
frames, which compliment the interior but are a disconcertingly incongruous
elements within Clivedon's Italian Renaissance fac;:ade. The French decorations
of the larger Dining Room (which appears more a drawing-room) were swept
away (c.19Q6) by Nancy Astor, when the room was converted to a \'Georgian
library, Alavoine has never appeared in the POLDs. Ledoux-Lebard, Denise,
Les Ebenistes Parisiens, leurs ~uvres et leurs Marques, 1795-1870, F. de
Noble (Paris-1965)p.4; Gates, pp.179, 206; Maher, pp.51,57; Kelley's POLOs;
no author, Cliveden (guide), The National Trust, BAS Printers (OverWallop1978)pp.35-6; writer's visit to Cliveden.
a
Hunt would have known of Bouwens through his father William-Oscar-Wilfred
(1834-1907), who had been a fellow student at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
Although the Dutch emigre (a pupil of Labrouate and Vaudoyer) was admitted
in 1852, Hunt was still in Paris, working on the Visconti/Lefuel additions
to the Louvre until 1855. Les Architectes eleves de l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts
records both father and son (who collaborated on the Parisian Credit Lyon)
citing Richard as a pupil of Daumet. Amongst William's projects are listed
work for A. (Alphonse?) Rothschild {Paris} and "Stern et Burns" (London).
"Stern fl may refer to Baron Herbert de Stern, whose London residence was
located at No.26 Prince's Gate. with the only known credit (Bedford
Lemere) given to decorator Herbert Hanks (39 Berners St. - Hanks' firm
appears in the POLDs from 1889 until 1964), the French-decorated interiors
were photographed in December, 1893 and again in June, 1894 (BL series
12672-4 & 12752-4 & 12760). Bouwens's work for Walter Hayes Burns refers
to the combined (1890-1) Nos.69 & 71 Brook Street, home of the Savile Club
s~nce t ,heir move ,in 1927 from N.M. Rothschild's
IfI
Plec.. adlll y . manSlO~. (P..g. 248. ). . Burns was J. P.
Ib-=;
~:~~:: ::fF~--( ---;~
Morgan's brother-ln-law( and dlrected J.S.
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American financier. Here a panelled front
staircase with a wrought iron and bronze
balustrade - similar in style and context to
Rothschild's at No.5 Hamilton Place (fig.757)
- leads to a pair of drawing-rooms, functioning
today as the club's dining roomS. These
apartments I separated by a screen of fleur-dep@che Corinthian columns, are lined with
beautifully carved and gilt cupboards and
950 - William-Oscar-Wilfred Bouwen.s
boiseries - so expertly executed they would
van do Boijen 69-71 Brook Street
be convincing period work, were it not for
(Savi/e Club), first floor plan (J 890their hybrid combination of styles. Within
91) A-Staircase, B-Drawing-Room,
a generally Rococo atmosphere, the first
Drawing-Room's Louis XIV Corinthian (continued) C-Drawing-Room, D-Ballroom.
U
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(continued) pilasters, combine NeoClassical trophies,
and Rococo motifs(
very much in the
satTle stance as
those Benjamin
Wyatt arranged for
the Elizabeth
Saloon (figs. 166
& 168) and detail
of the Joyeauj
Poi sat decorations
for 148 Piccadilly
951 & 952 -Bouwens. Savile Club, Drawing-Room (now Dining Room) &
( f ig ~ 541). The
boiserie detail, writer's photos.
fibrous plaster panellings for the
adjacent Bi;illroomare Regence cum
Rococo with a Neo-Claslicalfrieze
surmounted by a coved ceiling
painted with what is assumed to have
been Louis XVI themes (the panels
are now in shades of blUe with gilt
accents)
The most unusual element
is Bouwens's Grand Staircase at the
room's north end. Here ina rather
Bavarian rendition of Emmanuel Here's
Staircase from the Hotel de Ville,
Nancy (which Stanford White, of McKim, 953, 954 & 955 - Bouwens Savile Club, Ballroom
~ead & White, repeated almost
and boiserie details, writer'sphotos.
verbatim at Rosecliff,
Newport), access to the
ground floor apartments
and courtyard behind,
unites the interfors
into one grand venue for
entertainment. BakertPP'
58 - 62; The Builder Obit
(W' ~ Bouwens)
Sept. 28(
1907 f p.343; The Register
of Members of the Incorporated Institute of British Decorators, Founded 1899,
(Hanks) No. 178 (Fellow), V&A Blythe Rd~, Londoni Bedford Lemere Day Books, NMRi
Survey of London, Vol XL.c Pt.rI r pp.30 ,:, 2; Aslet, C., "Billiards on Sundays",
Country Life, Vol CLXX, Nov.2, 19f3l., pp.1622-4; Bakerj P.R., Stanny, The Gilded
Life of Stanford Whlte, Collier Macmillan (London-1989)pp.296-9.
t

I

956 _ Bouwens Savile Club, Ballroom Grand Staircase, Survey ofLondon, Vol ..LLU:r, fig.b, pg..J2.
957 _ Emmanuel Here & Jean Lamour Hotel de Ville, Nancy (1752-5), Staircase, Wharton/Cadman.
pit.XXXI. 958 - Stan/ordWltite RoseclijJ, Newport(1897. . 1902) Grand Staircase, Gannon, pg.66.
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Ogden Codman, was enlisted to
do most of the private - and
less spectacular - firstfloor apartments (figure 719) .
To concentrate on Allard's
work, views of The Breakers'
Second Empire Dining Room,
Music Room and Morning Room
demonstrate three of the most
theatrical "domestic" interiors
to exist anywhere.
Nonchalantly breaking
bread in Cornelius's Dining
Room, must have required an
exercise in cognitive denial,
coupled perhaps with an
unsettling expectation that
the space might be instantly
invaded by a throng from the
Paris Opera. Briefly, the
room, forty-two by fiftyeight feet, rises two full
stories to a ceiling painting
entitled Aurora at Dawn. The

959-AliardunderHunt TheBreakers,Newport
(l893-5)DiningRoom,Patterson,pg.2 ..

area is encircled by twelve monolithic columns of red
alabaster surmounted by gilded bronze Corinthian capitals,
supporting an elaborate gilded entablature from which the
vaults of the ceiling are sprung. Here are seated lifesized Michelangelesque figures framing elaborately grilled
reil de breuf windows - all within a setting so ornate that
Aurora is relegated to roughly the same insignificance as
would have been food on the table.
The interior was designed by
Bouwens and executed by Allard,
who also collaborated on two
other great rooms at The Breakers:
The Music Room or Grand
Salon, is to its colour scheme a
variation of Ferrieres' Salon
Bleu (page 307). Its walls feature
chimney-pieces and surrounds in
French campan blue marble, with
blue-grey painted pilasters and
free-standing or barely attached
columns in the Ionic Order - all
evoking French Renaissance design.
But whereas Ferrieres' beamed and
consoled ceiling is more true to
its Louis XIII reference, The
Breakers' design features a huge
central section addressing Hunt 's 960-R-H.-A.BouwensvanderBoijenunder
bow and painted with a symmetrical Hunt The Breakers, Grcmd Salon, Gcmnon, pg.19
I

-l18

961 - R.-H.-A. Bouwens van der Boijen under Hunt The Breakers, Grand Salon. Gannon. pg.J9

design, compensates for its lack of an opposing bow, with
elaborately rendered spandrels. Although the beginnings of
this English-inspired decoration have been seen in
eighteenth-century France with Belanger et al (figures 357,
358, 578), the Music Room's design, with its grisaille renderings of Music, Harmony, Song and Melody, is typical of
late Second Empire revivalistic work as applauded and
promoted by Cesar Dalya (who was in many ways successor to

962 - Louis Rey under Hallier Restaurant. 24 Passages des 'Prince-s. Paris. 96~ Alphons~'U'-~-

Dressing Room ceiling. Hotel Neuilly. 964 - Ouri. small drawing-room. ~~use In_ London.
965 _ Charles Joseph Lamiere decorative panel. Jervis from Daly (c. J8 / ') pits. , J8, 3, 9.
a

Dalv (1811~1894) was bor n in Verdun, the son of an Irish (continuea)
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Walpole's friend, Mariette - page 55a)
The adjacent Morning Room, with a
mutated version of the Music Room's
chimney-piece, is square in plan,
providing the ideal geometry for its
painted canopy - literally presented
as such - in muted shades of ochre
and blue. Its grisaille detailing
is echoed in the female figures of
the wall panels, which are painted
on a fond of silver leaf similar to
C.-J. Lameire's design in figure 965.
Both of these interiors were
constructed in Paris, dismantled ,
shipped to Newport, and reassembled
on site; and like the Dining Room,
they go well beyond domestic
environment. But certainly that
966- R..-H.-A. Bouwens van der Boijen
was apropos to much of Newport's
under
Hunt The Breakers, }JJming Room,
extravagance, and here, the game
Patterson, pg.158.
of keeping up appearances was won hands-down - by America's richest family. Needless to say,
neither Marble House nor The Breakers was within the indicative French presentation either in America or France, where
(continued)officer and
French mother. The first
14 years of his life were
spent in England, where
he studied drawi ng. At
age 16 he entered the
Deuai Ecole polytechnique,
whe re the following year
his draughtsmanshipearned
him a first prize. In
967 &968 George Aitcheson 15 Berkeley Sq., London, 'Front
1831 he entered the
DrawingRoom'for~ . Lehmann, esq. & MzssLehmann 'sBoudoir',
atelier Jacques +Felix
RJBA Drgs. Coil. Z2513/5 & Z25/3/4.
Duban (1797-1870 .. Grand Prix de Rome , 1823) and resulting from this association was also connected to another Grand Prix (1824) winner, PierreFran<;ois-Henri Labrouste (1801-75) - who as seen was Bouwens Sr./s master.
Duban
and Labrous
concentration on Classical and Renaissance themes
influenced the young designerJ who waS appointed diocesan architect of
Albi in 1843 . The restoration of Albi Cathedral brought Daly the Legion
d'Honneur in 1861 , which amongst the many citations Daly received during
his careet'l recognised anindiviq;ual of exceptional talents. Daly's greatest
fame came not as an architect but as an architectural critic and historian.
He founde d in 1839 the Revue g enerale de 1 ' architec ture et destravaux
publics, to which he contributed until four years before his death. The
Revue was quickly acceptedc:i~f France's principal forum for its normally
heated debate on the future of architecture, and became internationally
read, much as :W~re England's The Illustrated London News, and The Builder.
A prodigious writer, Daly's major books were a series of massive illustrated volumes for the use of practising architects. They included a fourvolume recueil ent.itled Motifs historiques d archi tecture et de sculpture
d'ornement (1869 - 8(J) and the two~volume Decorations interieures peints,
from which the above illustrations are taken. A supreme example of the
High Victorian man oft;.he mid-century, the influence of Daly can be seen in
many English decorative schemes
certainlY those of the talented RIBA
President and Gold Medalist, George Aitcheson jr. (1625-1910 - figs. 843-4
and above) . Jervis, S., Interior Designs of the 19th Century, pp. 3-8.
T
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most - even those who might afford it - were some h t
"
,
w a apart
from New York
s
hlerarchlcal
competitions
One
"
.
suc h was
Edward J~llUS Berwlnd, whose Philadelphia-based family firm
was Amerlca's largest supplier of bituminous coal t th
h
'
0
e
"
na t lon s merc ant marlne, with interests as well in st
h'
'I
earns lpS,
ral roads and docks.
(as with Ferrieres, his Newport
"cottage" wa~ connected by underground railroad to a kitchen
located a Clty block away.)
Although his architect would
follow Hunt as America's premier palace builder, Horace
Trumbauer (1868-1938)a was young (thirty-one years) and
unknown when Berwind commissioned The Elms in 1899. Three
years and about 1.4 million dollars later, what many regard
as an improvement
on Jacques HardouinMansart de Levy's
(Comte de Sagonne)
chateau d'Asnieres
( 1 751)

a

(following page)

appeared in Newport,
with not only the
decorations supplied by Allard
(wi th Alavoine) ,
but the internal
planning as well.
It can be understood, that the
relatively inexperienced Trumbauer's

969 - Horace Trumbauer The Elms, Newport (1899-1901) Garden

Front, writer's photo.

Throughout his highly succes~:eul 46-year career, Trumbauer received
little commendation from his colleagues, and unlike Hunt, McKim Meade &
White, Carrire and Hastings, Burnham, etc.~ is comparatively dbscure in
the telling of architectural history. Humble beginnings and professional
jealousy were probably the two greatest factors influencing the fact .that
in spite of his professional st~ture, he was not elected to membership in
the American Institute of Architects until 8 years before his death - a
deliberate affront which disturbed him greatly. Trumbauer was born in
Philadelphia, the son of working-Class Germans, attended public school
until the age of 16, at which time he entered a local architectural firm.
In 1892, at age 24, he was on his own. Obviously never a member of the
"Beaux-Arts" clique, he became successful through his knowledge of historical
styles l an extraordinary dexterity with proportion, subtletnassing and
coordinative detailing, and an~qualtalent in attracting large commissions
from the weal thy.
Clients ..received the added bonus of an expertly run firm,
known for its efficiency and high standard of professionalism. Including
The Elms, Trumbauer built seven Newport "cottages", within a repertoire
which included apartment buildings r libraries, churches, factories, museums
(including the Philadelphia Museu~of Art), banks, auditoria, theatres,
hospitals, a penitentiary (San Juan)~ schools and both campi of Duke
University, Durham, North Carolina, Evidencing those who respected his work,
and owed a great deal to his energies, his pallbearers included Sir Arthur
Duveeo, London, and Andre Calhian of Pari$. The definitive work on this
architect has yet to be written. Tatman, S~L. & Moss, R.W., Biographical
Dictionary of Philadelphia Architects, 1790-1930, G.K. Hall ,& Co. {Boston1985)pp.799 .... 80 i Maher, p.48; Withey Das Amerikanische Haus (L'Architecture
aux Etats-Unis) Griibner!Payot (Paris-1920)pp.607-8; The Evening Public
r'l=>t1rJ':Ar. Philadelphia, Sept. 20, . 1938.
a
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pivotal commission would rely heavily on expert counsel, but
going well beyond Alva Vanderbilt's medallion to Hunt at
Marble House, the decorators were allowed to mount a huge
carved marble plaque over the Berwind's Ballroom entrance,
proclaiming the work of "J. Allard et sesfils". 512 What the
Vanderbilts accomplished in ostentation, Berwind attained
with some of the most refined interiors of the age (following page). In spite of a typically Edwardian potpourri of
styles - including a Venetian-styled Dining Room - The Elms'
interiors are largely in harmony with its overall Rococo
presentation, and include an exquisite Entrance Vestibule
and split Grand Staircase edged in white Brescia marble,
with corresponding monolithic columns and pilasters adorned
in gilt bronze. Its Drawing-Room and Ballroom display all
the grace and subtlety of the
Rococo style, and are amongst
.
the finest examples of period reproduction to be found anywhere.
(It is to the credit of the Preservation Society of
Newport County, that in 1961 this mansion narrowly escaped
the wrecker's ball.)

970 & 971- Hardouin-Mansart de Levy (de Sagonne)
d'Asnieres (1751) upper storey
fafade detail, Von Kainein,jig.l ]9, pg.106 & The Elustrated London News, Aug.li , 1855, pg.192.
Architects, Hardouin-Mansart de Levy (b.1700) and de Jouy were both
grandsons of the more historically prominent Jules ~ardouin-Mansar:; and in
addition to afAsnieree (which is more maieon de pla~sance than chateau) de
Levy's works include the beautiful Couvent des dames de Saint-Chaumont
(1734) and the Cathedrale de Versailles. (Saint Louis - ..1743-54). On both
the cathedral and d'Aenieres the archit~ct relyed on his highly respected
friend and colleague, Nicolas Pineau (specifically fig. 948). One reason
the American architectural establishment may have disdained Trumbauer may
have been the architect's casual ability to lift verbatim whole elements
from>historical mode
- but one could make the same observation of most
revivalists including Destail~eur atWaddesdon, with no serious, concern for
their lack of originality.
In addition to the replacement of 1ts c~ntral
cartouche with a well~proportioned pediment (which. observing dIAsr:~eresl
decorations for an evening fete, even the French might have app:ec1ated~
there is a great deal of original design in Trumbauer'sadaptat1on of h~s
French model to iff::! Newport site, including an elegant 3-bay entr~ce wh1ch
allowed a like number of c~rriages tod.isemba:Lk their occupants s1mult~
neously. Ward, p.399; Von Kalnein, pp.l03, 198, 112, 12~; G~llet, Par~s .
Domestic Architecture t pp.24,48i Perouse de Mentclos, H~sto~re ... , p.306,
a

I

Benway, p.62.
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972 & 973 Allard under Trumhauer The Elms,
Vestibule and Staircase, PSNC 201 & 203.

974 & 975 Allard under Trumhauer The Elms, Ballroom & Drawing-Room, Gannon pgs. 38 & 42.

Sunderland House
These then were but a
few adornments of Consuelo
Vanderbilt's gilded (and
centrally heated) world, from
which she departed in 1896 for
the cold corridors of Blenheim
Palace. 513 The marriage had been
forced upon the eighteen-yearold duchess, and was difficult
from the start; but it would
not have taken a clairvoyant
to have predicted that.
Consuelo was educated, trilingual, travelled, urbane,
beautiful and tall in stature
- prepared by God and governesses for her ascension.
The
duke was pompous, provincial,
bigoted, ill-tempered, and
shorter than his wife - a
circumstance cleverly concealed 976 - Giovanni Boldini Consuelo, Ninth Duchess
by Sargent in his official
o/Marlborough (1906) Calloway,jig.]2./, pg.113.
family portrait of 1905 - painted after Consuelo had dutifully produced Uthe heir and the spare".
The marriage
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survived for one more year
and in 1906, a Deed of Separation was issued, whereupon
Consuelo took up residence at
Sunderland House, the couple's
Mayfair h8tel.5~ She herself
described how London's last
private palace came to be:
When my husband embarked
on a political career it
seemed advisable to have
a permanent establishment
in London rather than to
lease a different house
every year.
I only had
to mention our wish for
my father to promise its
fulfilment.
Unable to
find a building to suit
us, we acquired one of
the rare real estate
977 - John Singer Sargent 'The nineth Duke and
Duchess ofMarlborough with their Sons the Marquess
sites in the market.
of
Blandford and Lord lvor Spencer-Churchill'
... There was a chapel on
(c. 1905) Patterson, pg. 2.
the site [Mayfair, or
Curzon Street chapel, 1731-dem. 1899], which in the
eyes of the superstitious it was considered unlucky to
demolish ... a Curzon Street was close to the slum known
as Shepherd's Market,b and we built a grey stone house
sixty feet wide and one hundred deep, linking the street
to the market. It was designed in the eighteenth-century
style by Achille Duchene, a French Architect, c folloeing page
Reginald Colby gives an account of the
chapell which would indicate demolishing it
might have been divine retribution. In the
18th cent.~ry this particular edifice had
been run strictly as a business proposition
by one Dr. Alexander Keith, a marriage
broker in holy orders. Offering whatw~re
known as "Fleet Marriages lr ; perfo:rmed without
licence, certificate of banns or consent
of parents, Keith, whose motto was "Happy's
the wooing that's not a long a ... doing"~
charged a guinea per ceremony . Some 700 of
these alliances were performed in 1742
978- Architect unknown .Mayfair Chapel
alone. A commercial adeptr in 1750 Keith
(J 731-dem.1899) Colby, jig. 22, face-pg.80.
managed to use his wifets embalmed corpse
as an advertisement (Daily Advertiser, Jan.23rd) . The clergyman was excommunicated by his superior, Dr ~ Trebeck ..of St. George's, whereupon Keith
retaliated by excommunicating Dr. Trebeck aswellCits the Bishop of the
Diocese. Colby, pp.69-73.
~ The area had nothing to do with sheep , but took its name from Edward
Shepherd a property developer, who laid out his market on the then waste
ground north of Piccadilly near Hyde Park Corner. A fair, granted by King
James III used to ·be held on the site of the market during the first two
weeks of May '" the "May FairH -l:lence Mayfair. Colby, p.16.
a
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979 & 980 Duchene Blenheim Palace, Italian

Garden (1908) & Water Terraces (compl. 1929)
Montgomery-massingberd, pp.146 & 147.

981 Duchene Shadow Lawn; /1928~9}peristyle colonnade & exedra, Maher, fig. V-25, pg,325
982 Hardhuin-Man$artl(ersailles, The Colonnade (1684) Perouse de Montcios, pg.182.
Achille was the son of Henry Duchene, French scholar/artist, who in the
final decades of the nineteenth century, led a campaign against the jardin
anglais r which had replaced many of the old; superb Renaissance gardens in
Europe.
Inspired by Louis XIV's great architecte paysagiBte~ Andr6 Le
Notre r Duchene devoted himself to the restoration of Classical French gardens
such as those byLe Notre at ChampsI Langeais, Chaumont-sur-Loire, Sully,
Villette, Breteuil and Vouzeron. His son and collaborator Achille r was
considered his father's equal in landscape design, but was also an architect
of considerable talent.
In addition to Sunderland House, the younger
Duchene also designed in London and at the American conclave at Eze on the
French Riviera, residences for Anna Gould (Countess Boni de Castellane,
then Duchess de Talleyrcmd~ Perigord), Mrs. James Speyer (pg. 526) Mrs. Potter
Palmer, Harriet (of the Pullman fortune) Carolan, Mrs~William K.
Vanderbilt Jr. (Consueloissister-in - law)/ Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt III
(Grace, pg. 403), Mrs. ogden Goelet/ whose sister May, had been one of
Consuelo'S bridesmaids; and became the eighth duchess of Roxburghe (Floors
Castle, Kelso) and another residence (Lo~.r Bueil) near Eze, for Consuelo and
her second husband, Lieutenant-colonel Jacques Balsan,
In the years between
the Wars and after the Marlboroughs' divorce (1921) f the duke continued to
receive Vanderbilt funds, which paid for the second (and much grander) phase
of improvements at Blenheim Palace.
Concurrent with the building of
Sunderland House, Duchene had restored (1900-10) Vanbrughfs 3-acre Great
Court with French granite-setts, and created a beautiful jardin d'honneur
(the "Italian Garden") on . the palace/s East Front.
He now returned to
create Blenheim's second . most spectacular landscape feature after Vanbrugh's
qreatbridge: the magnificent West Front water terraces, which (continued)
C
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983 -Achille Duchene with Romaine-Walker Sunderland House, Curzon St., London (1900dec. compl. c. 1907) writer's photo.

better known as the landscape gardener who, with his famous
father, had restored many of the ruined gardens of France
to their former glories. We had not yet decided on a name
for the house when, during a dinner at Marlborough House
one night, the Prince of Wales with a malicious smile
inquired, "What name are you giving your house - since you
cannot very well call it Marlborough House?" I ventured
Blandford or Sunderland House as other family names it
could bear, but he was not to be denied his bon mot or his
criticism for an ill-chosen site, and with a chuckle,
referring to one of John Duke's famous battles, he asked,
"Why not Malplaquet?"a 515
{continuedffeature twosphi~es bearing the likeness of another unhappy
duchess, Marlborough's second Americanwlfe, Gladys. During the same period
and in a less panoramic setting, Duchene under Horace Trumbauer, provided
Woolworth successor, Hubert Templeton Parson, a garden variation of HardouinMansart/s Colonnade Versailles (1684) at his mansion, Shadow Lawn, West End,
N'ew Jersey (1928-29-) Maher, pp.190-1,329,3S8,37 7 i Balsan,pp.14,203-4;
Montgomery-Massingberd, pp.127-32i Country Lite, Vol CLXIV, May 1S, 1978,
pp .1372-3; Innes-Smith, Rfl Floors Castle l Guide, Pilgrim Press (Derby1988) passim; writer's visit, Floors Castle.
a
The Battle of Malplaquet t September 11, 1709, known as the bloodiest of
the War of the Spanish Successi9n,was won by the prince of Savoy and the
duke of Marlborough over th$ French - to almost no result excepting the
loss of 20 000 allied soldiers' lives. At home the duke was called a
butcher, and in 1710 the Tories won a clear majority in the Commons, ousting
the Marlborough-led Whig government. Encyclopa!dia Britannica, 1942,
Vol.14, pp.732-3; Trager, J., The People's Chronology, Henry Holt & Co.
(New York-1992), political events, 1709, 1710.
1
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984 & 985 Duchene Sunderland House, part front fafade and Entrance detail, writer's photos.

,At an est~mated construction cost of £350,000 (with the
see~ng~y I?W fl.gu.re of £50,000 additional for decorations) ,516
~chene s fl.ve storey, six thousand square-foot hotel is faced
l.n :ortland,st?ne j ,and were it not for its areaways and
stal.rwells l.ndl.catl.ng a service basement, Sunderland House
would have been a convincing addition to Louis XVI's capital.
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986 & 987 Duchene Sunderland House, ground and first floor plans A-Vestubule, B-Inner Hall, C-

Smoking Room, (L-Lifts, smaller wrapped by service stairs) D-Stair Hall, F-Dining Room, E-Morning
Room, G-Drawing-Room, H-Great Gallery, I-library.

Entering through superbly carved oak entrance doors, the
visitor passed through an oval Vestibule to an Inner Hall of
Edith Wharton's prescription for the proper purgatorial
domain. These areas and the Staircase Hall beyond were paved
in Sicilian and rouge royale marble tilesja the staircase
was of grey marble with a chaste wrought-iron balustrade of
a similar character to eighteenth-century examples by
Except for Consuelo Vanderbilt's general descriptions and
Sunderland House'ss;ale brochur~, prepared by John D. Wood & Co. (23
Berkeley Square, London, dat$d 16 November, 1932 - which included
the photographs pres~ntedhere), no other records appear to exist
for this building. fam grateful to Mr. John Reed, Administrative
Manager of the National Westminster Bank PLC (whose West End Regional
Office presently occupies the premises) fo·r his interest, and careful
preservation of these documents.
a
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H. Germain? under Duchene - Sunderland House, Staircase Hall (c.l90l) courtesy,
J. Reed. 989 - Jean-Charles Delafosse, Hotel Delbarre, Paris (J 774) balustrade dtl.,
Gallet, fig.l34 990 Jacques-Denis Antoine Hotel Brochet de Saint Prest, Paris (J ':'74)
balustrade dtl., Gallet, fig.l3l.
988 -

Jacques-Denis Antoine
and Jean-Charles
Delafosse. Although the
London firm RomaineWalker & Jenkins a administrated the construction,
the decoration of
Sunderland House's major
interiors (and most
William HenryRomaine~Walker (1854-1940) was according to description an
lath~century man transported into the 19th and 20th centuries.
One who
might have appealed to the present prince of Wales, Romaine-Walker has been
quoted as having said, "When I enter a building designed in the so-called
modern manner, I always take off my hat. Not out of respect for the building,
but out of respect for my hat , I t Abhorring ostentation and vulgarity of any
kind, he created a Dickensian atmosphere of old world courtesy in both his
person and London office, where in spite of the invention of the typewriter,
letters were steadfastly written by hand - his own with a goose-quill pen!
His telephone remained unlisted lest it be thought of as a subtle advertisement.
Typical of most Edwardian architects of talent, Romaine-Walker
designed in several styles; but it must be said that French design was not
his forte if his drawing-rooms at Canford Manor,. Dorset (c .1888 - lavishly
Rococo) and Rhinefield t HanUs. (compl.1890 - Louis XVI cum Kent) are
indicative examples.
His double drawing-room for Robert Emmet at No.66
Grosvenor street (1913-14) employed boiseries provided by the Parisian firm
of Carlhian-Beaumetz (pg. 521-3) ,and would have been a concept (minus the
drapery) worthy of Henry Holland (following pg.). Throughout his long
career Romaine-Walker had three partners: Augustus W. M. Tanner (c.1880190b), Francis Besant (1900-11) and Gilbert W. Jenkins. Although Gray
gives an account of his career and various works, this was taken verbatim
from The Builder'S obit of May 17, 1940, including the naming of "Alphonse
Duchene" as architect of Sunderland House~ Romaine-Walker's best known
works were for the Duveens: extensions to the Tate Gallery (1909) for Joseph
senior, and his son's gallery at the British Museum (1937), (continued)
a
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likely much of the exterior)
was indubitably accomplished
by French craftsmen. Whilst
the walls and ceilings of the
ground-floor circulation
areas appeared as though they
were masonry, the material
was in fact textured stucco
(pierre stuc), jointed and
coursed to resemble the genuine
article. To the writer's
knowledge, this technique did 991- H. Germain under Mewes & Davis Luton Hoo,
not occur in English work prior (1903-7 remodl.) Salle d'Entre, writer's photo.
to this date and was first described in print under the
credits for Mewes & Davis's Royal Automobile Club, London517
(1908-11 - where its rendering is unconvincing, but this may
be the result of a redecoration). Preceding their RAC
project Mewes & Davis decorated (1904-7) two magnificent
spaces with the material (specified as stuc ton pierre dur
avec emploi de ciment fran<;ais No 2) 518 at Luton Hoo. Here
their alterations and additions for diamond millionaire, Sir
Julius Wernher, have deceived hundreds of museumgoers (and
some writers) into thinking the Entrance Hall and Grand
Staircase were actually of stone construction. Mewes &
Davis's subcontractor for both Luton Hoo and the RAC was one
H. Germain, 9 rue Fran90is-Bouvin, Paris, and as the technique
obviously required special skills, M Germain may possibly
have worked also for Duchene at Sunderland House.
Through folding doors, the duke's study (or Smoking
Room) was accessed directly from the Inner Hall. The room
had a caved ceiling with carved and gilt Louis XVI-style oak
boiseries, featuring floral ornaments. A coved ceiling was
also a feature of the circular Morning Room, situated directly
opposite the staircase, where the Louis XVI theme continued.
.-
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(continu~d) which houses the Elgin Marbles.

High Victorian
Canada, Ottawa
June 21, 1940,
2e3;Surv-ey. ox

Grey, pp.313-14; Jervis, S.,
Desigtl, Travelling exhibition for the National Gallery of
(V&A Museum.-.1974)pp.81-2; The Builder, May 17, p.582 and
p.723; .$urvey of London, Vol. XL, Part II, pp.52-3, 206,
LOlldon, Vol.
pp.2 23 ... ~4 6 .

..nx,
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992& 993 Henry Romaine-Walker Rhinejield, Small Drawing-Room 890) Bedford Lemere,
11218 & 66 Grosvenor $t"Double Drawing~Room, Survey o/London, Tlol. XL, fig· a , pg.15.
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Beyond this (and a small
servery with dumbwaiter
access to the basement kitchens)
appeared a magnificent Louis
XVI-styled Dining Room,
panelled in grey-streaked
Sicilian, campan vert and
rouge royal marbles, the
combination of which is the
typical format found in many
Louis XIV period interiors at
Versailles. a Although a some994 - decorator unknown under Duchene Sunderland
what similar combination
House, Morning Room, courtsey, J Reed.

995 - decorator unknown under Duchene Sunderland House, Dining Room, courtesy, J Reed.
996 - Robert de Cotte Versailles, Salon d'Hercule (1710-30) Van der Kemp, p.32.

of marbles with paired rouge royal pilasters is featured in
Robert de Cotte's Salon d'Hercule (1710-30) and elsewhere in
the palace, a clearer impression of the Dining Roam exists today
- again at Luton Hoo - where the marble combination is Sicilian,
campan melange and grigio zonato (Waddesdon - page 393) .
The view of the Dining Room
reveals a painfully askew
ceiling design, oriented to
the of£~centre placement of
the chiiliney-piece
As the
chimney flues had to be
organized between the windows
of the upper stories, this
placement is understood; but
as no successive floor plan
would have been compromised
by symmetrically placing the
fireplace at the opposite end
of the room, with the flues
rising internally, one may
wonder why such trouble was
997 - Georges Hoentschel (Maison Leys) under Mewa &?Javls
taken to compromise the
decoration of such an impor- Luton Hoo, Salle aManger, writer's photo.
tant and expensive interior.
a
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The three
first-floor apartments included a
Louis XVI Library
and Drawing-Room,
the latter of which
is illustrated here.
Both rooms were
elegantly decorated
in cream-white and
gold, with Sicilian
marble chimneypieces and oak
floors parqueted in
the well-known
Versailles pat tern; 998 - decorator unknown under Duchene Sunderland House, Drawingbut these paled into Room (after 1906) courtsey, J Reed.
casual examples of Mayfair chic when one considers the
splendid Great Gallery they flanked. A reduced version of
Louis XIV's mirrored hall (240 x 33 x 40 feet high) this 89
x 19 x 27 foot space would nonetheless have made an unforgettable impression. Although the marbles are not identified,
the paired columns surmounted by a heavy encrustation of
ormolu and gilt under a similarly sectioned ceiling must
have easily drawn parallels to Hardouin-Mansart's supreme
accomplishment at Versailles. When the Marlboroughs separated,
the first-floor rooms had yet to be decorated, and so it
was without any ducal input that Consuelo finished the house.

999 _ decorators unknown under Duchene Sunderland House, the Great Gallery (after 1906) courtesy:
J. Reed 1000 - Hardouin-Mansart, Le Brun, Coysevox et al Versailles, Galerie des Glaces (1680-84)
Ward, plt.306, pg.319.
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1001 - Hardouin-Mansart, Le Brun, Coysevox et al Versailles, Galerie des Glaces (1680-84)
Van der Kemp, pg. 68. 1002 - Antoine Coysevox Versailles, relief of Louis XIV, Salon de
Guerre (c. 1678) Van der Kemp, pg.64.

The architect wished to place bas-reliefs at either end
of the long gallery, and in a spirit of bravado, not
untinged with humour, I had one made of the Great Duke
and one of my great-grandfather, the Commodore, who
just one hundred years later founded my family's fortune. The shocked sardonic glances of my English
guests provided a certain relish as I realised what
their caustic comments must be; and when, in the numerous crusades undertaken on behalf of social reforms, I
stood on the platform with my back to John Duke and my
eyes on the Commodore, I wondered which of the two
would most radically have disapproved of my speeches. 519
Although oblong in form., one can imagine these reliefs as
being in a similar stance as Coysevox' superb carving of
Louis XIV in the Salon de Guerre.
In 1921, the Marlborough's divorce became final,
and Consuelo removed her belongings in order that the house be
sold - an event which finally occurred seven years later. a
In the "Conditions of Sale", dated 3 May 1928, only the duke
is mentioned, and so it is presumed that once again he
benefited from Vanderbilt beneficence. The Swan Pen and Ink
Co. became the new proprietor, and whilst keeping the
interior layout unaltered, the Ballroom became a showroom,
the Dining Room - the Board Room and the Morning Room
520
.
functioned as the company's Secretary's 0 f f 1ce.
Kelley'. POLDof 1925 lists Sunderland House as still being the
residence of Madame Balsan .
~
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Between 1933 and 1936, the GLC received proposals to use
the building for "Occasional or Temporary Music & Dancing" , 521
but apparently Sunderland House was spared these activities.
Having sheltered many souls from dirigible bombs during the
First World War, 522 the mansion sustained considerable
internal damage from the Germans' second attempt to obliterate
London. 523 Today the structure is listed Grade 2, but this
applies only to the exterior, as internally all areas excepting
the little Morning Room have been radically converted into
offices.
Oldway Mansion, Paignton

Consuelo's Great Gallery was not the only Louis XIV
mimesis to appear in England at the turn of the century,
when a second evocation of seventeenth-century grandeur was
created by an architect of sorts, with meticulous research
supporting its design and materials.
Where it appeared is
another matter, as even a casual inspection of Oldway would
discern not one house under one roof - depending on the
frontage addressed - but four! Of different characters and
scales, the various fa9ades orbit around this internal piece
de resistance, which, as one might conjure from an introductory
deluge of the senses, could be no less than a miniature
recreation of Versailles' lost Escalier des Ambassadeurs!
Three of Oldway's four fronts have been described as having
been inspired by French models, with the south elevation
(Garden Front)a being based on the design of "a small music
pavilion in the grounds of the Petit Trianon," (which likely
refers to Gabriel's Pavillon Fran9ais) and the monumental
Ionic colonnade of the eastern fa9ade facing the sea, as
having come from the Ministere de la Marin~24 (although the
writer sees no comparison). Only the west (rear) elevation

1003 & 1004 _ George Soudon Bridgman & Paris Singer 01dway Mansion, Paignton (remodJ. 1904--;)
South & East Fronts, East & North Fronts, Packe, cover
& Torquay Archives PO-886l. 1005 - A.-J. Gabriel
Versailles, Pavilion Fran9ais (1750) Connolly!lerbe, pg.107.

aOldway's extensi "fe gardens of Which
much remains ( included terraceS and part~rre$ along the entire south front, sunken
I

l<'lwns, an avenue of lime trees, a grotto
and lake. Although Joyce P¢lcke declares
these to be the work of '~M. Achille Duchene
~sic] , a famo~s French landscape artist)
~ho designed the gardens of (continued)
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in stone-dressed Kingsteignton brick remalo'ns
It
h"
una ered from
t e Palognton mans loon of American sewing machine
Isaac Merritt Singer. a
lonventor,

1006 - Bridgman The Wigwam, Paignton (1873-5) North & West Fronts, The Architect,
June 27th, 1874.

{continued} Blenheim Palace ... ", the

cat:alogueraisonneof Oldway's
Drawings and Plans, Central Library,
TorquaYt contains
drawings, 2 of
Which are stamped~Henri Duchesne,
f\rchitecte Pays<3.gi~te! 8 Ru§:de
BillyH. As indicated Henry Duchene
was the father and mentor of Achille,
and although the writer's research '
here is limited, it is possible that ~
Duchesne (a common French name) and !
Duchene (pronounced similarly) are r
one and the same. Packe ,~\Stories of "
Oldway", Torbay Borough Council
(Torguay-198 a) p. 15; Oldway Mansion 1007 - Henri Duchesne (Duchene?) Oldway, gardens
Archive s, drgs ; Tq3 0 }.31} 32 33
and parterre (c. 1907) Packe, pg.15.
Singer was an escapeefrompoth his homeland and France. The latter
resulting from the Franco- Prussian War of 1870,. but previously as a fugitive
from American justice. In addition to the first successful sewing machine,
Singer had invented the first m&chanical excavator as ~e~l, but his
creative skills were not confined merely to qevices. Having fathered two
chilqren by hi~ firetwife he entered into a bigamous second marriage,
which produced ten more; and duringt'his period a further six utterly
illegitimate Singers arrived into the world
When the mother of the ten
sued for alimony, Singer left for France, where he married once again and
produced yet another >~ixchildren. Paris Singer, a son from the last brood
and architect of Oldway, is not named after the Greek hero, but the location of hi$birth; and although it would be tempting to think this occurred
from an exhausting of preferred Christian names, Isaac Singerls brother,
Washington( had been named wi thin the same context. Brandon, R., Singer
and the Sewing Ma.chine, A Ca.pi talJst Romance, Barrie & Jenkins (London1977) p.18S; "Oldway Mansion and t}ieSinger Family" broshure, Barraclough
€It aI, Torbay Civic Society, (Torquay - 1988)npni Encyclop~dia Britannica,
1942, Vol.20, p.710.
I
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First dubbed "The Wigwam", the original house was built
(1873-5)
from the designs of local architect , Geo rge S ou d on
' .
Br1dgman by bU1lder, J. Matcham of Plymouth. Nearly comete , the m~nsion - in the style of a rather florid French
v11la - was 1n the hands of the decorators when Singer
died. 525 It th en rema1ne
. d w1th
.
executors until Paris came of
age and purchased it from the estate.
"The Wigwam" was
transformed into "Oldway Mansion" between 1904-7, and alth~ugh much of the original interior decoration is still
eV1dent, what may have been its most spectacular space - a
small theatre by Frank
= t t=~
-o
".,,:--=-.-=----=---. Ll.:-c~<;:""-=-",
a
Matcham - was unfortu~
nately swept away by the
internal remodellings.
Oldway's monumen-- ,
tality is enhanced by
the removal of its
original entrance
carriageway, which
allowed (as do many
Palladian structures
with stairs) an arrival
at the first floor leve l
or piano nobile. Thus,
in spite of an impressive ,
columned north front,
1008 - Paris Singer Oldway, First Floor Plan,
the visitor enters at the
A-Entrance (Below), B-Singer's Study, C-Upper Gallery,
lower level; and were this
D-Garden Front, E-Ballroom, green-original position of
accomplished with a small
((The Crowning of Josephine by Napoleon",
vestibule leading directly

P7

-

'\

Matcham (1854 - 1920), whose father was a Torquay brewery manager, may
possibly have been related to the builder of "The Wigwam". The young
architect was apprenticed to Bridgman (1868 - mid - 1870s), when his first
theatre design was completed for Singer. Shortly thereafter l he joined the
London practice of Jethro T, Robinson, consulting theatre architect to the
- Lord Chamberlain, and from this association went on to become the most
successful and prolific theatre architect of all time.
Although more than
100 theatre and music-hall plans have been identified as his work, Matcham
$c,co ) , archit e cts and surveyors, Strand, ' b elieved (in 1966) that their
founder had been responsible for between 200-250
such structures. His best-known London theatres
are the London Coliseum (1904 - now the English
National Opera) and the Palladium (1910
now The
London Palladium), The newly restored Richmond
Theatre, Surrey (1899) is typical of Matcham's
eXuberant Baroque style, which became character~
istic of theatres all over -the :World. Matcham,
as might be expected l is the first Victorian
theatre architect to have had a book written
about his life and work. Walker, BrianM., ed.,
a

Frank Matcham, Theatre Architecti . Blackstaff
Press (Belfast-1980) passim; ( RIBABiography file,
RIBA Library,London; Architects Journal, May 26,
1920, p.682i Gray, p.257; Illustration: Country
Life, Vol. CLXXXV 1 No.4 7 ,Nov .211 1991, P .106.

1009 .. Frank Matcham Richmond Theatre, Surrey (1899) Country
Life, Vol CLXXXV. No.47, Nov.21, 1991; pg.l06.
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to a grand staircase, as many Classical architects including
Wyatt have done, the effect would succeed. However, Paris
Singer's Escalier des Ambassadeurs is positioned in the centre
of the building, requiring one to walk through a progression
of low basement areas before the grand effect can take place.
To say one is unprepared for this apparition is understatement,
but once arrived, few can deny the impact of Oldway's
singularly superb architectural accomplishment.
As a full-scale model of Le Brun's masterpiece would
have required more than twice the volume afforded in
Singer's venue, the double ramps of the original are truncated by half. Still the detailing - including the pavement
marquetry - is authentically reproduced. A team of Italian
artisans a crafted rouge royale, campan vert and Sicilian

1010 _ M. Charles Arquinet Versailles, model ofEscalier des Ambassadeurs (original6y ran90lS
d'Orbay, Le Brun & Adam Van der Meulen, compl. 1678-dem. 1752) Van der Kemp, pg.19.
a

bas~d o~ th: r:~::r::e~e:~~~:d the
.LeedS(d~Ugh~er t~!b::~:;a!::g:e~ts to protect their 'work

DonaldF. Hoskin prepared

.a paper

Reginalq and Lady
craftsmen involved aswork1.ng l.n
E lish craftsmen would have been
methods' from being div;ulged. ~lth~ugh ~d Leeds's history would indicate
highly skilled in sc:agl:Lola app11cat~ons(
'Y
Hoskins "Paris E.
lt y.
'
.
..
largely
a
fore1gn
spec1a
,
marble pane 11 long was
central Library archives.
Singer ~ Oldway House", May 9, 1951, Torquay
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1011 & 1012 - Singer Oldway, Grand Staircase. 1013 - artists unknown Oldway, painted ceiling after
Escalier des Ambassadeurs, writer's photos.

marbles to form the geometries as they once appeared,
and highly polished bronze
balusters were installed to
enhance the stairway's rouge
royale balustrade - all in
faithful reproduction.
The
doors leading to the first
floor apartments are also
accurate copies. Where Le
Brun provided an enormous
lantern to light his staircase,
Singer, retaining the second
storey apartments of Bridgman's

1014 - Singer Oldway, Gallery and Colonnade.
writer's photo.
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mansion, had the advantage of electric light to illuminate
his vaulted ceiling. Here, again to the extent that it was
possible, the decoration recreates Le Brun's original
design; and to accomplish as precise a likeness as possible,
permission was obtained for scaffolding to be erected in
Versailles' Gallerie des Glaces in order that Singer's painter
might study the great designer's technique and colours. 526
The opulence of Oldway's Grand Staircase overpowers the
first floor apartments to which it leads, and present day
visitors might wonder why such a gesture was made for what
inevitably thwarts one's expectations for something even
more spectacular (as is certainly the case in Louis XIV's
palace). Today a gold-coloured drapery has replaced
Jacques-Louis David's enormous painting, Le Sacre de Napoleon (otherwise known as UThe Crowning of Josephine by
Napoleon") ,a which was not only the central feature of this
space, but the mansion itself. Without the painting, the
staircase loses its meaning, which was not designed as an
approach to other areas, but as the focus around which everything else revolved - an elaborate frame for Oldway's one
magnificent treasure.

1015 & 1016 _ Singer & J.-L. David OZaway, abstract o/Grand Staircase with the Da:'id restored to _
original position, photos, © Torbay Borough Council, painting altered from Palacios (DavId) plate 27, pg. -/).

This 30ft. x 18ft. painting was
prized by
Paris singer, that for safekeeping, it could b~
mechanically lowered into the basement, where It
rolled on a drum within a fireproof casin~. ,The
second of two nearly identical works, t~e ~aln~lng
included more than 150 portraits of dlgnltarl~s including Pope Pius VII - and was completed ~n
1822, a year after Napoleon's death. A~Cordlng
to Lady Leeds's te.lling, Napoleon (contlnued)
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1017 - Singer Oldway, Singer's Study, Torquay Archives.

Singer's study is entered directly from the Grand
Staircase. Here full-height fluted oak columns and pilasters
supporting cornice, frieze and domed ceiling evoke a
restrained, tasteful Second Empire design. The wall carvings,
a detail of which has been illustrated in figure 386, page
212 and below, are executed in carton pierre, with the ladies
of the overdoors of modelled plaster in the Baroque (Wrest
(continued) hadrej ected the first painting (1805-7) for various reasons,
but specifically because pius was depicted with his h~ds in his lap and a
grim expression on his face. The emperor had taken the pope prisoner in
order to .. pave him present at the coronation, but then refused to allow him
tg perform the ceremony, crowning himself and Josephine instead. The pope
then refused t:o bless the occasion, an historical fact Napoleon wished to
modify for posterity. As the finished painting could not be satisfactorily
altered with a smiling pope giving the blessing, the second was ordered but
was unfinished when Napoleon fell in 1815. David fled tol3russels, taking
it with him - eventually comple:ting the work there. Meanwhile, the first
picture )p.ad been cut up into several pieces by David's students and portraits Were painted on the backs of the fragments to disguise and therefore
preserve the original work from Restoration zealots. With the advent of
Napoleon III, the first painting was pieced together and hung in the Louvre,
where it is today + Anita Brookner gives a more accurate account of both
paintings: David was commissione<i ·. to do four separate paintings of which
only tWo (the other being ~The Distribution of the Eagles") were completed.
All had been. censured from the start to ensure the desired telling of
historYithereforetlapoleon'sd,elight with the Sacre was predictable.
A copy was subsequently ordered from which the Gobel ins works would execute
a tapestry, and. it is this painting which was finished in 1822. The second
Saere waS exhibited widely, including London (1822), Philadelphia (1826)
a.)ld Parisfl$37} event.o.~11y being offered at public sale in 1898. Paris's
bid exceeded the 30 ,000 franc limit restricting the Directors of the
Versailles Museum/but in 1946, at t.hetime Oldway was purchased by the
Paignton .council, the Singer family sold the painting to the French goverrunent,
and its new home became Versailles after all. Penwill, p.156; Packe, J.,
"Stori~s of Oldway" booklet, TorbayBorough Council (Torquay-1988)p. 14 i
Friedlaender, Walter, David to Dela-croix, Harvard University Press (Cambridge-i952}pp.28-9; Wllenski, p.182; Palacios p.9; Brookner, A., Jacques
Louis David, Chatto & Windus (Londort-1980)pp.150-156.
I
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1018, 1019 & 1020 Oldway, Singer's Study, panelling and carton pierre dtls, writer's photos.

Park, figure 421) manner. Although
the overdoor figures are now painted
white they appear in an historical
photograph (figure 1018) to have been
gilded originally. The carton pierre
elements are today partially bleached
of the stain, which would have made
them appear as integral to the
panelling. Most interesting is the
manner in which the doorway voussure's
are decorated, as Louis XIV-style
acanthus decoration is applied to
the pulvinated wood moulding rather
than executed in linked sections as
was the common French and English
technique. As this detail at least
must have been accomplished in situ,
rather than factory-shipped, it is
probable that the Italian craftsmen to whom Lady Leeds refers
included plasterworkers as well as marble specialists.
Lady Leeds has described how the Paris Ballet Company
would rehearse in Oldway's Ballroom, having been invited by
her father to stay at the mansion for "days and sometimes
weeks at a time. ,,527 And although the space, lined with a
Gobelins tapestry and trumeaux, had an unobstructed view of
the sea, its descriptions as being "magnificent" and Oldway's
"grand feature,,528 are more likely in reference to other
Paignton interiors.
Music emanating from its paired
minstrel galleries may have accompanied many a ballet,
but the Ballroom is noteworthy more as an historical
setting for the great and notorious Isadora Duncan than
as an interior of significant architectural merit.
Of the
many misfortunes visited on the founder of modern dance,
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notwithstanding her own tragic death, the most catastrophic
would have been those of her two infant children, the youngest
of whic,h was Paris Singer's son. 529 Although the couple's
amorous affair continued sporadically for some years, the
came to a final parting following her stay at Oldway in y
1908; where whilst her patron/lover was ill and bedridden,
she cavorted outrageously with a French piano player. Never
one for precision, Isadora gave this account:
So that summer we went to Devonshire, where he had a
wonderful chateau which he had built after Versailles
and the Petit Trianon, with many bedrooms and bathrooms, and suites, all to be at my disposition, with
fourteen automobiles in the garage and a yacht in the
harbour.
Now, in the chateau there was a wonderful ballroom
with Gobelins tapestry and a picture of the coronation
of Napoleon by David . . . . Noticing my increasing despair,
L [Duncan referred to Singer as "Lohengrin"] said, "Why
don't you dance again - in the ballroom?" I thought of
the Gobelins tapestry and the David picture. "How can
I make my simple gestures before these, on the oily,
waxed floor?" "If that is all that troubles you," he
said, "send for your curtains and your carpet." So I
sent for my curtains, which were hung over the tapestry,
and I placed the carpet over the waxed floor. "But I
must have a pianist." "Send for a pianist," said
Lohengrin. . ..
From that day in the auto, we [Duncan and the pianist]
had one obsession, to be alone - in the conservatory,
in the garden, even taking long walks in the muddy
country lanes, but these violent passions have violent
ends, and there came a day when X [the pianist] had to
leave the chateau, never to return. We made this
sacrifice to save the life of a man [Singer] who was
supposed to be dying. ... But this episode proved to
me that I certainly was not suited to domestic life,
and so, in the autumn, somewhat wiser and sadder, I
sailed for America to fulfill a third contract . Then,
for the hundredth time, I made a firm decision that
hereafter I would give my entire life to Art. 530
During World War I, Oldway was converted first into an
American Women's War Hospital for the care of British
wounded soldiers, and then functioned as an American military
hospital until the War's end. Soon afterwards, as has b~en
the case with so many mansions subject to enormous taxatlon,
Singer was forced in 1927 to transform Oldway i~to publ~C
use, to wit The Torbay Country Club. Singer was ltS presldent
at the time of his death five years later. At the end of World
War II, during which time Oldway became a training centre
for the RAF, the mansion was sold for roughly £46,000 to
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